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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this Record is to document the written material
which was issued at the Groundwater School held in Adelaide from 29th March
to 9th April, 1965. In Records 1965/85 I have dealt with the organization,
syllabus, and general scope of the School and it will not be necessary to
repeat these aspects here.

The material will be issued in two parts:

Part 1:^Hydrogeology, Geophysics, Hydraulics, and Pumping
Tests.

It
^ Part 2:^Drilling, Bore Construction, Chemistry of Groundwater,

Utilization.

No attempt was made to edit the material which was written by
the lecturer in most cases as lecture notes and not for publication.
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HYDROGEOLOGY 

.by 

E.P. O'Driscoll, Chief Hydrogeologist, Geological Survey of W.A. 

In these lectures I propose to dea,l with the fundamentals of 
of hydrogeology, and Pm going to start from scratch, and assume the l1s-

'", 

teners know nothing about it. """',_ .. 
.......... 

~gin of gro~dwater. 

To geologists, grolJndvrato1' is the "later that OCCllrs freely wi th
in the zone of saturi;l.tion. We are not concernod with soil moisture above 
the water-table. 

Groundwater ma.y have anyone of threEl orJ.gJ.ns. 'rhe most uncom
mon is magmatic or juvenile water, and I do not lrJlO1'l of any Australian 
occurrences of this, al thOUgh' it has bGen recorded elseuhere, being recog
nised by its deficiency in chlorine, v!hich is ahmys present in other types 
of groundwater. 

Ref. Simplon Tunnel. 

The n6xt type is connate water, '-Thich is really fossil meteoric 
''later. "ilian sediments are laid down on the SE-~['. floor, or in a lake or svTamp, 
some of the water will be trapped in tho spaces between the grains, ar!u held 
there until it is expellC:ld by the action of outsicle ac;ents. These could be, 
for example, the subsequent elevation of the rocks above sea level, allowing 
the water to flow sidew'ays under gravity and escape. Or tho rocks might be 
folded or tilted in a manner that exposes the elevated edge to intake from 
rain or surface runoff. 

In itself, of course , the availability of such intak~ doesn't 
necessarily mean replacement of the connate v:ate1', or vTater of deposition, 
already vTi thin the rocks. There also has to be an outlet somewhere, before 
actual replacement can take place. Even then, the vIater "Till move as direct
ly as it can tOv7a!'ds tho outlet, and only partial replacement ma.y occur. 
This matter will be dealt with more fully in the section on groundwater move
ment. 

Connata Viaters occur quite commonly in Australia. 

~np10s~ Nnrth we3t Murray Basin. 
G. A.. B. s~al1ow sa1i?e aquifers. 

Waters of this typo almost invariably are too saline for general use, 
which may be a good thing, as otherwise they liould be developed, and probab
ly fail becauso of pumping. 

USUally, hovover, groundwater is IIlcteoric in origin; that is, 
it owes its existence to rain falling on the earth's surface, and either di~
ectly pElnotrating underground where it falls, or causing surface runoff "lhich 
works its Ivay d01-1Illvards into the rocks at more distant points. 

Natural Cycle. 

Diagram 
(Procipitation. 

~EvapotransPiratiOl1. 
Runoff. 

D011nUard percolation. 

The proportion roaching the vmter-tablo varios enormously. Note tho variable 
uhich is vegetative cover. This can be destroyed by man, and the cycle 
upset - (Siltation of daJl1o). Note that the lovel of the water-table rises 
undor the hills. 
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Environmental Factors. 
I 

At this point let us consider the factors of environment 
that affect ground1·mter occurronce. They are 

\

i) . . ) 
~~i) 

(iv) 
(v) 

Rainfall • 
Topography. 
Vegetative cover, 'ilhich includes evapotranspiration. 
Rock type. 
Reck structure. 

Consideration of the natural cycle shows us:that l'ain is dissipated in 
three ways; by d01ffi.'I',ard percolation, surface runoff, and evapotrans
piration; and it is obvious that the influence of the various factors ovor
laps. For example, the amount of dO'l'mward percolation from rain will be af
fected by rock type; rainfall may be affected by topography, which in turn 
is relatod to to rock structure, and so on. 

The imp.:::rtance of this observation really lies in the circum
stance that groundwater may occur in hlO separ3.to areas i"hich are similar 
in all respects except for ono variable, and this variation is one factor 
which can completoly alter the grol.lndvrater occurrence. It becomes the 
d.omj.nllP..1 facto..!.. 

Example: Mt. Lofty. 45"-50" rainfall, very low salinity. 
50 miles north, 20"-25", salinity much higher. 

(i) Rainfall. So around lilt. Lo:I' ty, where the rock types vary but the we.t
or quality is invariably very good, the high rainfall is domincmt factor. 

HOv1Civor, lou rainfall doos not necessarily moan that all the 
gr~)und"';ators are of poor quality. For instance, domestic quality water 
has been obtained in c~rtain. arid areas of Contral Australia, where the 
annual procipitation is 10 inchos or loss. Ono such area is in the vicinity 
of tho Desort ~.ktoorological Station in tho Rawlinson Ranges. The reason 
is that whero othor conditions arc favourSlble, surfa.ce runoff may occur oven 
in very 10vT rainfall areas, providing enough local downward percolation to 
maintain small areas of good quality groundwater, ,;,hich elsovlhere IM.;y" be 
saline, or altogGther lacking. 

On the other hand, even a relatively high annual rainfall doos 
not ensure tho occurronce of substantial vol umos of good quality grO\mdwater. 
Tho typo of precipitation is important because this ai'fects the incidence 
of surface runoff, and thorofore tho local intake eithor from streams or 
as shoot runoff from the hill slopes. 

Furthermore, the rock type and the topography also exert an in
fluence. Consider tho caso of a desert hGe.th area such as south-oast of Lake 
Alexandrina, vlher0 a deep sand profilG is combined with 101'1 topographic 
relief. Rocent lTork shovJ8d that CVGn \'li th a rainfall in excess of 20 in., 
tho rain water ponotrated. vGrtically dO'vnnmrds into the sand no farthElr than 
about 16 ft., at which depth it had all beon dissip<>.tod in ,\,iotting tho soil 
profile through v1hich it :passe·d. In such an aroa, topography is important, 
because whero concentrations of surface runoff occur, the 10cal rainfall is 
augmented and tho depth of penotration greatly increased • 

This can result in lensos of good water floating on the more 
saline water benoath, ~1d an understanding of their origin is important. 
If such a lens results from localized concontration of surfaco runoff under 
natural vegetation conditions and the vegetation is lator replaced by denso 
permanent pastures, r,~noff might no longer occur, and the good water lons 
could be gradually oxhausted by pumping for stock usc. 

One may vTonder at thoro being runoff from sand dunes. The 
simple fact is that a dry sand is far from being as perIDoablu as one imagines, 
as a simple experiment with tho garden hose will show. Ex.~ Porth locality. 
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(ii) 10pogro.phy. Topographic relief is important for s8veral reasons. 
In the first place it affects rainfall, which is highest on the mountain 
ranges, wi"th rain shadm-i8 on the lee slopes. This in turn controls the 
vegetative cover, and so, less directly, the surface runoff and evapotrans
piration. 

Stoep slopes shed raimTater nmoff quickly, encouraging not only 
shoet erosion but tho dumping of rock debris as pediments (.md alluvial fans, 
\,1hich may bo local sources of uator. Ex.: Orroroo in the Adelaide Hills. 

Also these alluvials may act as intakes (much like a sponge) 
in absorbing surface runoff and passing it .. dowmmrds to deeper aquifers. 
Runoff from an extensive hilly catchment may deposit valley alluvials, 
(e.g. Hunter R. system) and will keep the alluvials recharged, so that largo 
supplies are recoverable. 

HilJ s themselves shod vmtor, cm.d. in a dissected range this run
off water is concentrated in tho v<:.lleys ,1'1hero dO"1n .. Tard percolation may 
be greatly increased. This doosn' t mGan that larger supplies will neccs'sar
ily be available, but it dOGS moan more frequent roplenisp . .mont, and usually 
low0r salinity t4Wl tl18 surrounding rocks. Evon in a valley where the StUIl

mer river flow'"becomes quite saline, the groundwt~to:r can be expected to 
be much bettor in ~lalityo 

~. Wakefield R. 

:Blackwood R. with si.tlino first froshet in "Tinter. 
v1here streams arG intormittont, uith suddon floods and long dry inter
vening pGriods, replenishment c::,ndi tions 2.re usually good, but may not be 
reliable enough for large to'\o'ffi wat~r supplios. 

~. Turner and Yuill Rivors ... (Port Hcaa.land) 

Rawlinson Ra. 

In slate cO'lmtry, one adverse effect of stoep slopes may be 
the deposition of an impermeable clay blanket in the valleys. In such 
cases, bore sites placed on the toe of the slopes sligt·.tly abeve the valley 
floor lIIay give best results. 

In dense metasedimentary and igneous rock areas, steep slopes 
are a disadvantage, as the weatlwred rock mantle is stripped aYlay as it forms, 
and usable ground'fater may be confined to gentlo slopes about half way dmm. 

!1!.. Toodyay area where creeks are saline, but m,1ls on the slopes may 
give fomestic water. 

Esporance area. 

So far, the emphasis has been on the role playod by hills in 
promoting r'l1!loff 'l'1hich contributes to 1ihe grovnd'l'Tator. Hmfever, tho exist
ence of hills and the occurrence of such runoff in arid climates doesn't' 
necessarily provide usable "Tater. . 

Mukinbudin shallovr bedrock area. 

vTyalkatchom, fresh to saline in 5 chains. 

A difficulty that faced earl~T vJorkers was that flat te:.rrain 
did not necessarily mean no local groundwater. 

Ex" Gregory, G.A.B. 1-lade, I.:Iurray Basin. 

Nowadays so much drilling has usually been done that sub
surface conditions can be worked out. This is not al'Vmys so, hO'lt'lever. 

Ex. Badgingarra. Arrino, \'lith clay bed, and faults, and 
alternating.Perm./L. Crete 
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Well-developed, steep-flanked valleys not only indicate consid-
erable loss by surface runoff, but the valleys may cut down to the water-
table, in which case the streams will act as drains into which the groundwat-
er will flow by means of springs.

Murray Rep S.A.

Where, as in the Murray Basin, the original saline connate water can be
Ai^replaced only if there is an outlet through which it can escape, the exist-

ence of such a drain is of great importance. Without it, landholders would
find their properties situated in saline groundwater areas, instead of
underlain by good quality water which has been able to obtain ingress from
distant elevated intakes.

That streams may act as groundwater drains is probably a more
common phenomenon than generally realised, because often the action is only
intermittent, occurring at times of low streamflow and being reversed to
one of recharge during floods. In a few cases, they seem to have little
effect, one way or the other, on the surrounding groundwaters.

Ex.^Gascoyne R.^Comment on barrage, which was not effective because of
slow movements and small gradient.

Flat terrains, which often occur in semi-arid regions, encour-
age the development of salt pans. Surface runoff is sporadic, often torren-
tial, and spreads out over the lower areas only to evaporate and leave behind
a residue of salt. Groundwater under the flats themselves is often very
salt, (c.f. Bon Bon Stn.) but the contaminating effect of the salt is some-
times quite localized.^The pans generally have a clayey floor that is at
slightly lower level than the water table round about.

Ex.^Yorke Penin.^W.A. calcretes.

(iii) yuy_t_Iti.y.2.sz_ru. Under this heading we can include evaporation
and transpiration. Vegetation, while its nature may vary with under-
lying rock type, depends on climatic conditions for its abundance, and
these conditions may in turn be affected by topography. It is of importance
because of its effect on surface runoff and also on losses of moisture back
to the atmosphere.

Water running quickly off the land surface is lost as a source
of local groundwater recharge. True, it may enter the soil or alluvium in
a valley downslope and there become a source of groundwater, but it is lost
to the area on which it fell as rain. This cuts both ways, of course,
because in semi-arid areas whore bare hill surfaces shed all their rain, the
water may accumulate in the wash at the foot of the hills, and provide a
limited source of very good water.

Ex.^Victoria Hut.

It is possible that with a heavy vegetative cover, usable water might
still have occurred, but vegetation would stop most of the runoff except in
very violent storms, and hold the moisture in the soil upslope, possibly to
be lost by transpiration etc. in such a semi-arid area.

Where vegetation is thick, the rainwater is held in the soil
through which it moves only slowly, and has ample opportunity to soak
downwards into the underlying rocks and become groundwater. This not only
improves the prospects of obtaining water by drilling, but decreases salin-
ity by promoting movement and the flushing away of soluble salts. On the
debit side, transpiration losses increase, but rarely if over to the ex-
tent that downward percolation is exceeded, although the water table may
decline.^Ex.^Booboorowie.

Evidences of the beneficial effect of vegetative cover on the
groundwater are found all over Australia, a typical example being the Avon-
Mortlock valley (Swan River, W. A.) Less than a century ago these streams
were fresh, and wells along their valleys yielded very good water. Some
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still do, but clearing of the land has increased runoff and evaporation
losses to the extent that the rivers are salt, and so are many of the wells.
In some places the salt has encroached on adjacent farm lands, killing
the vegetation and rendering the land useless for cultivation.

Ex.^Sisal hemp areas, N. Africa.

Transpiration losses will affect shallow groundwaters.
Ex.^Bridgetown soak; saline well in granite;

Hydrogeologists are sometimes asked their opinion as to
whether certain trees or plants indicate the presence of water. Some
trees, e.g. W. A paperbark, may grow only in areas where shallow ground-
water occurs, but in general tree roots can live on soil moisture alone.
Extensive growths along watercourses etc. merely indicate more frequent
replenishment and perhaps slightly deeper percolation than elsewhere.
Ex.^Gum trees Silverton (Broken Hill).

(iv)^Rock Type.^Geologists classify rocks under three general head-
ings according to their origin, as igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic.
All three families can be further subdivided into different types, scme of
which are potentially good and others very unpromising as aquifers.

(a) Imeous Rocks. The common plutonic typo, granite, is widespread,
and its potential as an aquifer varies a great deal. Granite is dense and
crystalline, and completely imporviov in the hand specimen. However, it
weathers readily into quartz and clay y thc, products having different grain
sizes and physical properties, so that the weathered products are readily
sorted by agents of erosion. This means that in granite country, sediment
and alluvium may have a large proportion of sand, making it very permeable.
Although they cannot safely be sited on high ground because the hard rock
is at shallow depth, wells and bores are often quite successful in the val-
ley floors, or near the foot of a long slope. Also, the hill crests are of-
ten bare enough to shod water like a roof into the elastic material downslope.

Ex.^Olary.

Southern N. S. W. — War Service Land Settlement Scheme.

Hd. Rounsevoll, S.

The development of a weathered profile,
import an co or otherwise of the mechanical effect of
tion by agents of erosion, arc of cours40 pendent on

however, and the
sorting and redeposi-
several factors.

flat terrain and thinEx.^W. A. central whoatbelt, with arid climate,
soil cover.

W. A. Darling Ra. with high rainfall, heavy timber, active streams,
very little erosion.

Another thing to consider in granite country is the length
of the slope. In very permeable material, unless frequent recharge orcars
the water may escape downslope.

Ex.^Cooma area.

Till recently, granites have rarely been drilled because of their
hardness. Hammer drills have altered this.

Ex.^Exfoliation, joints in rail cuttings.

The above comments can also apply to other dense igneous rocks such as
porphyry.

Ex.^Yass "porphyry".

Very occasionally caverns may occur, possibly as a result of mineral



Wayatinah dolerite, 60 x 30 x
However, they are quite unpredictable, and cannot seriously be considered
from a hydrological viewpoint. More important, particularly in hypabyssal
rocks ) is the development of jointing, and decomposition along the margins
of dykes due to shearing.
Ex.^Serpentine dam..

Northampton diorite dykes. Explain salinity variation between
granulite, cherty quartzite, diorite. Increase in Pb and Cu
under pumping, in bores near cl„rkes.

As aqifers, volcanic rocks vary, being very good when they are
eruptive and contain tuffs; poor when of the quiet fissure type.
Ex.^Gragin, (North-east of New South Wales)

Coolah.
Antrim Plateau.

My personal advice to the young field geologist is to treat volcanic rocks
with caution when selecting bore Sites for landholders. Quite apart from
doubtful permeability, the rooks can be very expensive to drill. Ex. Boy-
anup, (South-west of W. A.). We must also remember that basic rocks like
basalt weather to a clay which can effectively blanket tho underlying rocks
and prevent intake. Ex. Delungra, granite sand.

Sometimes the soil cracks badly. Ex. Blacksoil plains.
CO Metamorphic Rocks can roughly be subdivided for our purposes into
quartzites and marbles; schists and amphibolites; and migmatites and Arch-
aean gneisses.

Quartzites are almost always good watorbearing beds, except when
• heavily re-silicified.
Ex.^Aldgate S.S, Adelaide area.

Pentecost S.S., Kimberleys.
Grant Ra. S.S.

The best type, in my experience, is the fairly friable, sugary kind with
an outcrop thickness of 100 feet or.more. An ideal boresite would be located
near a creek, to reach othootop of the sandstone at about 100 feet depth, the
bed having a dip of 30 -50 . Limit of depth for large supplies is about
350 feet. Quartzite usually yields the lowest salinity water because of its
lack of soluble minerals; and large supplies because it is a competent rock
which fractures readily when folded. The joints do not become clogged with
clayey decomposition products, and the cracks stay open, allowing ready in-
gress and movement of groundwater.^Ex. Manoora.

Marble, which has similar physical properties but also readily
becomes cavernous as a result of solution along the joints, is often capable
of giving very large supplies. Also it is easy to drill. However, it can
have its disadvantages. Ex. Reef types not extensive, e.g. BrUkunga,

Angaston, Second Valley.
Also the water is high in carbonate, a disadvantage for industrial use.
Dolomitic slates can be very difficult for the geologist, because occasional
bores quite unpredictably produce large supplies, but the bulk are very poor.
Ex.^Lenswood area.^Myponga Dam.
Slates and phyllites, usually associated in the field, can generally be
relied on for stock supplies when drilled. In some areas the harder and more
competent slates quite consistently yield limited irrigation supplies when
first drilled, but this has its dangers, as constant pumping at 2,000 g.p.h.
or so, as for market gardens, usually dewaters the rocks.
Ex.^Mt. Barker, S. A.^Montacute.
nnmment on max. and min, depths, for stock. and irriaation.

The schist-amphibolite group represents the highly metamorphosed •
and very micaceous rocks, and is very variable. As a general rule the bore
yields are mall, because although intensely sheared the rocks do not have
an open joint system. The abundant ferro-mag minerals readily decompose and
yield soluble salts to the groundwater, which tends to be saline. Where
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the schists ere "knotted", in my experience they are such poor aquifers
that it is rarely justifiable to recommend drilling. Also, intense
metamorphism of pre-existing sediments of varying type is often accompanied
by small localized "granitioation", which adds to the difficulties of
drilling.
Ex.^Kanmantoo Gp.^Pleasant, S. A.)

W. A. Greenstonos.

As a general sumeary, I have observed that although the .alluvial
products of an eroded granite commonly may be expected to yield very good
quality groundwater, the Ivsathered material in situ frequently contains ra-
ther more saline water. In comparable rainfall areas, on the other hand,
basic volcanic rocks usually provide law-salinity water. There may be
physical reasons for this, such as differences in permeability, and the
matter might repay a little research.^Unweathered but jointed acid ig-
neous rocks, on the other hands though yielding small supplies, often prod-
uce very good quality water, again perhaps for physical reasons such as
elevation, and the relative freedom of groundwater movement provided by
the joints.

Among metamorphosed or partly altered sediments the rock type
itself exerts marked control over both salinity and supply. In strongly
folded and well jointed Proterozoic rocks (e.g. Adelaide system) quart-
zites and marbles invariably provide quite large supplies having a low sal-
inity,'reflecting the open nature of the joint system found in competent
rocks, and the relative lack of soluble sodic minerals. Rocks of the slatey
and phyllitic type have tighter joints, which impede the movement of water
through them, and also provide more soluble salts and consequently more
saline groundwater. Schists and greywackes (e.g. Kanmantoo Gp,) appear
to decompose fairly readily and give saline waters, with the result that
even in a restricted area, bore water supplies may vary from one extreme to
the other, depending on rock type.

Archaean gneisses, and most
on the whole the worst types of rock we,
difficult, supplies are small and often
ally very saline. As is often the case
system may be very poorly developed. .

of the migmatites I have seen, are
meet. Drilling conditions are
lion-existent, and the water is usu-
with'strong metamorphism, the joint

Boston Island, S. A.

It sometimes happens, of course, that rocks mapped on a region-
al scale as being Archaean (undiff.) vary in character over short distances.
Ex. Toodyey Rly. cutting, 9 rock types. If they can be mapped from out-
crops, some individual beds may repay drilling.

Before leaving this section there are one or two special cases
of interest which can be mentioned. In parts of W. A. such as Hyden, Wile-
oyne, Kalgoorlie, as far south as Esperance, the basement is Archaean, but
in some places even drinking water occurs, whore runoff is being shed from
outcrop's. Ex. Hyden

Esperance
Upslopo, good water, not permanent.
Downslope, saline, permanent.
Wilgoyno - Old Hstd Well.

As a general rule in these 10 inch rainfall areas, if bedrock
is less than 80-100 feet deep, no water occurs. If the bore is drilled
more than about mile from the hillslope, the water is saline.
Ex.^Breakways.
Ex..^Tertiary remnants on ancient peneplain - cf Esperance of calcretes.
Ex.^Quartz veins, Darling Ra.

(c) Sedimentara Rocks. Although by force of circumstances many of us
work a great deal among metamorphic and igneous rocks, the most important
aquifers in Australia are of course the sediments. They are widespread,
often contain pressure water of good quality, and in many places are being
developed for industrial and domestic use. Unfortunately the users seldom

10



realize that there is a finite limit to the volume of water that can safely
be extracted from any aquifer system, and increasing demands continue to be
met by expansion of the supply work, till the stage is reached where output
exceeds replenishments and the water is being mined.
Ex. Wicherina (Geraldten) Uley-Wanilla.

a'

Water levels will always decline under pumping, which is often
seasonal, and the decline in itself need not cause concern, provided that
the level recovers each winter. Gradual and continuing decline indicates
overpumping, and water levels should be measured at regular intervals
throughout the whole year. Ex. Adelaide Plains. Tomago Sands, Long Id,
(New York). Need for observation bores.
Watch for contamination, either by trade wastes and domestic effluent, or
salt water intrusion.

Sediments can perhaps best be dealt with here according to
their environment, which is of two kinds; that in which they were laid
down, and that in which they now occur because of subsequent structural
movements and the passage of time. Hydrological conditions in the older
and well-compacted rocks resemble those in metamorphic rocks; and my
subsequent comments refer to the less well-compacted types, covering a time
range of about Permian to Recent.

Conditions of deposition are important because they govern the
physical nature of sediments as regards grain-size, areal extent and
thickness, and the character of the beds occurring in an alternating
sequence. The geologist must learn to assess the past history of an area
before he applies himself to developing it as a source of water.
Ex. Swamp deposits, individually small, may recur elsewhere.

"Back-dune" swamps (paralic) suggest proximity to sea-coast. May be
repeated on a retreating shoreline.
Alternating marine and freshwater beds may mean salinity variations.
Ettrick Marl and Buccleuch Beds.
Coralline limestones may end suddenly, because of their reef growth,
and effect of muddy water -- Myponga.
Continental type beds may contain gypsum aggregations, with likelihood
of local high salinities.

Permian marine beds contain boulders - Pinjarra. There are many
such examples, and the point we should remember is never to skip the field
investigations or the exploratory drilling, because very often unexpected
things turn up.
Ex. Arrowsmith R, (North of Perth)
The original conditions of deposition may still - though not always - affect
the groundwater salinity. Connate water is known in several places e.g.
G. A. B.: Murray; Rottnest Id. Its preservation in the rocks will depend
on other factors such as structure, permeability, intake. However, it is
probable that few aquifers now contain precisely the same salinity water as
that in which they were laid down. For one thing, this presupposes their
complete enclosure, above and below, in impermeable material, which in
nature is rare.
Ex. K. Hoeger. (Paper delivered at Canberra Hydrology Symposium 1 964)

1 v,
'

K (So--- 1̀")
1

Ex. Hd. Shaugh area.^ '-
What generally happens under hydrodynamic conditions is the partial or
imperfect replacement of water.
Ex. Airport bore, Adelaide.

Mayan's Bore, Derby.
It is important to realize that very few rock systems can be in complete
hydrostatic equilibrium and. also that water transfer in some directions, or
through some parts of the system, may be very slow indeed, compared with
others.
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. (d) Sand Dune Supplies. Explanation of how they form, and the limitations
of supply. Large supplies in some places where dunes are extensive.
Ex.^Port Gregory. (North of Geraldton)

Lancelin^(North of Perth)
Onslow.
Miami Beach, south of Rockingham.

()Rook Structures.

Under this heading we eay include folds, joints, faults, bedding
and weathering.

Folding with or without marginal faulting is the cause of our
numerous pressure water basins, all that has happened in some cases being
that one edge of a permeable sequence has been tilted upwards and exposed
to intake from and atmospheric source. Most of our larger basins have more
than one aquifer, and these may or may not have a common intake.
Ex.^Murray Basin - Knight Sands t Gambier L/s.

Perth Basin - Mandurah-Carnarvon
Canning (inland intake not obvious)
Adelaide (ref. K.R. Miles)
Fitzroy . Basin.

Explain why different aquifers have different piezometric levels. Folding
is important to the geologist siting bores in hard sediments and metamorphics.

(a) Faulting.

Ex.^Northern Perth Basin.
Adelaide Basin.
arie-Torrens.

Faulting may dislocate an aquifer and interrupt groundwater movement.
This will be reflected in the isohalsines and the isopotentials.
Ex.^Arrino; Allanooka; Deniliquin.
Fault zones my be filled with gouge or minorols, and not permeable.

(b) Joints. Discussion. May be well developed in one rock, poorly in an
adjacent one. Exfoliation joints. Effective depth to which water can be
transmitted. Jointing in dykes. Joint-bedding relationship as a key to
overturning in folds.
Mineralisation.
In-filling with clayey products of weathering.
Jointing in limestones, enlarged by solution.

(c) Caverns. How they are formed, and their relationship to the water
table.
Ex.^Oscar Ra. tunnel.

Poocher Swamp,
Bordertown.
Port Macdonnell.
Second Valley.
Papua.
Listone blocks at Naracoorto.
Interdune flats at Pyap.
Blowing bores, Maggea, Waikerie.

(d) Bedding planes sometimes, but by no means always, facilitate water
movement through rock. In coarse sediments it is common to find alternating
coarse and fine laminae, and water will move more freely through the coarse
layers, which however, may not extend very far individually. In indurated
sediments, such as most Proterozoic and Palaeozoic and many Mesozoic rocks,

, water movement is more dependent on jointing than on bedding. Its real
importance is that it tells us where the rock extends underground, which
of course we must know in choosing a bore site. (c.f.Yatala quarry.) Deter-
mining the attitude of a bed is often difficult in the field. Ex. Sturtian
Qte., Range rd.
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The t~sk may be hindered by the development of structures 
which look like bedding, but are not. (e.g. - jointing, minor slicks.) 
The only real lead is to observe the attitude of current bedding. 
~. Sturtian Qte east of World I sEnd. HO"lever, current bedding i tacIt 
can also be misleading, beoause it may be on a large scale. ~. N. Bondi 
Hawkesbury SSe The field geolobrist must never rely on one small outcrop 
when determining attitude. If possible, stc~d off at some distance and 
observe the traces the beds make in n hillside, as often this will show 
their attitude when a close-up lClok at tho outcrops ~dll not. 

(e) Weatheri.."lg may affect rock by 

(i) dissolving it moray. This m'3.inly affects limestones, . 
dolomites, aeoli~nites. 

(ii) hardening of the rocks by resiHcificetion; such rocks 
are usuall~ poor aquifers. 

Ex. Penticost SSt (~TyncTha.rn) 
Some qu::trtZi tes in la. Lofty Ra. arOa. 
Permian sro1dstone, Poole Ra. 

(iii) causing some of its loss stable minerals to decay. 
Felspars Md ferrom;;··.Gs are usually affocteo. and the hard rock may 
become a soft clayey mass. 
~. Koepi t Dron. 

Torrensian Slates and phyllites. 

Sometimes the w'eathering is a very quick process. 
~. marcasite, \·;hich causes corrosion. 
Depth of lmathering is variable. 
Olay may fill joints and impede the passo.g;e of 1mtor'. 
~. valleys at Basket R~ Terra rossa fillings at I\lt. Gambier. 

In the seal'ch for vrater al";long cr;yst2:11inEl rocks, weathering is 
of very great importance. In those parts of the Darling Re.. ,,¥which are 
granitic, conditions V"try from ono flank \)f the vaHey to the other • 
Creoles flovl wcstw<l.rd, and usually the northern flank is bare, or covered 
wi th a thin skin of soil and latori teo Tho sou.thorn flank has' e. much 
docper soil and weathered rock cover. (roason.) 

The real importance of the "Teathering is the profile which 
results. It clm be generalized as~ 

(i) Laterite gre.vels and clay, to 8 ft. thick. --
Soil. 
Pisolitic laterite with earthy nw.trix. 
Massive laterite, concretion8.ry, iron-cemented. 

(ii) Gibbsite-kaolin clays, up to 20 ft. thick. 
Laterite-Gibbsite yello"T silty clay, minor lateri to nodules. 
Kaolin clay, resul tine from complete decomposition of' e;rani te in 8i tu; 

. micas absent, felspars kaolin1sed, some residual quartz 
grains. 

(iii) Ferruginated zone. ----
This is the zone of gToundvl~.ter fluctuntion, l-rhero iron may be depositecl 

to fOl"m CJ. "hardpan", but usually just discolours the Clays. 
(iv) Quartz-residual phase, to 20 ft. thick. ---

Mostly quartz grains ::111(l some decomposed folspe.rs. Disintegrates into a 
me.ss of clayey sand "i'hen immersod. in water. 

(v) 

or 

Mica-quartz-rcsiclual phase, fC'Llnd only above schistose 
parent rock, C'.JIlphiboli to or banded gneiss. Micas are 
slightly we at he rod and form about 50% of rock. 
r·ioderately \V'oathercd gTani tEl or CTani to-gneiss. 
(Canlt break: drill cores in the hand). This grades 
dOi'lluTcrd into fresh rock. 

13 
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The quartz-residual phase of zone (iv) is the important one 
because of its higher permeability. Local drillers refer to it as "gravel". 

Depth of 'oJ'eathering is of first importance in an arid area. 
~. Ernabella. Recent Hork in the Eastern Goldfields, of 1-T. A., gave 
results worth outlining. In some mines, "Thich are invariably sited on 
crush zones, grou...'1dwater occurs dmm to considerable depths. In Hill 60, 
Mt. Magnet, potable ''1at0I' j.s found to 150 fed, brackish lmter in a fevT 
joints at 1000 feet, and brine at over 1400 feet. 

AvTaY from the crush zones, we feund the rocks too poorly 
jointed for groundvTater c;:t,depths of 50-1000 feet below the top of the 
hard rock. 

There are f0ur main 
,>leather readily and deeply to a 
poor supplies of saline water. 
usually difficult. 

rock types. Greenstones (amphibolites) 
reL:.tively impervious puggy clay, and givo 
Dips al'O steep, and drilling conditions 

Metasediments, which resemble the b"Teenstones, have similar 
characteristics~ but the quartz-jaspili te bands, '>Thich fonn strong 
outcrops are usually '\oJ'sll jointed to somo depth. vThere surface runoff con
centrates, localized intru~e conditions arc good enough to provide stock 
quality water. 

1ihen they are silicified, rD.etasediments bohave similn.rly to the 
crystalline rocks. 

Grar:.i te r:U1d gneiss provide bare outcrops that shed surface 
runoff, and shallo,"T usable supplies frequently are recoverable from the 
weathered rock periphor3T , although the bores tend to silt up • 

In tho northern areas particularly, a le11.ched pallid zone 
similar to the Darling Ran@'l quartz-residual phase gives good supplies, 
enough to provide irrigation at Albion Downs. 

Quartz veins also remain as 0. hard, resistant frame-work in 
weath8l'ed rocks;. break into blocks, and admit surface water fairly readily. 
In earlier days, successful wells v1ere often sunk on such veins. 

Brealcaways are rlOrth investigating, especially v1hen lated te
capped. Describe. 

Valley alluvials are gencrally ve:c·y clayey and lime-cemented, 
and a poor water source. HOvJ0ver, rubbly ironstone gravel deposits at the 
foot of hillslc·pes often yield good stock Hater. Leached calcrete and some
times an open bOx-i-Tork of opaline silica commonly occur near the bottom 
of large drainage lines, often close to salt lakes, a.l1d these are invariably 
good. l .. t Wiluna they give irrigation xater, this area being at a relative
ly high level. Farther south around Sandstone, 1'[hich is lower, they tend 
to carry sal ty vli:r~er; and still lOrTer and farther south th8y are absent, 
the alluvial valleys being salt. 

Not all calcrete rraters al.'O of good quality, of course. As 
a general rule, water along the margin is goocl, but it may become salt near 
the centre. ~x. Pilbara. 

A feature of the calcretes is that their occurrence is rEJadi1y 
predicted by photo-interpretation. So also arc the 

. ,ill.uvia1 F;:tns, because of their spreading stream pattern and dense 
mulga grmvth, as well as an unusual photc)-pattern of cusp-shaped groups of 
9crub at the top of the fan, and thought to be points of fresh-water intake. 
On the ground their d811se scrub growth, clay-sealfxl surface, and light 
flood-washed debris c:m be recognised. The groundiinter is usually good 
near the intake, and on large fans for perh::J.ps as much as a mile downslope. 

This ends the section .dealing vii th factors affecting ground
water occurrence. Let us nO,"T consider hUH it moves. 
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Groundwater Movement.

For our own convenience we arbitrarily divide groundwater
into non—pressure and pressure water. Terms "water table", and "hydraulic
or piezometric surface".

Non—pressure waters usually have a local intake or series of
intakes which may be quite extensive, and respond quickly to rain.
Ex. Fluctuations in w/table at (Pinjar

(L. Gnangara
(Golf lands
Oft. Gambier

Ex. Broome, in relatively flat bush country;
Co. Cardwell
Hunter valley alluvials
Drains acting as intakes east of Coorong.

The type of intake is important, and its duration.
Compare flash runoff to streams, swamps and lakes.
The chemical quality can vary.
Ex. Blackwood R.

Wakefield R.
Rhine R.
Stinking Gully Creek.

Unless augmented by surface runoff concentrations, rain does not penetrate
very far into most rocks.
Ex.^Co. Cardwell experiment.
;Sometimes it rides on a clay, band at shallow depth. Perched.
Ex.^West coast, S. A.

As water frecly moves downslope along an aquifer, it may
become confined, and under pressure. Illustrate.
Types of intakes.

Simple overlap, e.g. G. A. B.

Faulted. Adelaide Plains.

Perth coastal

••••■•••^...••■•■

• •
•

Effects of block faulting in Mingenew area.
Comment on Canning Basin.
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Origin ancl use of te nn II arte s ian" • 

~. All ground .. tater will flO1rj under gravity if it can, although 
it is subject to other L~luences such as capillarity, oa~osis. 

Groundvtater gradients. 

Consider limits of steepness and flatness. Effectiveness of 
Gascoyne barrage. 
Reason for watertablebeing high under hills. 

Pressure vTater. 

Where an intake is high up, 'I'rater entering it vlill build llP a 
pressure that is tranmnitted to all parts of the ~quifor. However, it 
will not cause movement or replacement unless there is an outlet somewhere. 
~. G.A.B. mound spgs., and gulf of Carpentaria. 

Murray Basin springs in river. 
Perth Basin, submarine springs. 

Flowing bores will locally relieve the pressure. Elastic compaction. 
Decline of flow·s. 

Hater moving dovmslope under gravity \'1i11 take the easiest 
path through an aquifer. Rate of movement. Note that water C&l move up-dip. 
Differential replacement. Ex. Adelaide Airport bore. 

Arrino. 
Furthermore, 'Vli th gradual replacement of saline water in a thick aquifer, 
the best quality '\oJ'ater usually is found near the top, the salinity toncling 

.#0 to increase with clepth. 
~. Port Lincoln. 

Mandurah. 

'w However, in the Perth Basin, .. later 'in the bottom of the South 

.. ' 

Perth Shale is poorer in quality than that in the underlying Claremont 
Sandstone. This may be a permeability effect. 

The degree of replacement of connate water inll vary according 
to the rate of movement possible for the intake ifator. 
Ex. South ,side of 1-5:urray main basin. 

Variations in water level. 

Tidal effects. Ex. Torrens Island. 
N. ~\T. Nen South ~'Jales. 

Barometric effects. 
Caution, bevTaro instrumental errors. 

Effect of a rising water face. ~. Leeton sanclbeds. 

Springs. 

India. 

Origin, and method of development. 
Can they be damaged? Can natural supply be increased? 
Mound springs. 

Depth to which l'later occurs. In permeable 'rocks, the limit to v1hich intake 
water ,,,ill penetrate is theoretically governed only by the intake head 
available, and the relative densities of the waters. F::-actical consider
ations. 

Salinity. 

Origin. (i) Cyclic salts. 
(ii) i'leathering of minerals. 

Consider the control exercised by rock type and by rainfall. 
Salini ty rise s during pumping. 
Ghyben-Hertzberg theory. Ex. Pacific atolls. 

Derby - modified type. 
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Nitrates, Iron.

Presence; and origin.

Contamination.

Lodes.^Ex. Northampton Pb, Cu.
N.S.W. arsenic mine.

Mine dumps.^Ex. Captains Flat.
Marble Bar.

Industrial wastes.^Ex. Mil—lel.
N.S.W. abattoirs.
London chalk.
Plating works, Adelaide.
Poocher septic tank.

We have very little knowledge of the travel of pathogens, and research is
needed.

Things to

Water is completely logical in its behaviour. If it seems to
do something unexpected, be assured that this is either because you haven't
got all the necessary facts, or you haven't interpreted them correctly.

In tackling a problem of hydrogeology, a field man must be able
to assess the relative importance of the factors listed earlier which
control groundwater occurrence. This ability comes only with training and
experience. In my opinion it takes a minimum of about four years varied
experionce before a learner can be relied on to work without fairly direct
supervision, and even this minimum will depend on his ability, and more
especially his common sense.

Given the ability to assess field conditions properly, the
hydrogeologist has certain tools at his command. These will include photo—
interpretation; (lOx. Hackathorn, etc.) surface mapping to help determine
stratigraphy and structure, and particularly the possible presence of
surface intakes; (Ex. Regional Mapping); drilling, which gives US detailed
information on stratigraphy, salinities, and water levels; and palaeontology.

Often much of the drilling has already been done by landholders,
and the first step in almost every project is a field census to collect
every available bit of information on well locations, bore logs, surface
levels (barom. etc.), and salinities. (Field salinities, Techtron or
Philips.) Farmers often have chemical analyses tucked away among their
records, and it is worth spending a fair amount of time to get them, and
any other records. Remember that one missed fact may result in an incorrect
interpretation. One missed bore record may result in expensive drilling
to obtain the same information.

The study of the hydrodynamics of an area must include cross—
sections, an isopotential map, and a salinity map. If you have enough
information to compile these, you have all you should reasonably need.
If not, go and get it. You cannot base an adequate opinion on inadequate
data.

Hydrogeology falls in general into one of three categories,
which necessitates a flexible approach.

(i) Census Work, often a continuing and long—term project to collect data,
and give us a proper knowledge of the area. This work is good basic train-
ing. Comment on procedure.
(ii) Government projects, such as town water supplies. This usually invol-
ves officers from other departments. Comment.
(iii) Advice to landholders. This is at once the most difficult and the
most rewarding of our work.

17
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Always take your time. Usually it is advisable to do a limited bore census
of surrounding properties, followed by a look at the local geology, then
a mental summing up. I personally have found it best to call first on the
farmer, say who you are, ask him just what he has in mind, and what drilling
etc. he and his neigYbours have done. Then explain that you All have to
walk over the area to examine it; that this usually takes some hours; and

. ..zopla will report back when finished. Make sure ho will be home.

At all cost, politely discourage him from coming with you.
Your amblingabout may impress him as pointless; he'll drive you up the wall
asking questions; and the neighbours probably won't talk openly in his pres-
ence.

With the neighbours, just say who you are and that you are
doing a groundwater survey. Ask what they know about local drilling, quar-
ries, tunnels, mines in the area. Never discuss another neighbour's busi-
ness, even if asked a direct question. Cross—cheok information; some farm-
ers will suppress information about failure bores, for example. Lastly,
never rush them. The average landholder will take an hour or more to get
around to telling you what you want to know, and it is always time well
spent. However, what you are told has to be realistically interpreted;
e.g. hard rock; unlimited supply; gooa water; deep drilling.

When a landholder asks for geological advice, that advice to
some extent will be conditioned by his financial circumstances. Comment.

But whatever advice you give, make sure you explain your grounds
for it, and make sure the farmer understands what his chances are. He's
going to put a lot of money on your advice, and he's entitled to be told

A

^

^precisely what you think, and why. This end—of—the—day talk with the far-
mer is the hardest thing for the young field man to learn to handle.
First you have to make up your own mind what to recommend and why;
then you have to explain it all to the farmer, who may have other ideas of
his own; then you have to resist being coaxed into agreeing, against your
better judgement, to a bore site that isn't as good as the one you suggest,
but is where the farmer wants the water. Sometimes a compromise is possi-
ble, and this is one reason why early on you should find out what he himself
has in mind.

This vrings me to another point. Always write a report of an
inspection, and send the farmer a copy. This ensures

(i) the inspection is adequately done.
(ii) the landholder has a record, and so do you.

Comment.
lAykilLds, Comment.
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GROUNDWATER INVESTIGATION OF THE POLDA BASIN 
10^

EYRE PENINSULA SOUTH AUSTRALIA

by
E.G. Shepherd, Assistant Senior Hydrogeologist, Mines Department, S.A.

ABSTRACT

The Polda Basin, located near the west coast of Byre Peninsula,
is an area of fresh and brackish groundwater. In area the basin exceeds
1 9200 square miles, extending inland for more than 30 miles and with a maxi,
mum length of about 50 miles.

Water occurs at depths varying from a few feet to more than
50 foot. The aquifer, which is aeolianite capped by dense limestone, has
an average thickness of about 15 feet.

At the base of this aquifer is a sandy clay which is the upper
bed of the Tertiary succession in the area. A stratigraphio bore near
Polda has shown that Tertiary sand and clay have a thickness of about 200
foot. Sediments of Jurassic age occur beneath the Tertiary and consist .:of
clay, sand and lignite, resting on Precambrian basement at a depth of 560
feet.

Water occurring in the Tertiary and older sediments is brackish,
with salinity increasing to more than 7,000 parts per million in the deep-
er aquifers.

In the upper aquifer there is a considerable area where geed
quality water occurs. Test drilling has shown that there are three sep-
arate areas where salinity of the groundwater is loss than 1,000 parts per
million. In the first of these, near Polda homestead, an area of 50 square
miles has been proved. A second area of probably at least 200 square miles,
lies south west of Poida. Drilling is in progress in this area. In addi-
tion, a third area of at least 25 square miles occurs north west of Polda
homestead.

Very saline groundwater, in places exceeding 14,000 parts per
million, occurs in a swampy depression a short distance west of the Polda
area. A sandy clay OCCUTS in the swamp and is the upper bed of the Terti-
ary succession.

Groundwater contours show that there is a westerly fall in the
water table of about 5 feet per mile.

The basin has outlets in the form of springs along the coast
and in numerous salt lakes in the coastal area. Intake to the basin is
from local rainfall which averages 16 inches per annum. In areas where the
water table is at shallow depth, e.g. in the Polda area, a relatively large
proportion of rainfall probably reaches the water table.

Good quality water in the vicinity of Polda homestead is now
being pumped through a 15 inch pipeline to the trunk main at Lock, 20 miles
to the east. The water is pumped from a 200 yard trench at the rate of 1 la.
gallons per day. Pumping lowered the water level about 4 foot before July 9

1964 9 but winter rainfall completely replenished the aquifer.

Pump tests on two 15 inch bores were done in 1963 and these show-..
ed that yields of 20,000 gallons per hour could.be obtained. Recently four
43 inch diameter bores were dilled at half mile intervals south of the
trench. Two of these wore pump tested for 7 days and yielded 38,000 and

a

^

^42,000 gallons per hour respectively, the specific yields being 46 and
66 gallons Aper foot of drawdown.

/per minute
The two remaining bores had much lower yields because the aqui-

fer is thinner and is probably less permeable.

These results show that this type of bore is an effective
method of obtaining large yields from the Basin.
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§,URFAgI! vTATER 'l1Jl1CENIQ.UES 

by 
G.T. Roberts, Geologice.l Surve;y, S.A. 

The g-eneral significance of surface ''later hydrology is dis
cussed in the context of groundwater studios. The overlap zone between 
surfacG and grGund'llm.ter is exailtinecL am1 the major points of int~raction 
are considerocl in terms of recharge to gTGun<J.:.18.ter and losses of ground-
1'Tater to surface run-off aml ovapo·-trr.mspire,tion. 

It is suggested that hydrogeolobl'j.sts should fnn:iliarise themsel
ves i'li th the main techniques in use at the present time to measure surface 
lISter resources with the ultimate object of delineating grounn. and surface 
resourcos in detail, and providing the b'asic data to complete inventories 
for spGcific areas. 

The lectur0 is designed to surVey the COI:1mon basic techniques 
in use in the field and in the office for thG measurement anc1 recording 
of flowing surface 'lIT9.tel'. Brief mention is also i.lad.e of static water in 
tho form of lakes and Slramps. 

St:reams and Rivers 

'l1-1'O main meaSlU'(:~ment categories a:C0 noted. 
1. Water controlled by artifieial structures. 
2. Natural flO1'lS. 

Ca't~gory 1. 

Cater:orL1.. 

(a) ~vnter StagY3 

The main types of artificial flo,.r me8.surem(mt structures 
are described ane. the limitations of accuracy noted • 
This provides tho main problems for hydrographers. Tvro 
main operations are involved. 
«(ba) Measurement of 1-Tater level or stage. 

) Measurement of cliscnarge. 

Various problGlns associated '(eli. th the measurement of 1'later 
stag-e are noted. };ioclern i'lator stHgO record.ors arc d0scribed togother 
wi th basic details of instp.llation and mainteu[tX1co. 
(b) ~EeP.. 

The theory of discharge mea3urement is outlined. Field 
techniquos in common use are described, including current meters, 
chemical or radioactive agents and so-called indirect methods such as slope
area techniques. Emphasis is placed on simple measUE:ments vlhich can be used 
to ostirilt'tte flood flows in remote areas. 

Office procedlu'9s arc briefly outlined and illustrntions are 
given of the interp:cetatLm of hyc1rographs, particularly in the field of 
G'Tct1l'lchn;ter St'Llllios • 
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GEOPHYSICS 

INTRODUCTION 
by 

w. Wiebe~ga, Bureau of Mineral Resources, A.C.T. 

This discussion will be restricted to shallO'l'1 basins or 
valleys. A1thou~l deep basins are fundamentally not different, the 
question of size and depth requires a more structural approach involving 
different techniques conmon in oil exploration. 

Geophysics in ground-water exploration yields t'VTO types of 
information. Although they often come from the same set of data, distin
guishing bett-reen them 1'1i11 clarify vlhat mas' be achieved by applying 
geophysics. The two types are~ 

(a) The quality or character of the rock. 
In this case the survey data are trru1s1ated into geological terms 
or into quantities useful to engineers or hydrologists. 

(b) Tho location of the rock. 
This mainly concen1S depth measurements; the accuracy of these 
involves the typical geophysical problem of how to sort the 
relevant data from background noisG or disturbing factors. 

Since it is not possible to compress the whole field of 
geophysics into a fevT hours, only a limited number of the more common 
methods and their applications iYill be discussed. These are shown in the 
accompDllying Table 1. 

An inspection of the Table indicates that the main problem 
facing the user of geophysical data is their translation into geological 
terms and engineering quantities. For this reason the b~ophysicist 
generally requests a geological report 9 '\-lhich should include available 
drillhole data and logs, borehole vTater yields, rainfall data, E)tc. 
Geological data and theory can then be applied as controls in the 
interpretation. The following examples may serve as an illustration. 

In a hydrological seismic survey in Queensland a shallow layer 
'Vli th a 1000- ft/sec velocity uas disclosed. Either "weathered bedrock" 
or "compacted sediments" could fit the interpretation. Because no controls 
'-lare available at the tilne of the, survey, and because theory indicated 
that no favourable conditions existed for the occurrence of aquifers, this 
fonnation i'i"aS nruned bedrock. From then on for practical reasons bedrock 
was ,defined as a formation with a velocity of 7000 ft/sec or more. 

In the SalI'.e area tho average ground-water resistivity was 
about 60 ohrn-metres or less (control). With a formation porosity for 
unconsolidated sediments of about 35%, this corrosponds to a formation 
resistivity of about 250 ohm-metres. Hence, subsurface formations with 
resistivities in excess of 250 ohm-metres are dry or partially dry. 

During the same survey, Chemical and geological theory 1'1ere 
used as controls to outline permeable sub-surface zones suitable for re
charging. Clays, deposited in a saline, marine environment, have absorbed 
sal ts which arE) not easily flushed out by fresh 't-Ta.ter. Also the clays are 
more or less impormeable. In this survey large variations in formation 
resistivi ty vTere disclos0d vlhich could not be explained by variations in 
ground-water salil1i ty or formation porosity. Therefore the lm'1-resisti vi ty 
fonnations vTOre interpreted as clayey formations of low permeability, and 
the higher resistivity fonnations as permeable sands suitable for rechar~. 
However, the controls are not applicable in coastal areas where sea i~?-ter 
may be expected to invade the near-surface sands. \ 

Another exrunple of €,"901ogical control was ShO't'ID in a survey 
for underground vrater at Yuendumu, Northern Territory. Resistivity surveys 
indicated shallovl subsurface valleys. Magnetic traversing showed the pres
ence of high, sharp anomalies caused by near-surface bodies. Because the 
association of magnetite with coarse, m1sorted sands or gravels is very com
mon 9 localities with high, sharp anomalies within the valley zone were con
sidered as favourable targets for drilling. 

j,,( 
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Dry, sandy formations 

Fresh water formations) _ 
1-000 p.p.m. 
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1000 - 3000 p.p.m. 

Saline formations 
I 3000 p.p.m. ) -

Subsurface Valleys or Basins 

(ohm-metres) 
~ 

> 300 + 
21 - 300± 

6 - 20 

(6 

Porosity 

Cleavage, 
Bedding, 
Minerals, 

Faults or Shears 

Groundwater level 
in unconsolidated 
sands 

Major Factor: 
Salinity of Pore 
Solution 

Minor Factor: 
Porosity and 
Cementation 

Porosity 
Seismic Velocity 
Overburden and 
Bedrock 
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conditions 10% of 
depth 

Of ton uncertain but 
Qualitatively 
Correct 

To be used with 
controls 

Accuracy depends on 
available control, 
usually not very 

;Method) 
;" I ~ 
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"GEOPHYSICS IN ARTESIAN BASINS 
by 

W. vliebeaga, Buroau of Mineral Resources, A.C.T. 

Artesian basins cover hundreds to thousands of square miles. 
Although there is no fundamental differ0nce between the exploration of 
lar€,"0, deep basins and small, shallm-l basins, the exploration cost of 
large basins is very high. Hence, it is important to start investigations 
.. lith cheaper reconnaissance methods, followed up by more expensive methods 
to obtain detail. 

Important items to kno,'l about a basin are g the boundary, the 
shape and the thickness of the sedimentary fill. In connection with these 
problems, the basement may be defined as a more or IGSS old, metamorphosed 
sedimentary or igneous rock of low porosity (and permoability) and high 
densi ty in .. ,hich the chance to find aquifers is vary low. This definition 
is rather loose and elastic and may be chang0d or adapted to the specific 
requirements of a geophysical survey. For instance, basement may also be 
defined as a rock ",i th higher seismic velocities (say 14,000 to 20,000 
ft/sec), ~~th higher specifiC gravities (say 2.4 to 3.0), or as a rock 
containing many intra-basement magn.etic features. The character of rocks 
filling the basin generally show a strong contrast 'I·d th basement rocks. 

The geophysical techniques in artesian basin investigations 
resemble those used in oil exploration. A logical investigation se'quence 
,('Tould be~ 

1. 

2. 

<klological and hydrolo,illcal survey 

Mapping of outcrops, old river courses, etc. Collecting of data 
of existing bores (yield, depth, temperature, drillers' logs, 
gamma ray logs, bore-vrater resistivity and salinity). The above 
information can be used as a control for the interpretation of 
geophysical data. 

Reconnaissance a.eromagnetic surve;u!, of ,'7,rounc1 magnetometer surveys 

The cost of aeromagnetiC surveys is high for small areas. However, 
for vory large areas the cost per square mile becomes very low. 
Magnetic surveys generally indicate the boundaries of the basin by 
hign-gTadient, sharp magnetic anomalies. Rough, qualitative depth 
estimates are also possible. 

3. Reconnaissance gr.avi ty surveys 

These are usually made along existing roads or tracks, ".r~ th a 
station interval of one to fivo miles. Shape and approximate 
depths may be determined with the availabJ.e geological control. 
Areas m~ be selected for detailed gravity surveys e. g. to detennine 
the course of sUb surface valleys. A big disadvantage of gravity 
surveys is the requirement of accurate topographical surveying 
(levelling), l"hich can become very exp0nsive. For tho determin
ation of ohalloH sub surface valloys or channels, a dense observ
ation ·net is required, l'l'hich is not very practical if large areas 
are involved. 

4. Seismic refraction surveys 
'" 'I", 

In large areas , it is moI'C economical not to desie'll continuous 
seismic refraction profiles, but to place thE) seismic refraction 
"spreadsll at regularly "spaced" intervals, viz. to sample an aroa. 

The advantage of seismic refraction work is that it gives 
both depth and seismic velocitf of a formation. Seismic velOCity 
correlates with rock porosity rock type). From seismic refraction 
data a basomont- or bodrock- contot~ plan can be constructed. 
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Tosethor with geological information, seismic refraction data 
provide excellent control for Inagnetic and gravity surveys. 

~es~stivity surveys 

Those can be used to detect locations of salty, impernlGable clays, 
or to dE)tenninEl the approximate boundary between fresh- and sal t
water sediments. 

Seismic refraction data, and available borehole inform
ation give excellent control for rosistivity surveys (resistivity 
depth probing or electrical sounding). 

Wi th commercially available rGsistivi ty equipment, the 
depth range covered is usually less than 500 ft. For deeper 
penetration, special equipment has to be built. 

6. Drilling 

After interpreting and combining the data of the surveys mentioned 
above, tarb~t areas for drilling may be selected. Boreholes 
should be drilled with rotary drilling and mud. This makes it 
possibl0 to apply electrical lOA'€d.1},g methods. 

With electrical logging, aquifers and salt- and fresh
water horizons are easily r;ecorded. 

'\ .. 
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5'EI::MIC REFRACTION METHOD 
by 

E.J. Polruc, Bureau of Mineral Resources, A.C.T. 

When an explosive charge is detonated in a shallow hole, the 
seismio "laves radiate in all directions. Geophones placed on the ground 
detect these ivaves and send corresponding electric impulses along a cable 
to be amplified and photogTaphically recorded. Waves travel from the shot 
point ",i th velocities clependant on the properties of the rocks traversed 
and on the type of ,,~ave motion. 

When the recording station is located some distance from the 
shock source the refracted longitudinal wave is the first to arrive. In 
this waVB the rock particles are excited along the direction of propagationo 
Subsequently there is a strong'Ell' verti'Oal movement caused by the arrival 
of the refracted transverse \-lave, in "Thich the movcment of particles along 
the refractor is norraal to the direction of propagationo If, as is gener
ally the case, there is more than one sub-surface interfaco, thora will be 
a oorresponding number of arrivals of each of these wave types. Generally 
the last wave to arrive (c.part from an air 1,Tave) is the gToUl1d roll, a very 
complicated movoment of ground particles resulting from the passage of the 
shock w'ave through the near surface layers. If the velocities of at least 
two of the "raves are kn01"1n it is possible to calculate all the dynamical 
properties of the rocks traversed. 

Al though the vibrations produced by an explosion consist, 
predominantly of lone,"itudinal waves, they aro refracted at a discontinuity 
and travel along an interface as both lon~"i tudinal end transverse v1aves. 
The "transverse" wave discussed above is that "lhic11 travels along the 
interface as a transverse wave but betuoen the sUl'i'ace and the interface 
as a longi tuo.inal wave. A "rave travelling along a discontinuity must enter 
and leave the discontinuity at the critical angle given by Snell's Law 
(equation 1). 

On a seismic record the shot moment is recorded, follow'ed by 
deflections on 8~ch trace giving tho timns of wave arrivals at e~ch goo
phone. Timing lines are superimposed on the record at 10 millisecond 
intervals. 

''Llhe arrival time of each \-rave at each geophone is plotted 
against 'the distance of the gt"Jophone frOID the shot point, and a time
distance curve is obtained. FigurE: 1 shmls a time-distance curve obtained 
from field results. Tho reciprocal of tho slope of a segment of the TID 
curve gives tho wavo velocity in the rofractor. Figure 2 shows a four 
layer geological cross section, 'vi th the velocities in the lo,,~er layers 
higher than those in the upper ones. The "raves are refracted at the inter
faces according to Snoll t s LmT. If tho S3.me l3;eophono s,Preatl is shot in 
opposit8 directions the velocitios obtainod from the TID curves are numer
ically equal only if the interface in question is parallel to a plane con
taining the geophones. If the interface slopes m-ra.Y from the shot point 
the estimated voloci ty ,dll be less than the truc-J veloci tyo Conversoly 
tho ostimated velucity "lill be higher than the true velocity if the inter
face slopes towards the shotpoint. If tho travel times in both directions 
are known the critical angle of refraction, tho ru1g1e of slope of the 
interface and the true velocity in the refractor CRn be calculated (equat
ions 2 to 4) • 

The depth of the refractor can bo calculated from the time
distance curve and soveral methods for cloinfJ this 8.1'0 given h1 the text 
books. Most conmlOnly the socond sGgI11ent of tho TID curvo is projected 
back to intercopt the time axis at the shot point and tho int0rcept time 
t, is obtained. Tho thickness do of tho top layer is thon givon by 
equation 5. In the samo '1'183 the thicknoss d2 of tho second lasor is ob
tained from the third S8@uont of tho curvo (equation 6) and, in the genoral 
caso, dn-1 by uso of formula 7. 

,. 
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This method gives tho depth of the interfaco belon the shot 
point. To find the depth to an interfaco along a traverse a set of geo
phones is placed along a straight line and shots are fired at both ends of 
this line (Fig. 3). The depth of the refractor is then calculated from 
equation 8. Va is an average velocity and can be found from the equation 
(7). This is kno~m as the reciprocal goophone mothod. 

For e..ccurate depth determination by the seismic method each 
layer must bo characterisod by a hig.~er seiSi"ilic velocity than the one 
immediC1.tely abovo it. In ground water investigations, in areas where 
a perched water t<:l.ble exists, velocity reverse..l filay occur, and a low 
veloci ty bed ma;y be sandvlichecl boti·rocn tw'o of higher volocityo In this 
case there is no refracted "'lave travelling along the upper surfa'cc: of 
tho low velocity layer. To detennino the depth of the underlying re
fractors a velocity must be assumod for 1-raves in the low velocity layer. 

In ground water invGstige.tions tho voloci ty of seismic 
i'Taves commonly varies bet~Teen 700 and 24000 ft/sec. The v()loci ty in a 
rock depends on many factors, among them being composition, consolidation 
texture, porosit;y, fluid content, pressure and diroction of propagation. 
As tho velocity in i'rater is 5000 ft/sec, velocities lower than this in
dicate that the rock is dry or only partially not. Velocities in excess 
of 15000 ft/sec characterise consolidated, IOH porosity rocks, from 
which no appreciable quantity of '\mter C8.n be obtainoa.. Fig 4 gives the 
velocities of seismic lTaVeS in those rocks likely to be of interest in 
groundvmter investigat:J.ons • 
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RESISTIVITY METHOD 
by

P.E. Mann, Bureau of Mineral Resources, A.C.T.

General 

In the resistivity methed, current is supplied to the
ground by a pair of electrodes and the potential is measured between
two addition points. The ratio of potential to current, multiplied by
a spacing factor, gives apparent resistivity as a function of spacing
and, hence, as a function of depth penetration. This application makes
it possible to determine the depth to basement or bedrock, to water
level and to beds of stratigraphic importance as long as the formation
boundaries are marked by changes of resistivity or resistivity discon-
tinuities. This procedure is called "electrical sounding", "electrical
drilling", or "resistivity depth probing".

If the spacing is kept constant and the arrangement is moved
as a whole, horizontal variations in character of variations in depth
of a given formation may be determined. This is called "resistivity
traversing".

Units

The resistAnce to current of an element of length 1 c.m. 1

and cross section A cm' is:

1Rosistance (ohm) = Po A

dimensions in brackets. Po is a material constant coiled resistivity,
and is expressed in ohm-cm or ohm-metre. Conductivity (u) is the
reciprocal of resistivity, and is expressed in mho/cm or mho/metre.

Resistivity as a hydrological parameter

When the resistivity method is applied to hydrological
problems, the following assumptions are generally made:

a The current flow is electrolytic (by ions in pore solution).
b The rock pores are interconnected.
c The resistivity of the mineral grains or rock frame is very high,

and for practical purpose treated as infinite.
(d) Rocks under the water table are water saturated, rocks above

the water table are dry (high to infinite resistivity). Be-
tween these two groups is a transition zone which is often too
thin to be taken into account.

(e) With most commercial resistivity meters measurements are made
with low^frequency (square) A.C. current to counteract polari-
zation. In the theory the A.C. current is generally treated as
a D.C. current.

For water saturated rock the following relation holds approxi-
matoly:

P Pw F Pw/Pm
^

( 1 )

in which

rock resistivity,
formation factor,

Pw^resistivity pore solution,
porosity, and
cementation factor, ranging between 1.25 (for shallow
unconsolidated sands) and 2.2 (for highly cemented sandstones).

Also, the resistivity of the pore solution is approximately inversely
proportional to the salinity S or:
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Pw Q 5000/s ± ohm metro (2) 

'for temperatures of about 20° C, Mel S is tho salinity in p. p.m. 
As an exaLlple, ta.ke a near- surface unconsolidated rock;. in 1'111ich P is 
about 0.33 or 1/3, and me 1.3, and t = 20° C. 
From (1) and (2 ) it follows thfttg 

D J. c 

This ahoviS th~~t if the porosity of sodimonts varies wi thin narrO'lf 
limi ts , resistivity H16Cl.SUrements may bo used to estimate salinity 
conditions. Vice versa, if the resistivity or s<:~,linity of the pore 
solution is accurately knoi'm, resistivity Taeasurements lHay give the 
porosity of the rock. 

Imagine two current olectrocles (Fig. +) C
1 

and C
1 

at dist".Il1ce L apnrt 
(C

1 
C2 eL). In line and behlGCm the current electrodos are tvTO potential 

electrodes P1 und. P20 P 1C1 ... 1'1' P1C2 ... 1'2' P2C1 = R1 , P2C2 ... ~. 

Then the ground resistivity is 
.) - I.' 

j) = :X.II..!,. I 
I .--.... ~- .... -----.~--...... -

I' , .. 1.....L-- ,-..... .. ~., ,... ,-
"/ I'~, I'(~,,, . .c"\~. 

(4) 

ivhere V is the potontial b~':t,,!een P 1 and P 2 and I tho current beti'leen 
C1 and C2• 

In a E2!}.l.!:.9E12i;eneo22i gTound (e. g. i'li th vertical discontin
uities or layered formations of different resistivities) the :L'osistivi ty 
P is replaced by ['til "apparont" resistivity Po.. 

Electrodo .£.2!g'iguration 

Many eloctoclo arrangements are possible but two are commonly 
used. 

In tho Wenner eystem (soe Illic;. 2n) 

Pi C1 = P2 C2 = a = t L 

whero a is the electrode spacing. 

Substituted in (4) giV0Sg 

.,.. .y,--. V P "$ O'f.l/ (A.... ~ 

.i.... 

If horizontal discontinuities in tho sub-surf~c0 are present, the same 
expression is used but tho ordinary resistivity is replaced by the apparent 
resistivity Po., i.e. 

')..,-r' V 
0< 'f ~.---r 

(j;.) 

.In electrical sounding the separation "a" is 2,Tadually increased from 
1 ft 6 in (log a 0:: 0.2) to sexy 400 ft (log a ... 2.6) by amounts v;hioh give 
equal increments of 0.1 in log a. For conveniGl1t interpretation log Po. is 
plotted against log a ona scale of say 1 unit in the logaritmn = 2 inchos. 
Theoretical t1fo-layer and three-layer typo curves have been calculated and 
plotted on the same scale. 

In resistivity travorsing a suitable electrode spaCing is 
adopted and the wholw array moved along traverses. 

In, the Schltunberger S~7stell!. (:D'lg. 2b) the distance P1P2(;:; ~) 
is kept small compC'.red 1d th L; usually L> 5 6. The contre of Pi and P2 
is located midw2Y between C1 and C2· L 
T2 - R2 = R1 - r 1 = and, r 1, R1, 1'2 e~d R2 equal 2 approximatoly. 
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Substituted in (4) gives:

77^y
p =

4 z1^4
and if the resistivity is replaced by the apparent resistivity:

v
P^—^ (6a)

^a 4 1:- 1=^44d
Equation (6a) may also be written as a differential equation:

^77-7:a^vP =^ (6b)a 
-7?

In electrical sounding the distance L (or L/2) is increased with each
measurement until the potential between P 1 and P2 becomes too small to
read accurately then the distance 6. is st6pped up to L/5 and the process
repeated until the limits of the equipment are reached. For interpre-
tation log Pa is plotted against log L/2. Theoretical two and three
layer curves have been calculated. In resistivity traversing the dis-
tance L is made very largo, and the potential electrodes P 1 P2 are moved
between C

1 
and C2.

Interpretation technique 

It can be slaown that for "practical" purposes the Wenner
and Schlumbergor two layer curves are identical if the apparent resis-
tivities (on the log scale) using either system are plotted against the
same "current electrode spacing" parameter. Hence one set of interpre-
tation curves can be made up for both systems. A theoretical discussion
on interpretation techniques can be restricted to the Wenner system,
implying that this automatically applies to the Schlumberger system.

For a two layer Wenner problem the apparent resistivity Pa is

Pa = P1(1 + 4r)
^

( 7 )

in which F is a converging series in terms of a/h
1 
and

P2 - Pi k =^ (8)
r2 + P1

Pi and P2 are resistivities in the first and second layer, hi thickness
of first layer, and "a" the Wenner electrode separation. k is a parameter
which determines the shape of the two-layer curves, in which log P a/P1 is
plotted against log a/hi. Curve fitting techniques are used to determine
resistivity and depth from the data.

Multi-layer interpretation usin the two la or curve method

In the instances whore there is a multiple number of horizon-
tal layers (Fig. 3) having resistivities Pi, P2, P3, .... and thicknesses
hi, h2, h3, .... respectively, a technique of resistivity interpretation
is used, involving the repeated application of two-layer curves. The
method was suggested by Hummel (1932), who showed that two layers having
resistivities Pi and P2 and thicknesses hi and h2 could be considered as
one theoretical layer of thickness (hi + h2) and resistivity Pm , where

(hi + 112)1Pm = (h1 /P1) + (h2/P2)^ (9)

This relation is approximately valid if the assumption is
made that there is no flow of current across either of the boundaries
between the layers in the section beneath the potential electrodes. This
condition will be satisfied where P2 is loss than P i and less than P 3 ,
but it will not be satisfied where P2 is greater than Pi and P3.

In the condition where P2 is greater than Pi and P3 another
relation, given by Maillot (1947), will be approximately applicable:

(hi + h2)Pm h1P1 + h2P2^ (10)

•

(6)

S 1,1
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This assumes that all the current crosses the boundaries in the
area under consideration, which is approximately correct if the spacing
between the current electrodes is relatively large compared with the thick-
ness of the top layer.

Plate 2 shows a plot of Hummel's relation, and Plate 3 a plot
of Maillot's relation, each on a double logarithmic scale. It is soon
that the two sets of curves are similar, each being the mirror image of
the other about the line k=0. This means that if both equations 9 and 10
are plotted on a double logarithmic scale in terms of Pm/P, and (h 1 4E9 )/h 1 ,
then the curve for a value of kequal to y from equation 9 *ill be c')f
same shape as one obtained from equation 10 with k equal to -y; but this
will appear as a mirror image.

Since the condition for satisfying the Hummel relation is
that P0 is less than P l y i.e. k is negative, and the condition for satis-
fying The Maillet relation is that P2 is greater than P l i i.e. k is posi-
tive, both sets of curves can conveniently be incorporated in one set of
help curves. (Plate 4)

By use of this set of help curves in conjenetion with the
two-layer type curves, it is possible to interpret a multi-layer case
by successive reductions of the top two layers to single equivalent layers.

AmbiRuity in Hummel and Maillet Relations

Equations 9 -,ead 10 may be written in the forms:

(41' "" '14 C2^/74'/A)
and

(fr 
/,/,4)^(12)

Hence, using Hummel's relation for a low-resistivity layer
between two high-resistivity layers, a layer of a certain resistivity
Pand.^L2Tathicknessybe replaced by a layer of higher or lower rosis-
tivity and larger o smaller thickness respectively as long as the ratio
h2/P2is kept constant.

UsingMaillet's relation for a high-resistivity layer be-
tween two lower resistivity layers, a layer of a certain resistivity
P
2 

and thickness h2 may be replaced by a layer of lower or higher resis-tivity and larger or smaller thickness, respectively.

This illustrates the basic ambiguities inherent in resistivity
depth probe interpretation. Additional control in the form of borehole
information or seismic data is required to make depths and resistivity
estimates accurate or reliable. Nevertheless, valuable qualitative
information may be obtained.

Multi layer curves

In addition to two-layers curves, several authors have publish-
ed three layer curves. Although useful, they still do not give the complete
answer, and the basic ambiguity mentioned in the previous paragraph is
not removed. For a quantitatively correct interpretation controls are nec-
essary at some places.

Depth control 

The following examples illustrate how depth control is ap-
plied in electrical sounding.

(a) A seismic survey in a shallow basin discloses (Fig. 4) dry soil
and sand (velocity 2000 ft/sec) to 20 ft, water saturated sands
(velocity 5000 ft/sec) to 100 ft, then weathered bedrock (velocity
7000 ft/sec). Bores in the area indicate saline water in or close
to the weathered bedrock. The porosity of the sediments is about
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0.33 or 1/3. Electrical sounding data give 5 ohm metre to 20 ft,
20 ohm metre to 150 ft and 1 ohm metre below 150 ft, i.e.

P1 P2 At P3

The resistivity results are reduced to the seismic results by
applying the equivalence rule based on Maillet's principle, viz.

hPP- =

Electrical sounding indicates a 20 ohm metre (slightly brackish)
layer to 150 ft. However, the bedrock is not 150 but 100 ft
which gives an adjusted resistivity.

150 — 20 
P2 = 100 20

 x 20 = 320

1
Substituting in (1) pw P2Pm the values P = 9 m = 1.3 and1
P2 = 320 gives Pw = 16 ohm metre and using th6 formula S = 5000/Pw
(for t = 20°C app.) gives S = 5000/16 = 300 ppm salt. This means
fresh water in the sediments to a depth of about 100 ft.

(0) A seismic survey in a shallow basin discloses sediments of 4000
to 6000 ft/sec to a depth of 100 ft, overlaying unweathered bed-
rock of 15000 ft/sec. However, geological evidence suggests
about 20 ft weathered bedrock (say granite wash), too thin to
be detected by i the seismic. The porosity of the sediments is
about 0.33 or 3
Electrical sounding indicates 100 ohm metre (fresh water)
to 80 ft, 21 ohm metre (fresh to brackish water) to 200 ft and
below 200 ft a nearly infinite resistivity, i.e.

e P1 P2 < P3

However, the depth of the bedrock is not 200 ft but 100 ft. The
resistivity data are made into agreement with the seismic results h'P
by applying the equivalence rule based on Hummel's principle P'=

100 — 80 
' 2 = 200 — 80 . 21 = 3.5 ohm metre

Substituting in Pw = P2Pm the values P = 4, m. 1. 3 and P2 = ai
gives Pw = 0.8 ohm metre and using the fo*lula S = 5000/Pw (for
t = 20° app.) gives S = 5000/0.8 = 6000 ppm salt. This means
saline water above the unweathered bedrock, and below about 80 ft
within the weathered bedrock.

The two examples above show that seismic and resistivity methods form
a good combination in hydrological investigations.

Resistivities  of sands and claa

Instead of assuming an average porosity of 0.33 for shallow,
unconsolidated sediments a range of P = 0.33 ± 0.08 may be considereds

P = 0.25 for unsorted sands and gravels,
P = 0.33 for clayey sands and
P = 0.41 for sorted. clays.

Further, assume for a concrete example fresh ground water
(51 = 100 ppm, Pw = 50 ohm metres). Table 2 shows the parameters computed
with the usual formulae.
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TABLE 2 

Name p 
P for 

P'VT c: 50 
(ohm metres) 

sands and gravel unsorted 0.25 303 

clayey sands 0.33 211 

olays sorted 0.41 159 

Note that the resistivity of sand and gravel could be about t'trTice the 
resistivity of clay.' 

NOvT it froqul;lntly happc3ns that much low'er resistivities are 
found (say down to 10 ohm metres) than may bG expected from the data, i.e., 
the ratio betweon observed possible maximum anel minimum resistivities is 
much higher than 2 (exclude dry f9rmations). In these instances there 
may be some interesting explanations such as : 

(a) 

(b) 

The sediments 'trT0rG originally deposited in a saline environ
ment. In contrast to clays, sonds shm'l a n.arked capacity to 
absorb salt. In the subsequent geololP-cal history ground water 
has flushed out the sancls whereas the unpennoable clays have 
reta.ined the salt. This mee..ns that the low' to very low r08i8-
tivi ties [I.re associated with clay, meditlffi to moderately high. 
with sands and gravels, and vcry high reoistivities with dry or 
partly dry formations. 
Weathered bedrock is often formed by the breakdown of minerals 
forming salts and clayey formations. Henco, weathered be;:;'rock 
is oft on associated with low resistivities in contrast to the 
flushed out overlying sandy fan-nations. In coastal areas where 
thoro may be saline 'vater encroachment, the general range of 
resistivities may be very low. lIe.tel' mixinl3' Inl1.y to-ke pl.:.:.ce, 
and it 1-.'i11 be difficult or impossible to distinguish sands 
from clays by resistivity 't'lOl'k only. All which nay be said from 
resistivi ty mOaf3UrElments is, that the water, irrospective of 
whether it is in sand or clay, is saline • 
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Instrument & Manufacturer 

.Megger Earth Tester ~Jershed & Vignoles 
Ltd. London. 

: (i) 0-1000 ohm 
(ii) &-3000 ohm 

·Y.E.W. specific earth Yokogawa Electric 
resistivity tester. Works, Japan 

1-10 

Tellohmeter 

. Geophysical Megger 
-!' 

Terrameter 

Resistivity meter 
RM1 

Nash & Thompson 
Surrey England 

Ever~hed & Vignoles 
Ltd., London 

A.B.E.M. Co. 
S~ockholm Sweden 

Eureau of Mineral 
Resources 

Approximate 
Dut;v free 
cost 

£160 

£220 

(i)£140 

(ii)£110 

- :jc6 - . 
RESISTIVITY EQUIPMENT TABLE 1. 

Approximate 
weight & size 

23 lb 
14" x 1" x 1" 

23 lb 

30 lb 
14" x 11" x 5" 

Generator ) 
15" x10"x10")104 lb 
ohmmeter ) 
12"x10"x 6" 

G-Box 18 lb 
14" x 8" x 6" 
V-Bos 13 lb 
14" x 8" x 6" 

High power 
G-Box 180 lb 

Detector 
15" x 9" x 8" 
3 Battery boxes 
100 lb. 

Resistance ranges Current and 
(obm) frequency 

Commutated DC 
50-300 cps 

(i) 0-1, 10, 100, 1000 hand cranked 
(ii) 0-3, 30, 300, 3000 generator 

0-0.3, 3, 30, 300 Commutated Dc 
200-300 cps 
hand cranked 
generator 

0-0.3, 1, 3, 10, 100, 
100, 10,000 

0-0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30 

A.C. 11 cps 
Battery operated 
vibrator. 

Commutated DC 
25-60 cps 
hand cranked 
generator 

Output 
Voltage 

90V 

310V 

150V 

110V 

0-1.0, 100, 10,000 Approx. A.C. 4 cps 100, 200 
square wave from 400V 
battery operated 
transistor 

0-0.1,1.0 

0-.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10 
100, 1000 

oscillator 

A.C. Power source 
accumulator 

D.C. 
Dry cell 
batteries 

10, 100, 
300,400V 

4·5, 9. 
18, 45, 
90, 210, 
540V. 

Remark~ 

Power insufficient 
'for C1-C2~>400+ 

Same as above 

Same as above 

Very bulky. 
Power insufficient 
for C1-C2t}2oo0± 

Power insufficient 
for c1- c

21>500 '± 

No practical 
experience 
available 

Slow operation 
used for 
C -c < 3000' 1 2 

NOTE: C1-C2= current electrode spacing. Table is not intended to be exhaustive. 

• 
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LOGGING 
by""" 

E.J. Pol?~c, BurOf.i.ll of Mim;I'al Reso·urces, A. C.T. 

In 1'Tell logging the physical properties of the rocks Pe"l
etrated by the drillhole are continuously recordod III terms of depth. 
The 10[3's obtained ,sive relatively dotail0d imformation on some proper
ties of the rocks or the fluids containecl both in the drillhole and in 
the rocks. Further fgte acqura te cross-section of the area can be obtained 
by correlating the logs betvieen drillholes. 

The follOlnng properties can be roeasuredg 

Electrical resistivity of the rocks - which indicates the 
content, salinity and distribution of water in the rock. 

Spontaneous potential - which compares the '\fater in the 
drillh,)le with the 1'later in the rock. 

Natural gar:mla radiation .- 1'Thich is proportional to tho 
concentration of radioactive elements in the rock. 

Induced radiation - vlhich ve.ries vii th the hydrogen content 
of the rock. 

Velocity of ground 1iaves - through the formation, 1'lhich 
depends upon the formation porosity. 

Temperature gradient - which is related to the thennal 
conductivity of the rock and tho fluid enclosed in the rock. 

Diameter' of' the hole - which varies with the degree to ,vhich 
the rock resists erosion and solution. 

In all these methods an apPI'opriate probe (Fig. 1) is low
ered into the drillhole on the end of a cable and measurements cf the 
rGlevan"t property are taken and recorded while the probe is being winched 
out of the hole. 

A. Electrical Loggi~ 

. Electrical logs are of two typesg (1) resistance or resis
tivity; (2) spontaneous potcmtial. The f'orri1er is obtained uhen an elec
tric ourrent is applied to a circuit containing two current electrodes 
A and B (Fig. 2); one of the electrodes must be placed in the drillhole. 
In single electrode logb~ng (resistance log) the drop in potential be
tweon the e10ctrode in drillhole and that on the surface is measured. 
Altornatively in multiple electrode loeging (resistivity log) the field 
set up by the two current electrodes A and B is investigated by a pair 
of potential 0lectroc1es M and N, of which at least JnG must be 1..1'1 the 
d.rillhole. 

The spontaneous potential tes"G measures the electric current 
senerated spontaneously in the drillhole. The electrode arran[;'Gment 
is the srune as for the single electrode resistance log, but no external 
source of cQrrent is applied • 

Considering the zround, includ.ing the drillhole, to be an 
infinite, homogeneous and isotropic medium, a f'oI'l1lUla espressing the 
apparent ;r:esistivity can be obtained. The formula is exactly the same 
as that used in the earth resistivity method (formula 1). Thereforo 
the spacing of the electrodes gives an effect:i,ve control over the radius 
of investigC1.tion. The gener:: .. lly accepted spadinb"S used in t\;'O GlElctode 
arrangements areg 

LI( 
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micro nonnal 1 inch 

short nonnal 10 or 16 inches 

long nonnal 40 or 64 inches 

in three electrode arrangeroents~ 

micro lateral 1 inch 

lateral 16 ft. 

The radius of investigation of the single electrode arrange
ment is approximately double the diameter of the probe. Theref()re the 
effect of the drillhole fluid will be highest for the single electrode 
arrangel;1snt and very small for long nornlG.l or long lateral. 

The resistivity of the solid ir.aterial in the rock is in 
general very high. and electric curl'cnt flm'1s throuGh the rock largely by 
ionic conduction in the fluid saturating the pore spaces. The conduc
tivity of a rock thus depends upon the amount of fluid in interconnected 
pore spaces and upon tho conductivity of that fluid. 

It has been found that the resistivity of a 'l'Tater saturated 
formr:!.tion increases when 

(1) the salinity of the formdion 'l'Tater decreases 

or (2) the porosity of the formation decreases, or both. 

Fonnula 2 relates these faotors. 

Fig. 3 shows the resistivity of a fonuation as a function of 
porosi ty and type of \'Tater. The cross-hatching represGnts the areas of 
the chart cOl~responding to clay and to fresh .. Tater aquifers • 

rrvTO processes generate electrical potentials spontaneously 
in a i'later or; mud filled drillhole. The streaming potential results 
from the flow of fluid from the drillhole into the rocks or vice versa. 
The electro chemical potential is a function of the ionic activity of 
the water or mud in the drillhole and the Hater in the adjacent fonnation. 

The flow of current takes place in the drillhole vThere it 
intersects a contact behleen ch.y or shale and sand or sandstone (Fig. 4). 
The current flowing in the drillholo will produce the difference of poten
tial. The potential oP1JOsi te sandstone 'I1ill be 10vTer than th:l.t opposite 
clay rold shale if the salinity of the fonnation w~ter is higher than the 
sa.lini ty of the mud. When the mud is very saline the picture .rill be 
reversed. 

The combined use of spontaneOtls potsntial and resistance or 
resistivity data makes possible the itlentification of the lithology of 
the rocks penetrated by the drillhole and also provides an accurate and 
detailed record of tho boundaries between the different lithological units. 
A distinctive feature on ~~y one of the logs provides a practical basis 
for correlation betl'1een clrillholcs A.l1d also any change in salinity of 
the fluid enclosed in the rock can be found and follow'cd by an accurate 
determination of porosity and salinity. 

B. Radiation method 

Of the four fonns of radiation, alpha, beta, garruna and neutron 
emission, only the last tw'o are used in drillhole logging; the others a.re 
characterised by very small dopth penetration. 

Gamma rays are electromagnetic radi~tion emitted during 
nuclear transitions. Neutrons are produced by boobardrnent of light nuclei 
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with alpha particles emitted by a naturally occurring unstable nucleus. 

Most rocks and soils contain small quantities of radioactive 
material, mainly potassi1:un, uranium cmc1 thorium. Tho radioactivity of 
clay and shale is several times that of the other types of common sedimen
tary rocks and sonds. Gamma ray logs can theref0re be used to distinguish 
clay from other types of rocks or soils. The increase in gamma ray inten
sity is nearly proportional to the clay content of a rock. Fig. 5 shows 
relative radioactivities of various s0dimente.ry rocks. Gamma logging can 
be carried out in an open or a cased drillhole ",hether full of mud or 
empty. 

When as;mrce of gamma ray is placed in a hole, the radiation 
is scattered by the electrons in th0 surrounding formation. Part of the 
scattered gamma rays ,.rill reach a clotector plo.ced at a distance of about 
1 ft above or below the source, connected. to a recorder at the surface. 
Those rays are called "gamma-ganmla" to diffe!l.'entiat0 them from the gamma 
rays emitted by the :[OrIlW.ti011. '1'he higher the cWh;:~i ty of formation the 
smaller the number of "gamma-gamma" rays reach the d.etector. 

When a source of fast neutrons is placed in a drillhole the 
neutrons em:" tted "I-lill collide 1'1i til the nuclei of; atoms and as a result 
lose enorgy and speed. The loss of energy clue to collision ,vi th hydrogen 
nuclei is much grec'.tel' than 1-1hen the collision is VJi'~h nuclei of other 
elements. Therefore the number of SlO1i neutrons is propertional to the 
munber of hydrogen atoms present close to tho emission source. The 
measurements above the vTater table will g:i..ve the moisture ccntent of the 
formation, I1hile the measurements 1)olow thE) \-Tater table give the porosity. 
Logging can be carrico. out in a cased c1rillholo • 

The velocity of sound waves through a forma.tion is d.cpendont 
upon the formation porosity and on 'iThether the pores are filled vii th air 
or fluid. Fig. 6 sh01"1S a g:raph of veloci t;y :c.g2.inst formation porosity. 

The relation of seismic velocity to porosity ca.'1- be expressed by fOI'r.mlae 3. 

D. :rem:p~E:].ture logging 

The interior of the earth is vor";;T hot but its surface temper
ature is only slightly affected 1>.y this heat. The thermal concluctivi ty 
of rock is C'.. oharacteristic property of the rc)ck t;ypo anel is generally 
very lm·,. Igneous r()ck[~ shall much higher thermal conductivity than 
sedimentary rocks. 

The temperature in a shallow hole is equal to the mean annual 
air temperature; lower dOiffl the temperature increa.ses Hi th a temperature 
gradient of 10 F per 50 to 100 feet of depth dep011ding on the thickness of 
sedimentary rocks 'lbove the it'?}l00US basement. Sup0rimposed on the general 
gradient are small changes in temperature clue to the thermal conductivity 
of the rock in the i-raIl of the hole. For o.ccurate determinati::.n of the 
rol·o.tivo thorr.;al oJnductivity of tho bc,llG penetrated by the drillhole, 
the log must be made several (lays after drilling fluid circulation hau been 
stopped and 2. tempe:!'atu:..'e ol;;.uilibriurn beti"ieen the dr~ 11hole fluid and 
the wall rock has been established. '1'he work can also be done in a cased 
hole. 

E. pr.il.lpole diam~ 10f{B'1np; (caliper log) 

The rocks forming the walls of the drillhole are i-TOrn away 
by the circulation of the drilling mud. In r0ck formations v1hich are 
dense, hard and insoluble the diameter of the ho10 closely apprOXimates 
bit size. Sandy or silty clay and shale ar8 easily eroded, especially 
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when they are hydrated by the drilling fluid. Mucl penetre.tes into per
meable formations to some extent rmd a mud cake, which supports the wall, 
forms ,'lhere the drillhole intersects such formnti.:ms. 'ltnlore such a cake 
has formed the hole will be equal in size to the drill list, or smaller • 

All the above mentioned methods Dtivo acldi tional data for 
the Ii thologicD.l identificati(m of a bed and detenrlination of its physical 
par.:ometers, and enable drillholes to be correlated • 



Fig. 2

Pa = V 4 r^BmAM^AmB141 .....^(1)

/4) a = apparent resistivity in ohm-metres

V = potential difference (volts)

I = current (amps)

AM, BM = distances (as fig. 2) in metres

r(53 7
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Ro = F Rw ^ (2)

F =
p m

where

Ro = resistivity of saturated rock
Rw = resistivity of the electrolyte
F = formation Cactor
p = porosity
in = cementation factor

1.3 for clean sands
2.0 for consolidated sandstone

STATIC 5P
DIAGRAM

*AUX

— - - — - - -
Pio. 4. Sebernatie representation of potential and current distribution in and around a permathis bed
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1YV - 1/Vat 
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p = porosity

V = wave velocity in formation

Vf = wave velocity in the fluid

Vat = wave velocity in the solid matrix
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GRAVITY IV"lETHOD 
by 

W. Wiebenga, :Bureau of Mineral Resouces, .A.C.T. 

Engineers, geolof,'ists and hydrologists arc;. frequently 
required to lo,)k at or judge fravi ty rasul ts and gravity interpretations. 
Often thoir knowledg'e of gravity work is limited ana they elo not under
stand what the res~lts mean. It is hoped that this short lecture will 
fill this gap. 

The defini ti,)n of gravitational force follovlS from Nev...-ton t s 
Law of Attraction. 

F gravity 

-8 in l'1"hich G is the e:rtWi'lta~+onal constant, equal to 6.67 x 10 or, 
approximately, tc 2/3 x 10 ,if all qUffi1tities are expressed in c.g.s. 
units. 

Units 

If E. is the force which produces em acceleration ~ in a 
mass m then~ 

F = m£:. 

In the c. g. s. system E. is measured in dynes cmd m in grams; the units of 
acceleration aro therefore dynes/unit mass. HOl'TeVer a more usual defini
tion of acceleration is vel02it;y change per unit time, 'tvith21..IDits, in 
the c. g. s. system, of em/sec. lm, acceleration of 1 em/sec is termed 
one gal, and the milliGal (=1/1000 gal) is the unit generally used in 
gravi ty surveys. 

The acceleration due to gravity measured at the earth's 
surface is approximatoly 980 gals. At pl~sent the accepted International 
Gravi ty l!'ormula, f,iving the theoretical e,T?.vi ty at a point at Inti tude cJ 
on the earth's surface, is tlnt published by Cassinis in 1930. 

1~ = 978.049 (1 + 0.(052884 sin
2

cJ - 0.0000059 sin
22cJ) go. 

Tables are available giving 8'1 for ,;my value of cJ. 

A more recent gravity fonnula, derived by Heisplanen intro
duces a lonl3i tude term, becauso the earth may be represented by a tri
axial spheroid. 

Gravity MeasurElment 

Variations in gravitational field may be mapped using a gravity
meter, pendulum or torsion balance. The first of t!,ese is 613nerally used 
in gravity exploration. In principal the ~~avity meter is a very sensi
tive spring balance in vrhich the elongation of the spring is proportional 
to the gTavitational field. The relative value of the gravitational 
fielcl at a number of stations is measured. The relative eleVation of the 
stations must be knmffi to 0.1 of a foot ,,nd the [,'Tavity readings corrected 
accordingly. 

Elevation Correction 

Ju1Y level II¥ly be chosen as datum for elov:;\tion corrections 
but sea level is the datv.m generally used. 
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The "free air p;ravi ty" is the gravity vCl,lue reduced to sea 
levol by use of the formula 

go 0: C; (R + 11)2 /R2 

i. e. go = g (1 + ~ ) 
uhere h is the elevation, R the earth's rad.ius cU'!d g tho observed gravity. 
The "free air correct:~on" is thus 2hg/R or approximately 0.094 m6'"al/ft. 

The "Bouguer Correction" removes tho effect of an infinite 
slab of material betl'iOen the station and th!3 sea level datur.1. It equals 
2II(1.$h or approximately - 0.01250 mgal/f't 'l'1here 1'5' is the density of' the . 
slab. 

The free air and the Bouguer correction are usually combined 
in a single elevation correctiom (0.094 - O.0125~ mgal/ft. 

TOPOGBAPHI C gQRPjljCTION"S 

In many gravity surveys the terrain in the vicinity of the 
station is sufficiently fl2.t and an elevation correction is all that is 
needed. If hills or valleys are close by, their effec.t has to be removed 
by a terrain correction which is positive for both hills and valleys. 
A te'pographic survey of the statl.'_n'surrr:n.ll1dings is required; ana. the 
corrections are estimatecl by use of templates consisting of circles and 
radial lines. 

A map correction is the same in principal as a terrain cor
rection but applies to tho area out~lic1e the tarrain correction zone. 
'I'li th a map correction the effect of mountain rangeD or oceans is removed • 

.!:fJ'ITtIDE COnRECTION 

For this correction the values of the international gravity 
formula are use(l. 

Corrrections are appliodi.in ol~der to isolate the e~ravi ty 
values which are dependent only on variations in density in the subsurface, 
there by making the anoma1iGs better visible on a map. 

ORA vrll'Y lv11..PS 

Most gravity maps used in exploration are in the form of 
Bouguer anomaly maps and residual anomaly ma.ps. 

'rhe Boup,uer an0mal~ ma~T be defined as; 

Obsorved gTavity + free air correction - Bouguer corrections 
+ topo,?;I'aphic correc·tion - theoretical eruvi ty. 

Residual anomaly may be defined as~ 

BOUf,uer a..."l.omaly. - regional gravity v:"lue. Sometimes 
second derivative anomalies are used instead of residual 
anomalies. 

In gravity explor:ltion maps the contour intervt!.l generally 
used is one milligal or part of a milligal. 

p.,ensity 

For the Bou8Uer and terrain co:rrections the density of the 
surface layers is required. If it can be aBl:mned that there is no rela
tion between the topoe,'Taphy and the density of tLe surface layers as 
st8.tistical methocl of donai ty determinati':n rlla;y be used. A large sample 
of gravity stations is selected and the Bouguer anomaly of each station 
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is computed using a series of densities C;, 6:2." .. 6""",,(3 or 4 values 
are usually sufficient). Then correlation factors are computed between 
Bouguer anomalies with these densities and the station elevations. 

The correct density for corrections is the one for which the 
correlation factor is zero. 

If the topobTaphy is related to the Bouguer anomaly, viz. if 
erosion was strongly influenced by geological structure, then other ways 
of determining or guessing the surface density should be used. 

For density estimates of deeper formations either bore hole 
information (cores or logs) or an intelligent guess is used. 

Sometimes seismic refraction 'Iiork may be applied because there 
is an empirical correlation. -bet\ieen seismic velocity and density. 

ACCURACY 

The accuracy of Bouguer anomalies is affected by random errors 
in observed gravity (A g mgal), in elevation ( 6 h mgal) and in_latitude 
( ~ 1 mgal), resulting in a random error of ,.J' A .. :iT";" Q, f, J... + 611 
In hydrological surveys the random error in Bouguer anomalies is usually 
± 0.1 to 0.2 mgal. 

A systematic error is introduced by the error in density ,used 
in elevation corrections 2iil;' hac: 

For a IS' = 0.2, and maximum elevation difference of 100 ft 
this amounts to ± 0.26 mgal. 

In an accurate survey with smoothly distributed errors Bouguer 
anomalies in excess of 0.3 or 0.4 mgal may be considered significant. 

An anomaly of 0.4 mgal with a density contrast 0.5 between 
overbw.'den and bedrock, corresponds to O.~/0.006 = 67 ft overburden. 
However, the absolute error in this estimate may be great, say 30~b or 
more, depending on hO"1 closely our assumptions approach the true 8i tuation. 

REGIONAL .~ RESIDUAL GRAVITY MAPS 

Many areas have deeper seated structures causing variations in 
gravi ty at the surface .ihich are much larger in areal extent than the 
features of interest. 

On a gravity ma~ the gravity pattern caused by the deep 
structure (named "regional") is superimposed on the detailed (llresidual") 
gravity pattern caused by shallow features. 

In shallow basins or deltas the interest is in the shallow 
features. To improve the "readabili ty" of the gravity map, or to use the 
map for depth estimates, the regional values have to be subtracted from 
the computed gravit;y values. The remainder then gives a residual gravity 
map. 

Of the many ways of obtaining a regional value a sir:1ple method 
is to average the values around a circle. The residual gravity is then 
the observed value at the centre of the circle minus this average. The 
main problem is the choice of the radius of the circle. This must be 
large enough so that the smaller anomalies are not filtered out but not 
so large as to indicate anomalies from deeper sources. 

Another • .yay of bringing out shallmi features is the use of 
second derivative gravity maps, but these will not be discussed here. 

A properly constructed residual gravity map can be used to 
make depth estimates as follows~ 
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call the residual gravity I'There bedrock comes to the surface go, 
and at any other place in the basin g 1, then 

g '" g1 - go '" 0.013 h vThere 
is the density contrast and 

h the depth in feet. 

The assumption made is that the bedrock underneath the station is relat
ively flat, and not located near a sharp sub surface hill, valley or 
large fault. As an example, for g .,. 1 mgal,il6- '" 0.4, h .,. 200 ft. 

Application of the 8Tavity method 

(1) To determine the position of shallow sub-surface water courses, 
valleys, ruld in general, the bedrock configuration. Weathered 
bedrock may have a density close to that of the overburden 
material. Hence, bedrock, in this context, really means 
unweathered bedrock. 

(2) The method may also be used to determine. the shape and approximate 
depths of deeper basins • 
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MAGNET! C METHOD 
by 

W. l'Tiebenga, Bureau of Mineral Resources, A.C.T. 

The magnetio method is similar to the gravity methOd in that 
both are based on potential fields. However, gravity is only concerned 
wi th positive iHasses, . magnetism is concernGd '\Vi th positive 
(north seeking) and negative (south seeking) poles. 

This makes the interpretation of magnetio data more oompli
cated. However, magnetic methods are lar@8ly used as a qualitative, 
oheap reconnaissance tool. 

Magnetite, by virtue of its hi~~ magnetic susceptibility and 
wide distribution in rock, is the most impo~Lant of the ferro-magnetic 
minerals t and is largely responsible for the induced cmd remanent (or 
residual) magnetization of rocks. 

The magnetic fields strength unit is oersted which equals one 
dyne per unit pole. 

The field strength H due to a pole of strength f iSI 

H ... ..L2 
H + r 

where H is permeability, and r ~istance from pole. ~~e unit is used in 
exploration is gamma ( ¥) .. 10- Oersted • 

The intensity of induced magnetization may be considered to 
be the induced pole per_ unit are8:., along an area nonnal to the inducing 
field (H). These factors are related by the fOl~ula I = k H, in which k 
is a proportionality factor knO'l'm as tho magnetic suscepti bili ty. 

The magnetic iniuction B inside a material with permeability 
due to an extel-r:.al field H is: 

B .. H + 4 iTI c (1 + 4 ilk) H =.,cI·H and 

,#" c;: 1 + 4"k. 

The magnetj..c mOffiont of t'iO equa.l poles of opposite polarity, 
distance L apa.rt, and pole strength 1:, is fL. 

~le following data (Birch et aI, 1950) indicate the magnetic 
susceptiblli ties (le) of ferro-magnetic minerals in fields of 0.5 to 1.0 
oersted in e.m.c.g.s. units: 

magnetite 0.3 to 0.8, ph;;rhotite 0.01 to 0.03, ilmenite 
0.03 to 0.04, ilmenite free of magnetite 0.0006, and 
apecularite 0.003. The wide rang~ in the magnetic suscepti
bility of rocks is sho~m by the fact that 80 per cent of ba.sic 
rocks have values between 0.0001 and 0.004, gTanites and alli0d 
rocks between 0.001 and 0.004 and 15 percent of the se~imen
tary rocks less than 0.0001. 

Remanent (or residual) magnetization can be considered as 
the existing pole strength per unit area (or magnetic moment per volume) 
due to an indUCing fi0ld reduced to zero. The remanent magnetisation if 
igneous rocks was acquired when the rocks oooled fro4 the Curie tempera
ture in the prevailing earth's field. The ratios of remanent to induced 
magnetization usually exeeeds 20 for gabbro, is 0 to 20 for dolerite, 
o to 9 for basalt and 0 to 6 for ganite porphyry. These values illustrate 
the importance of remanent magnetisation. 
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For a discussion on lllstruments and field techniques reference 
is made to current textbooks. EqUipment developed after the war includes 
airborne maenetometers, and fluxgate and nuclear r.lagnetometers for land 
use. 

Field observations are generally corrected for diurnal 
fluctuations and temperature. Data are corrected for latitude. Some
times a regional correction is combined ~dth a latitude correction. 
Terrain corrections are rarely made : only if observations are taken 
close to escarpments or in V shaped valleys. Subsequently contour plans 
are construc:ted. 

Interpre"liation 

The main pw:pose for doing magnetic work is determination of 
the basin boundary and shape of the basin, to make rough depth estimates, 
and to disclose geological features such as subsurface valleys or hills, 
depressions or uplifts, anticlines, faults, escarpments, etc. 

As in gJ."avi ty the interest may be focused on the smaller 
anomalies associated vli th shallolv· basement or near-surface features. If 
these smaller anomalies are over shadowed by large anomalies, a regional 
and residual map are made. The same techniques are applied as in gravity 
interpretation. 

An example may illustrato how susceptibility cJ::ange may result 
in large anomalies. The vertical field above a semi-infinite slab of 
magnetic material ie 2 ii"'I. AssUI;le a lateral Chal'lge from a granite 
(.K.. AI 0.003) to an andesite (K co 0.013) in an earth pmgnetizing field of 
0.5 oersted then the field change would be 

2 iix 0.5 x (0.013 - 0.003) x 105 co 3000.± gamma 

In addition to anomalies caused by polarization of the present 
earth field, mony aJ.'lomalies originate from remanent magnetism in rock 
bodies of which the field vectors do not coincide with the present field. 

From the point of view of interpretation two types of base
ment may be distinguished. 

(a) A ba.sement with low to moderate susceptibility and anomalies 
of intra-basement origin (e.g. volcanic pipes, igneous intru
sions dykes, etc.) 

An approximate depth estimate of tho magnetic anomalies 
will Give at the same time a depth estimc.1.te of tho basement. 
With this technique a volcanic pipe may be representod by a 
dipole, a dyk8 by a magnetised sheet and an intrusive body 
by an agglomeration of evenly spaced bodies. 

Often the maximum magnetic gre.dient or tho curvature 
of the anomaly is taken as a measure for depth. 

If sufficient drill hole - seismic - or gravity control 
is avail8:ble it is possible to mako a more or less reliable 
statistical oorrelation betl-Teen baserllont depth and the gradient 
or curvature paramoters as derived from the mRgnetic contour 
map. This correlation can thEm be used to make further 
depth estimates. 

(b) The second type of basement consists of rock in "l11ich the 
susceptibility dous not vary appreciably e.g. metamorphic 
gneiss or schist, granite, etc. 

Ma@1ctic anomalies by structural features such as faults, 
anticlines, synclines, basenlent hills, valleys or escarpmonts. By 
fitting a probable (or possible) geological structure the approximate 
depth to tho structure can be fairly reliably estimated. 
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NOTES ON A TEST WITH ISOTOPES 1131 AND TRI'rIu\! AS GROUND 1-IATER TAACERS 
by 

W. Wiebenga, Bureau of Mineral Resources, A.C.T. 

Radio isotopes 1131 and Tritiun uere used to determine aquifer 
porosities and permeabilities in a series of pWuped bore tests. If reas
onable values for porosity can be assumed the method can also be used to 
estimate the thickness of an aquifer. The direction and rate of flow of 
natural ground water "TaS also determined by a free flo"T test. TIle follow
ing is the description of one of the exp0riments. 

Isotope used vlaS 1131. Laboratory ~·Jork carried out at the 
A.A.E.C. confirmed that there was virtually no loss of activity when 
percolatod through the soil. 

Further, the advantag~ of 1131 isg 

( 1 ) LOvI energy gamma rays (0.36 Mev) 

(2) Half lifo 8 days, long enough for project but short enough to 
be self disposing. 

(3) Readily available. 

(4) Reasonably low health hazard. 

Site preparation 

Three bores "!'TOre drilled Hi th a ?roline drill in line with 
a punping bore (to 33 ft, 12 ft to vmter) ~ at 60 fttrom PWllP, used for 
dosing, and at 50 and 30 ft used as observation holes (Fig. 1). Holes 
tended to collapse belm ... ground water level. A 3 ft 2" galvanized iron 
pipe with iiJ' holes connected to a 20 ft 2" galvanized pipe wero driven 
into the ground. Holes ~-lere cleaned with ru-ober piston, sand punp and 
compressed air. Nevertheless there was no froe circulation of ground 
water through the observation holes. 

This proved to be an advantagu because this made it possible 
to obtain accurate ganuna ray profilo of the bore throug..1-J. the casing. 

Procedure 

A glass container vIi th 1131, Tritium and potassi urn iodide 
carrier was broken in the dosing bore and i-lashed into tho surrouncling 
aquifer by adding a. few gallons of i-later. 

The punp had been started a few days before, pump output 
about 30,000 g. p.h. The observation bore holes "!tiere monitored for 1131 
by waterproof scintillation counters, consistlllg of a No. 1 crystal and 
photo multiplier, feeding pulses into a portable rate meter. The punp 
output was monitored by a large scintillometer. Scintillometers "rere 
calibrated at the A.A.E. Co Research Establishment at Lucas Heights, No S. W. 

All readings "Tere corrected for background and decay. For 
each experiment an isotope balance lias made up by comparing the total 
aotivity at the pump outlet (integrated count rate/time curve) with the 
amount of 1131 injected in the closing bore. Recoveries varied between 
70 and 100%.-

Gamma r~ profiles in bores 2 and 3 vlere taken at various 
times. Fig'l.ll"'0s 2 and 3 8h01-l curves v7hich "TOre obtainGd by plotting the 
count rate at constant depth, and figures 4 and 5 ShOli the ma.."'Cimum 
count rate against time. 
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• Porosity 

.<0, 

.. 

Using the relationship of Halevy and Nir (1962, J. of Geoph. 
Res., 61 (6), 2403-2409) and figure 6 to ostimate the travel time (use 
midpoint half peaks) g 

(distance travolled)2 D Punprate x travel time 
Ti x porosity x aquifGr thickness 

or r2 co Q x t 
rr xPxb 

gives for our test ~ co 0.32 

Differ~ntiation of the above relation gives also the velocity at distance 
r from the pump. 

2r dr = ~1:dtb or 

Vr I: Q 
2"r1:. b 

== !s. co 118. 
l' l' 

whore the constant Ie has the dimension ft2 
velocity between 1'2 and r1 is g 

hour-1 and the interval 

Vi .. k _ In !.1 =: _1.:,..1:,..:9_ 1n .E1 
1'1 - 1'2 r2 r 1 - 1'2 1'2 

v1i th this experiment it is also pos:3ible to detenninG the aquifer 
thickness if the porosity is approximatoly knovm. 

Figure 1 gives the depth o~ greatest activity at holes 2 
and 3; the pattern for both holes is similar. 1~e data give the interval 
velocities which also can be used to mru(e estimates for k. 

Figure 8 shows the interval velocities obtained from Fig. 1 
plotted as a function of distance, tog~ther vdth the relation V .. 118/1'. 

Penneabili ty 

Assuming that the streamlines for greatest activity are about 
parallel to the ground water profile, the data of Fig. 1 can be used to 
compute the penneabi1ity from the relationship. 

P b '1" t cross section area x velocity fl,o1'l annea J. J. Y 1:1 •• - - -t'3'l'adiont of flow 

For cross section'" 1 sq. ft, and porosity '" 0.32 

this reduces to 

Permeabili ty '" 0.32 .! veloci t,Y flow 
gradient 

The data of fig. 7 give a mean pel~eability of 99. cu.ft./hr 
per 1 ft/~'t. 

Under condi tiona of similar gradient the flow' velocity will 
only depend on the aquifer permeability • 

Fig. 9, derived from fig. 1, gives the permeability as a 
function of velocity for a constant grG.dient of 1ft/ft. Fig. 9 can be 
used to compute the penneabili ties 0::' 110ints 1 to 10 on fig. 7. The 
mean permeability based on these figures is 77 eu.ft/hr POl' 1 ft/ft. 

Taking the permeability as 71, the average gradiont between 
bore 2 and 3 as 0.016 ft/ft, the distance from the pumping bore as 40 ft, 
and the aquifer thickness as 20 ft, the expected pump flow' rate iS3 

Pen"'leability x gradient x 2 r x thicl:.ness x 6.25 '" 37000 g.p.h. 
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Free flow test (Fig. 10) 

Fluorescein added to injection hole and deteoted in quantity 
in hole 6 after 42 hours. 

1131 added to injection bore, 110 activity detected a£ter 
40 hours, but slight activity in hole 6 after 71 hours. Honce, rate of 
flow in direction of bore 6 is 5 x 12/41 :; 1.5"/hour. 

The injection bore becrune blocked and was cleared about y~ 
to 4 days later. Then the pump w·c.s started 88 hours after injection 
and th0 main activity was monitored at thE) pump 88 + 26 = 114 hours 
after injection; or 26 hom's after pumping started. A small activity 
due to isotopE) going into the formation immediately after injection was 
recorded 10 hours after pumping started or 88 + 10 c 98 hours after 
injeotion. (See fig. 11) 

,.--
60 = A -J26 

X = A .JT5" 
1fhere A is a function of flovl rate, porosity, aquifer thiokness, and 
the figures beneath tho square root are tho times taken for the two 
bodies of activity to reach the pump. -110 

X ... 60 J 26 = 38 ft. 

This means that the small body of' 8,cti vi ty was about 38 ft 
from the pump when the pump started, and in the 88 hours since injection 
it must have travelled Iuore than 60 - 38 = 22 ft, or velocity of ground 
"Tater is in excess of 22/88 ft/hr = 3 in/hr • 
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BASIC PRINCIPLES OF WATER FLOW  IN POROUS MEDIA 
-by

J.W. Holmes, C.S.I.R.O., Division of Soils, Adelaide

1. Potential dgference 

The flow of water from place to place in a porous medium
occurs in response to a difference in potential. The absolute magnitude
of the potential is unimportant, because the rate of water flow depends
upon the gradient of potential, which is the difference in potential,
divided by the distance between the two points in question.. However, it
is convenient to have some arbitary datum of potential, for purposes
of calculation.

As a definition of potential, we may say that the total
potential of the water is comprised of three components, tht are important
in real situations, namely the pressure, p', the gravitational potential,
pgz, and the osmotic potential, Jr' .

' Theref ore 9^= p' + pgz 47t^...(1)
,

-\and the units used in Equation (1) are absolute c.g.s. units (ergs Cm 3
j.

The vertical height, z, may be measured from any convenient datum to the
point at which the potentia1,4 1 , has to be calculated, and is positive
in the upwards direction.

Differences in osmotic potential will occur only in a porous
system which possesses a membrane that impedes molecular diffusion of
solutes in the water. This is an important phenomenon in the absorption
of water into plant roots. It can be neglected in the context of ground-
water flow.

It is also convenient to change the scale and the units as
, expressed in Equ. (1) and write

=p + z^ ...(2)

in which the potential or hydraulic head has the units cm or foot.

- Suppose we study the drainage of water-logged land, by tile-
drains, as depicted in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Flat water table.

In Figure 1, the drains have been blocked to prevent outflow, the water
table is flat, and the potential is everywhere Z, the height of the water
table above the impermeable floor as datum, because

= p + z = (Z - z) + z = Z^ ...(3 )

In Figure 2 are shown the streamlines of flow towards one drain, when
the drains flow^freely. Flow to all other drains is the same as, or
the mirror-image of this flow. As can be seen, the streamlines converge
upon the drain, and the potential becomes larger against the direction
of flow. These relationships can be expressed' by the formulation of
Darcy's Law thus,

- K grad 1)^ ...(4)
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BASIC PRINCIPLES OF WATER FI:.9W IN POROUS J11EDIA 
by 

J.1'1. Holmes, C.S.loR.O., Division of Soils, Adelaide 

1. Potential PAfference 

The flow' of water from place to place in a porous meditnn 
OCCtITS in response to a difference in potential. The absolute magnitude 
of the potential is unimportant, because the rate of water flmv depends 
upon the gradient of potential, which is the difference in potential, 
divided by the distance betw'een the two points in question.' HOvTever, it 
is convenient to have some arbitary datum of potential, for purposes 
of calculation. 

As a definition of 90tential, we may say that the total 
potential of the water is comprised of three components, tht are important 
in real situations, namely the pressure, pi, the gravitational potential, 
pgz, and the' osmotic potential, Jt' 

('The'rofore, '4? I = p' + pgz .... if I ••• ( 1 ) .. , \ 

and the units used in Equation (1) are absolute c.g.s. units (ergs em-3). 
The verti~al height, z, may be measured from any convenient dattnn to the 
point at which the potential, 4', has to be calculated, and is positive 
in the upwards direction. 

Differences in osmotic potential ldll occur only in a porous 
~ystem which possesses a membrane that impedes molecular diffusion of 
solutes in the water. This is an important phenomenon in the absorption 
of water into plant roots. It can be neglected in the context of ground
i'later flow. 

It is also convenient to change the scale and the units as 
, expressed in Equ. (1) and writs 

f=p+z ••• (2) 

in which the potential or hydraulic head has the units em or foot. 

Suppose we study the drainab~ of water-logged lruld, by tile
drains, as depicted in Figures 1 and 2. 

z c Z ivater table 

z .. a o 
Impormeable floor 

Figure 1. Flat water table. 

In Figure 1, the drains have been blocked to prevent outflo"T, the ''later 
table is flat, and the potential is everyl-lhere Z, the height of the wat~r 
table above the impolllleable floor as datum, because 

~ .. p + z = (Z - z) + z = Z ••• (3) 

, In Figure 2 are shown the streamlines of flow tov,ards one drain, .. Then 
the drains flow freely. Flo .. , to all other drains is the s::une as, or 
the mirror-image of this flow. As ctm be seen, tho streamlines converge 
upon the drain, and the potential 'becomes lar~r against the direction 
of flow. These relationships can be expresse~ by tho formulation of 
Darcy's Law thus, 

}£"' = - Ie gTad ~ 
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in which is the volume of water flowing per second through, and in a 
direction nonnal to a unit area, K is the penneability or hydraulic 
conductivity and grad ~ is the gradient of the potential. 

I 

- t .... · -... ' I . ,-. -'<"'---'-1 V 
('j::"~--j l \. D~ains o 

Figure 2. Flow to tile drains. 

Equation (4) is just 

Q = KAt 

a generalisation of 

<Pl - if, 
L 

the expression 

••• (5) 

in which Q is the quantity of water vThich flo,.;s· through a cylindrical' 
volume of cross-section A a.nd length L. The time of flow' is t and the 
difference in potential from one end of the cylinder to the other end· 
is (<p',-~). It is understood that the streamlines are all parallel to 
the axts of the cylinder. 

Such flow is steady state flow, because the quantity of water 
entering at one end of the cylindrical volume equals the quantity quitt~g 
at the other enct, no matter how short an intelval of time may be taker" 
Steady state flow is described by a partioular equation of continuity', 
which generally expresses the law of the conservation of matter. The 
general equation of continuity is 

de 
- div 1<.-+ sources - sinks = CIt , •• (6) 

For steady state flo\-T, which implies no change in the water content, ~r 
of the porous ntediurll, and ass1..iIDing the absence of sources or sinks for, 
water, 

Equation (5) becomes 

- div 1{"= 0 

Combllling Equations (4) and (6), the general equation for steady stat~ 
flow is derived, 

2 -\) 4> =0 , •• (8) 
:. 

or, liI'itten in full, 
()Zee ~lcP ~ 0": 4 
- + -
?J xL OJ!- a 4-

To obtain Equation (7) or (g), 

.:0 , .. (~) 
it is necessary to assume that K is a 

constant so that 

oK -- - ~ -:-~ =.0 
()( J J' () ;; 

Equation (7) or (8) is Laplace's Equation, which, in principle, can be 
solved for 1? as a function of the co-crdinate x, y and z, when values 
of ~ can be specified over all of the bOlUldaries of the system • 

To sununarise: the concept of flOvT in response to a potential 
gradient, embodied in I>arcy's Law (E9,uation 4), when combined with the 
prinCiple of conservation of matter tEquation 6) has led to the Laplace 
Equation (Equation 8) as a description of steady et, •. te flOl-T. Very many 
solutions of the equation are known for specified boundary conditions. 

60 
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2. Permeability or hydraulic conductivity. 

The penneability, K, (usually termed hydraulic conductivity in 
the literature of soil scionce) defined by Equs. (4)' or (5) can vary 
greatly in magnitude depending upon the . aquifer material. Table 1 shows 
representative Vlalues. 

Table 1. Representative values for hydraulic conductivity. 

Material K in Ie in K in Kin 
cm/sec metre/day ft/sec ft/day 

Clay 1 x 10-6 8.7 x 10-4 3.3 x 10-8 2.8 x 10-3 

Fissured Clay 5 x 10-3 4.3 1.6 x 10-4 14 
Structured loam 2 x 10-3 1.7 6.6 x 10-5 5.6 
Sil ty loam 1 x 10-4 0.87 x 10-1 3.3 x 10 -6 0.28 
Fine sand 1 x 10-3 0.87 3.3 x 10-5 2.8 

Coarse sand 7 x 10-3 6.1 2.3 x 10-4 20 
Gambier limestone 4 x 10-2 

35 1.3 x 10-3 115 
Peat 1 x 10-3 0.87 3.3 x 10:"5 2.8 

The hydrauJ.ic conductivity depends upon the pore size distri
bution and upon the total porosity of the material. o The larger the total 
porosity, the greater is the amount of space available for water flow, 
but even more important is the size of the largest pores availablo for 
water flow. The influence of pore size can be seen qualitatively from 
the following argument. 

By Poiseuille's Equation, the rate of fJ.ow through a narrow' 
pipe of radius R is 

TiR2.R2 .~2-~ 
Q '" 8 ~ 1 ••• (10) 

l'1here ~I is the viscosity of the water, and 1 is the length of the pipe 
over which the potential difference (~2- ~ 1) is maintained. If, instead 
of one pipe, ten smaller pi13S were su15stituted of such size that the 
cross-sectional area for flow would remain the srune, i.e. 

ilR2 '" 107ii 

where I' is the radius of each smaller pipe, the flO1"l rate in each small 
pipe ~l,)uld be 

__ 2 2 
II I' • r 

q c: ----:8::-*---
'7 

• 

and the total flo,.l l'lOUld be 
01'2 2 10 IC 1 ; r • r 

q 81 
_ iTR2 2 
- • r 

8 '1 
The ratio of the flow rates ,'TQuld be 

2 
jQg, l' 

Q '" liZ ••• ( 11 ) 

demonstrating, by a qualitative extension of the argument, that the flow 
rate through a pore is proportional to the square of its mean diameter. 

Childs and Collis-George (1950) initiated attempts to calcul~te 

.,( 
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the permeability of a porous medium from its measured pore 
bution and Marshall (1958) gave the expression 

2 , 2 -2 (-2 -2 -2 
Ie J; 2.7 x 10 t n (h1 + 3h2 + 5h3 + 

••• + (2 n-:l hn-
2 1 

size distri-

••• 

••• (12) 

for the hydraulic conductivity of a porous medium. K io in co/sec when 
the suctions h

1
, h

2
, etc. are measured in cms. In deriving this equation, 

the total drainable porosity, t~ , is divided into n equal parts by volume, 
each part having a pore size characterised by a suction, h, at which those 
pores drain of water. 

Since the rate of flo1'/' of fluid through 11 porous medium depends 
upon the viscosity of the fluid, it is sometimes convenient to use the 
intrinsic permeability coefficient, k, which is related to the hydraulic 
conductivity thus 

( (.? g/,., ) k", K 
, I 

where e is the density of the fluid. 

J. Pore size distribution, and storage coefficient. 

In considering drainable porooity, it is helpful to begin 
with some definitions of terms. 

The suction, stated ,·ri thout definition in Equ. ( 12) is related 
to the total potenti~l of the water in the following way. If we consider 
an element of the soil or cquifer above the water table, the pressure of 
the ,vater in its pores, ~I of E9.u. (1), is less than atmospheric pressure. 
The general equations (1) or (2) still hold, but Equ. (2) is often 1vrit
ten as 

••• (13) 

in 1 .. hich h, the suction, is a positive quantity, and, for an equilibrium 
soil water profile, is equal to the height of tho element of soil above 
the water table. 

shown 
The water content of the soil, w, is related to the suction as 

in Fig. 3, a diagrrua often spoken of as the moisture retention curve. 
(OO!- " 

~ ; i , s ' . ~ 
".I \i ", 

~~ j \ \, 
" Ie) t. 1\ \ 

f" \ '. \ 
! \ " \ CL~j' ! \~:c:~' I" fA.. \ 

\ j- ""', \ 
\ ... ,.-........... 5Qlv.r-.o~~ ... \\ . ...,.-...... ) ~ ~. 

I -.. ~. --.. / --::;." 
_ ..... ~~.:~:.;.,_:: .~ ... ,._.- -_ .... .-.:l..-.. -..,.,.-

1 ______ --.. - t·, 1 0 4 

",.Ie, 1 t? f c:.: uv. I i./." t· b 'J ~ ij Li 1;.., e. 
Fig. 3. Moisture retention cUJ..""Ves, for sanel and clay. 

The st.orage coefficient of an unconfined aquifer, defined as 
the yield of w~ter for unit fall in the water table height, is related to 
the moisture retention curve. Examining'F ig. 4, \vhich is an enlargen~ent 
of conditions near saturE'.tion, and vri th suction plotted on a linear scale, 
we see that the storage coefficient is given by the area shaded, divided 
by the change in l;l'Elight, Z. 
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Usually, for short term pumping, tho yield is less th~ the 
storage coefficient which is the theoretical maximum possible yield, 
because a long time is rec;.uired for complete drainage, to a new equilibrium, 
of all pores &ffected flY the drmi-d.01om. 

Representative values for storage coefficient are shown in 
Table 2. 

Table 2. Storage coefficient, S, for a variety of aquifer materials, 
in unconfined conditions. 

Material 

Coarse gravel 

Sand 

fissured calcareous clay 

clay 

Gambier limestone 

Storage Coefficient 

0.15 

0.08 

0.05 

0.001 

? 

When the aquifer is confined, the storafG coefficient is much 
smaller than the relatively large values shovffi in Table 2. The yield of 
water for unit fall in the piezometric head has to come from revel'sible 
compressibility of the aquifer material and compressibility of the water 
itself. 

4. Transmissivity 

Under natural flow conditions, th.s hydrauli,c conductivity 
alone is not sufficient to specify the volume of water flowing under a 
given potential gradient. We need to know the extent of the aquifer. 
The transmissivity of an aquifer is defined as the product of hydraulic 
conductivity times the vertical thickness of the aquifer, b; thus 

T co Kb ••• (14) 

If 1'le consider the f10vT of grotU1.dwator dO'l'ffi a gentle valley, 
the total quantity of water flowing across a section of the valley 1 metre 
wide would be, in cubic metres per day, 

Q ... T M 
A .~ 2 

if we employ consistent units und specify T in IlIletres per day. 

5. General theory of e'roundvmter flow 

It is generally true that no aqifer or under-ground water 
body is in a steady state of recharge versus discharge. There is some 
change occurring and 'tie are obli€,"0d to consider the general equation vlhich 
can be developed from Equ. (6). It may be sho,om (Todd, 1959) that 
groundwater flow is described by the equation 
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• •• ( 15) 

in the simple situation when flo\<l is predomina"l.tly horizontal and only 
one space co-ordinate need be considered. The symbol A refers to a uniform 
loss of \<mter by seepage or by transpiration from the aquifer. A more 
general equation than (15) was derived by Boussinesq in 1877 in a monu
mental study of groui1dwater floue 

We should consider here one solution of Equ. (15) to illus
trate the information to be gained and to serve as an introduction to 
the lecture on factors involved in optimum development of ground-water 
reservoirs. When Dr. J.N. Luthin visited this country in 1958, l'lEl ana
lysed a small and not very important aquifer near the Coorong, to inves
tigate the mean life-time of 'tV'Utor in it (Luthin & Holmes, 1960). The 
geometry of the aquifer could be simplifiod to that sholom in Fig. 5. 

<,', \ \ S',-,,- 1 •• ~5!t-----------r--~'-~ 
---=-~-------- -- ~ -

WT. 

.+6 .. Vo-:+ /0-0,(:1-

T "'-J>el-N ~.6/e pt.,.." 1 
-~~---------------~S~~~~,~j~~~==::==::~::====~>~' 

Fig. 5. Groundvlater aquife x,, simplified. geometry. 

Tho solution of the problem is shovm graphically in Fig. 6, 
assuning that the leakage A is negligible. 

/·0 .75" . ..:'" Xle v 

~ 
q5 
-'-

Fig. 6. Propoe;ation of recharge in a shallo\<l bToundvrater aquifer. 
The ordinate <p If is the fractional cl.J.ange in \-later level height caused 
by recharge. rrhe ktscissa is the fractional length of the aquifer, where 
1 o:s 25 miles. The family of curves shows the ''Tater level after 1 year 
from a step recharge functio11 9 10 years from recharge, ana. so on to 
approaching a very long time after recharge. It can be seen "ch:?"G the 
time scale is long. It is even longer for the great artesian aquifers 
of the 1iOrld (see Werner, 1946) • 
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GROUND WATER SCHOOL

NELL HYDRAULICS 
by

J.S. Colville, Division of Soils, C.S.I.R.O., S.A.

The intention of this lecture is to discuss the derivation
of the basic formulae used in the analysis of pumping tests. No claims
to originality are made. It is not possible to explain all of the math-
ematical steps but it is possible to discuss the assumptions made. Two
useful results of this discussion are that it becomes easier to convert
from one set of units to another, and also that it is possible to un-
tangle what units are implied in various formulae.

The basis of the calculationais Darcy's law which has already
been discussed in these lectures. Darcy's law relates the velocity of
fluid flow to the pressure gradient which causes it. The velocity of
flow is not the actual velocity of an individual water particle but is
the volume of water which flows across unit area in unit time. It would
be convenient for anyone using the usual English system of "Foot Pound
Second" units to measure volume as cubic feet and area in square feet.
The velocity of flow would then be measured as feet per second. Unfort-
unately, volumes are more often reckoned in gallons and it is not so easy
to visualize the velocity. All derivations here will involve a consistent
use of F.P.S. units unless indicated otherwise.

It is convenient and almost universal to measure pressures
in feet of water. The rate of change of pressure with distance, the

pressure gradient, will be a pure number. For water at rest the vertical
pressure gradient will be -1 because the pressure decreases with increas-
ing height.

According to Darcy's law, which is an experimental result,
the horizontal velocity is given by

V2 = -Kx pressure gradient

and the vertical velocity is given by

Vy = 4C(1 + pressure gradient) where K is the hydraulic
conductivity.

Sometimes K is called permeability, but strictly permeability
is a different concept. The negative sign indicates that water will flow
horizontally from high pressure to low pressure.

Hydraulic conductivity will be measured in feet/second in
our system of units. The range of conductivity value 9 is very wide, from
about 1 ft/see. for a very coarse gravel to about 10 -4 ft/sec. for sands
and about 10-  ft/sec for silts and clays, for some impervious materials
the conductivity can be about a thousand times less again.

Layered aquifers often conduct much better in a horizontal
than in a vertical direction and two values of hydraulic conductivity must
be specified. However, most pump tests involve very little vertical flow
and horizontal conductivities are measured.

Darcy's law may not apply if linear velocities are very large.
This situation is rare and can only occur close to a very strongly pumped
well. There are some assumptions commonly made about "well loss" in
these cases but they are empirical and will not be discussed here.

The discussion is simplified if a sharp distinction is now
made between "confined" or "pressure" flow such as occurs in an ideal
artesian aquifer i.e. completely filled and "unconfined" or "water table"
flow in which the shape of the free water surface can vary.

•40,
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•^Confined Flow 

In discussions of confined flow it is usual to consider an
aquifer of uniform thickness bounded on top and bottom by horizontal
impervious beds. The aquifer is assumed to be infinitely largo in all
horizontal directions.

The pressure of the water at any position can be determined
by driving in a small tight fitting standpipe which is open at the bottom.
If there is very little vertical flow of water the height of water in the
standpipe will be independent of the depth of the opening in the stand-
pipe. The surface which passes through the water level in each pipe is
called the piezomotric surface.

Although the aquifer is always full of water it will hold
more or less water if the pressure rises or falls. The change is partly
due to compression of the water and partly due to compression of the
aquifer material.

Consider a vertical column of cross section A and extending
from the bottom to the top of the aquifer.

If the water pressure throughout the column increases by h
feet of water, the extra volume of water which is held in the column will
be SAh cubic feet. S will be a pure number and it is called the storage 
coefficient of the aquifer. Note that S depends upon the aquifer thick-
ness as well as its material. Numerical values of S may vary between
say, 10-3 and 10-5.

In principle, a knowledge of Darcy's law and the storage co-
efficient would enable us to compute changes of pressure with time and
with distance from a pumped well. Usually, there is a radial symmetry
which simplifies the problem to two dimensions in space. Some old dis-
cussions neglected variations in time. However, in general, a true steady
state can not be anticipated because water is being removed and nothing
is being replaced. Usually, we can only expect a decreasing rate of
pressure drop as the zone of influence of the pumping increases.

puit Forchheimer Assum tions

It is often reasonable to assume that there is negligible
vertical flow. This assumption takes slightly different forms but is
generally called the "DUPUIT -^assumption. A simple calc-
ulation using this assumption helps to explain some of the ideas and to
derive a basic formula.

Consider an artesian aquifer of thickness m feet and pumped
from a completely penetrating well at a rate of Q cubic feet per second.
Use cylindrical coordinates, i.e. y for height and r for radial distance
and let the pumped well be centred about the axis Oz in Figure 1.

We can calculate the flow of water across a cylindrical sur-
face of radius r. The velocity towards the axis Oz will everywhere be

K
3r

6h.where^is the pressure gradient, which is written
a r with curved differential signs to indicate

that h depends not only upon r but also
upon the time t. The total volume flowing
across the cylindrical surface ) which has
an area

h2i7r m will be 2771 m r
ar

If two cylindrical surfaces of radii r and r + dr are consid-
ered, the net rate of gain by the annulus will be

67
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/^3.■277K m kr 11
()r) r + dr `^

1

2TrK m dr 3- (ro r
It turns out that this gain" is negative i.e. it is really

a loss but consistent use of "gain" avoids difficulty with signs. The
net gain must equal the rate of gain of water stored under pressure
inside the ring, which has a cross sectional area 2 r dr

. . 27TK m^(r6-11)^2irr S hot

which becomes

1.^rS
or ` er = T t

where T 0 Km is called the transmissibility of the aquifer and S as
already mentioned is the storage coefficient.

This last equation is technically called a partial differ-
ential equation. To solve the equation it is necessary to know certain
"boundary conditions" which are here, that h is always finite and also
that the volume of water Q is removed each second at the well.

The solution applies to a well of infinitely small radius.
It is often called the Theis solution. The pressure is given by

ho -h p^W(u),41TT
where ho is the initial head,

r2S
u = 4Tt

and W(u), which is often known as the "well function" can be calculated
for any value of u. The definition of ii4770-is given as an integral,

,
W(u) = 1 e-x/X dx

Ju

where x is a "dummy" variable which is "killed" when the limits of
integration are inserted.

Usually we are only interested in moderately large values
of t, i.e. u is small, and W(u) can be approximated by

W(u) = -0.5772 - in u

- ln 1.74 + ln t74

where "ln" means "logarithm to the base e"

. . W(u) = ln(^x 1^)

^

r2S^1.74

= ln( 2425-21r2)

2.25Tt = 2.30 loglo r2s

2.25212.30 .0 10and ho - h 4 T----- log10 r28

Note that the draw down ho - h, has a logarithmic shape if
t is large enough to justify these approximations. Note also that the
shape is always changing and never approaches a steady or equilibrium
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state even though the rate of change becomes steadily less.

If values of draw down are available from simultaneous
observations at several observation wells it is possible to compute the
transmissibility T. If the observations can be repeated at known values
of t it will also be possible to calculate the storage coefficient S.

Often it will be preferred to use only one observation well
because extra wells can be expensive to drill and to equip. It is still
possible to calculate T and S if enough observations are made at the one
well.

There is a preference for using two or more observation wells
because it is thought that the inevitable variations of pumping rate
have less effect upon the calculations. Also it is thought that two or
more wells are representative of the portion of the aquifer between the
two wells. Of course the single well methods of calculation can be per-
formed at each well and used to assess the variation between observation
sites.

Several methods of calculating S andT from observations at a
single well have been suggested. For sufficiently smallA4 i.e. large t,
Jacob plots. draw down against log iot. A straight lino should result
whose slope must be

2.30 q

From which T can be calculated. The intercept of the extended line
(log t = 0) Must be

Qx 2.30 l^2.25 T 
4^ogTr T^10 23

fromfrom which S can be calculated. See Fig. 2 for an example.

A more general method, ascribed to Theis, is valid for all
values of u. Plot log W (u) against log 1/u on a transparent sheet. This
is the "type curve". On the same scale but on a separate sheet plot
log (ho — h) and log T. We have

^

1^ _421log^= / log^= log t + log
r'S^r2S

^

and log (ho.— h)^log Q/( 4 T- T) + log W(u)

Therefore if the two graphs are displaced sideways and upwards,
but never rotated, there must be some position for which they will agree
and the "type curve" should coincide with the experimental curve. Take
any point on the curve, for which the values of ho — hp W(u), t and u are
of course available. Calculate T from the draw down and then calculate S
from the value of u. See Fig. 3.

In general T can be selected with more precision than can S.
The draw down is less dependent upon S than T and the inevitable devia-
tions from theoretical curves confuse the estimation of S.

Solutions which avoid the Dupuit — Forchheimer assumptions 

It is possible to avoid the assumpt!.on that there is no
vertical flow. Hantush has solved several problems using only Darcyts
law and a simplifying boundary condition at the well. For the problem
discussed above he finds that the aFwer given by the Dupuit — Forchheimer
theory is valid providing tT>30 rw S where rw is the "effective well
radius". This condition is satisfied for quite small values of t.
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Hantush has also solved some problems in which horizontal flow
should not be anticipated. The only problem which we can consider hors is
that of the leaky aquifer. In this problem the main permeable aquifer is
confined between an impermeable boundary and a leaky aquifer of very low
hydraulic conductivity. If the water pressure is relieved in the main
aquifer, water will be released from the leaky aquifer.

It is assumed that the leaky aquifer has a very small storage
coefficient, and also that the flow in the leaky aquifer is entirely
vertical. Let the thickness of the main aquifer be m feet and that of
the leaky aquifer be m feet. Let K and K 1 be the corrgsponding hydraulic
conductivities. Introduce a new length B defined by 13' = K mm'/.
The formula for draw down at a distance r is

ho h = (Q/4 7T) W(u, r/B)

where 14(u, r/B) is called the "modified well function" and can be computed
numerically.

Calculation of S and T follows the same form as before except
that the "Type curve" is replaced by a whole series of curves, each
corresponding to a definite value of r/B. The curve corresponding to
B =()42) is the same as earlier used for W(u). See Fig. 4.

The "leaky aquifer" problem can lead to a steady state in
which the leaky aquifer supplies the pumped well.

Units

It is now necessary to consider the units of measurement used
in practical situations. All the discussion so far has assumed a con-
sistent use of English "foot-pound-second" system, more properly "foot
and second" system, since use of mass or weight units have been avoided.
There would be no change in the formula if some other unit of time or of
length were chosen but the numerical values of transmissibility, etc.
would need to be altered. The conversion would be obvious from the name
of the unit.

Unfortunately,, all field measurements are, or claim to be,
based upon the U.S. Geological Survey units which are irrational on two
distinct grounds.

Firstly, all distances are measured in feet but volumes are
reckoned in gallons instead of cubic feet. It should be noted that U.S.
Gallons and not Imperial Gallons are meant. The conversions are 1 cubic
foot = 7.481 U.S. Gallons = 6.229 Imperial Gallons. Secondly, two quite
different units of time are used. Rate of pumping is usually measured
in U.S. Gallons per minute, but the time of pumping and the time for
measurements of hydraulic conductivity is quoted in days.

It is convenient to set out the various conversions. Denote
the numerical value in the academic "F.P.S"system by Ka' and the numerical
value of the corresponding field measurement in "Survey Units" by X.

Length, area, ..pzessure and laallmjamaAlfat are unaltered

This must also apply to B in the leaky aquifer.

PLEary„..=e is measured in U.S. Gallons per minute

= Q' x 7.481 x 60

Time of pumping is measured in days

t =^/(24 x 60 x 60)

c70
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gr.

Hydraulic confacILLUE, is measured in U.S. Gallons/day/sq. ft.
These are also called Meinzer units.

zu_n_miaili.2.41y. is measured in U.S. Gallons/day/ft
•

i.e. T =T' x 7.481 x 24 x 60 x 60

Storage coefficient is not altered

i.e. the volum of water gained or lost from the column of
aquifer is still measured in cubic feet.

Substituting these values in the above equations

u = If12s2_ = r2S x7.481

= 1.87 r2S

4 T't'^-4Tt

Tt

and the draw down ho - h =

= „aL. W(u)
4,1T'

= 0. x 7.481 x 24. x .60 x 60 W(u)
7.481 x 60 x 4 T

114.6 S x w(u)

... 114,6 q x w(1.87 T2 S 
Tt

Expanding the espression obtained above for W(u), which is
4^only valid for small u

=2.30x 114. 6 Q log i o 2425-21.2
7.481 r S

= 264 cz logio .0.30 Tt 
•^•

2s

If the transmissibility is to be calculated from simultaneous
draw down measurements at several wells the equation can be written in
yet another form

= 31.4.(1Oft1°g10

- 526 a logio r
i.e. if the draw down xl is plotted against log inr a straight line should
result from whose 'slope T• can be calculated if qo is known.

There is a further complidation that the time of pumping is
sometimes given in minutes although hydraulic conductivity and trans-
missibility are expressed in terms of days.

The formulae now becomes

IMP
^ 4 .2 114.6 q W(u)^and

= 1.87._x 60 x 24 r
2 S 

Tt

2

Tt

71
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The above formulae are those most often encounterEld because 
most of the references 0.1'0 Americano If English or Imporial gallons 
are used it must be remomb0l'Gd that for tho srune exporillient the numerical 
values of pumping rate and. transmissibility vTill be approximately 5/6 
of those quot8d. in survey 1mite. If p1..ID1ping rate is Imeasurecl in Imperial 
gallons and the valuos substitutod, in the above formulae T will be cal
culatecl too small and S vTill then also be calculated too small. 

If Ilaporial 

u = 6',!2S2, 
4 

units 0.1'0 

ls 
Tt 

= 

O.36Tt 
2S 

l' 

usocl consistently, 

1.557 r2q 
Tt 

providing t is moasured in days. If hOvTevor the time of pumping is meas
ured in minutes 

u= 

English engineers fr0q,u0ntly calculate in cubic feet and 
seconds but English variations of Survey l..ulits are also often used. 

Unconfined Flov7 

If either the top or th8 bottOii1 of the aq,uifer is not limited 
by some impervious bed the watr-,r flow' is sai~'i, to be "unconfined". The 
mathema.tical discussion is greatly complicated boc "cuse the position (If one 
boundary is unknovm. This discussion ass1..'.ll':OS that the a.q,uifer is supp
ark':" by an impormee.ble medium but that thero is 110 confining top to 
the aquifer. 

The 1'lat0r is not confined uncler preSSlll'e and thor0fore the 
storagG coefficient as defined earlior is not significant. Howevor, 
because the water table can rise or fall ths volumG of water absorbed or 
yielded up by the pores of the aquifer material is important. At first 
it will be assumed tha.t this water is exchanged as soon as the water 
table moves. In place of the storage coefficient "TO consicler the specific 
yield or drainablo porosity which is a. pure number and typically much 
larger than tho storage coefficient of a confined aq,uifer. The symbol S 
will also be usecl for this. 

It is customary to USG an extension of the Dupuit ~Forchheimer 
assumptions in l)roblems involving unc,mfined flow'. There are various 
statements of these assumptions but all involve tb,e slope of the vrater 
table. Tho most general expression for th<.::;, flovr gives tho total f1m'l' 
across unit length of a oc:unclary to be Kh 2 where:ill is the height of 
the w'ater table above the impenneable bouna~I"'J and r is the slope of 
the water table measlll'ec1 Elt right angles to the bounaary. 

T~le calculation for a pur.lpod ,'Tell fallovTs that for a confined 
aquifer •. , J" Tho flow across a cylindrical surface of radius r will be 
2 'iT rlfr. ~":'- where 11 depencls upon r rmet also upon timo t. The net gain 
by the anfiuluo bCt1'!C(1), r' :,'.n~"" l' + dr is equa.ted to the time rata of gain 
ancl we have 

ah (r h -)= 
rjr 

This eq,uation may be rewritten 
. 2 2 
d h 1 d_h 1 (dh) o l + r I:;r + h Jr r= 
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which resembles the Theis equation except that the denominator on the
right 1.41,n side contains h which is not constant,^and also that a
term (La) occurs on the left hand side. Both these difficulties render

erthe equation "non linear" and enormously complicate .an exact solution.

Only approximate methods of solution are available. It is
usual to replace the right hand denominator by in K or T where m was the
original depth of.water before pumping began. This approximation will
be all the worse near the pumped well.

There are two common ways to handle the second term on the
left hand side. Usually this term is small and many treatments simply
ignore it. This approximation also must be all the worse near the pumped
well where the slope is greatest. If this term is ignored the equation
becomes identical with that of Theis and the same result holds for the
draw down, viz.

= (Q/4 71T) W(u)

u = r2S/4Tt

It should be remembered that this solution has introduced yet
another simplification near the well because it has replaced the finite
well by an infinitely thin "sink". There are therefore good reasons not
to trust this expression if it is evaluated very close to the well.

Another method of approximation does not neglect the square
term in the differential equation. If the original equation is rewritten
in terms of h2

ti K^h2^h2(r :--)ar dr^h

The denominator is simplified as before and we get
252^2^1 .()112^S 112
5.7 (h ) +.;^.

which is identical to the Theis equation and the solution is

m2 h2^(147) W(u)

The denominator on the right hand side is determined by the
.boundary conditions at the well, which is once again assumed to be infin-
itely narrow. If the lgt hand sde is expanded we have for the draw
down = m -^ 4171Cin 

w(u) i.e. the Theis solution can
be used but the draw down must be corrected by subtracting 2/2m. This
is important whenever^becomes comparable with m.

Sometimes this correction to the draw down is recommended as
though it were an allowance for delayed drainage from a dewatered zone.
In fact there is very little information on delayed drainage. Some calc-
ulations made by Boulton (International Hydrological Association Public-
ation 37, 1954) do not protad ethis result. There do not appear to be any
means for calculating corrections for delayed drainage.

The most thorough calculations of water table situations
have been made by Boulton (Institute of Civil Engineers - Proceeding
Pt III Vol 3 1954 P564). Boulton avoids the Dupuit - Forchheimer
assumptions and calculates from Darcy's equation and the equation of
continuity. He is obliged to take simplified boundary values both at
the well and at the free water surface. Also the difficulty with squares
of partial derivatives arises and these terms are neglected.

Boulton concludes that providing K t>5Sm the Theis solution
is correct (to within 5%) providing also that 0.2 m<r‹.6m. Note that the
restriction on time is expressed in any rational system. In survey units
it will be Kt>37.4Sm and for the comparable English units Kt >31.1Sm.
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FIELD igEASUREMENT OF HYDRAULIC 

CONDUCTIVITY AND WATER CONTENT 
by

J.W. Holmes, Division of Soils, C.S.I.R.O., Adelaide
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Lig = KA(Ho - H) and approximately

clii
dt

K = C dt
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PUMPING TESTS 

PART 1

PRINCIPLES & METHODS

by

W.H. WILLIAMSON, M.Sc., Senior Hydrogoologist,
Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission,
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PUMPING TESTS 

PART I : PRINCIPLES AND METHODS 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Pumping tests are a basic tool in groundwater hydrology, and
those working in this field should have a clear understanding of the
principles involved and be able to correctly interpret test data. This
is particularly important in those cases where large yields and long-term
pumping are involved, e.g. irrigation or town-water supply bores.

A pumping test may be carried out for one or both of the
following purposes:-

(a) to determine the performance and optimum yield of a well or bore;

(b) to determine the hydraulic properties of the aquifer;

(Note: Some tests involve pumping into rather, than out of a bore or
well. These will also be considered).

1.2 TESTS OF PEEFORnANCE ADD YIELD.

1.2.1 Single-rate pumping tests.

Practically all pumping tests carried out by private boring
and well-sinking contractors are in this category. However, contractors
commonly record no more than the static water level and the drawdown
level for a given pumping rate. This is inadequate for proper interpre-
tation because it gives no indication of the rate of drawdown. It is
sometimes found, too, that contractors extrapolate such figures on the
assumption of direct proportion; and this can lead to considerable error.
Where a bore is relatively low yielding, 00g. the general run of stock-
water bores, and the bore is to be pumped at the same rate as it was tested,
The usual contractor's test may suffice, but the position is more criti-
cal and unsatisfactory where long term pumping at high rates is proposed.

Consequently, contractors should be advised of the data required from
pump tests to allow analysis of the results. (It may be noted that in
the case of stock bores probably the majority are tested by bailing.
This simulates pimping, and, if properly carried out, can give useful
information, but the method is subject to limitations and misinterpreta-
tions).

1.2.1.1 Confined aquifers.

The principle of a single-rate pumping test of a bore tapping
a confiied aquifer is based on the non-equilibrium formula introduced by
Theis (1935). The formula is

S = 114.6q
^-u^du^ ...(1)

or, evaluating the integral,

s^114.6S (-0.5772 - log
e
u + u -u2 + u3 ...etc)^..(2)

2^ 2.21^3.5
where u = 26.2.3ra

Tt

s = drawdown in ft. at a distance r, in feet, from a pumped
bore discharging at Q gallons per minute for a time t in
minutes.
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T = coefficient of transmissibility in gallons per day per
foot.

S = coefficient of storage.

/^/
Cooper and Jacob (1946) showed that for small values of kr

2 /t) compared
to the value of (4T/S), u will be so small that the series following the
first two terms in the series in the above equation may be neglected.
They consider the approximation tolerable where u is less than 0.02.
Converting to common logartithms, the equation ,nay then be rewritten as

s = (2.30300^log10t^1°6'10
^(r2S/2.25T)

4r/T^L_ lo^] ^...(3)
•

so that when r is constant (as is the case of a bore being tested for
yield), the only variables are s and t, and the equation is that of a
straight line plot of s against logiot. The graph thus obtained is refer-
red to as a "time-drawdown" graph, And the method as the "straight-line
method" or the modified non-equilibrium method".

Thib method offers the most direct and simplest means of inter-
preting pumping test data and gives satisfactory results for all practi-
cal prrposes. (The fact that it allows determination of the coefficient
of transmissibility and, if an observation bore is available, coefficient
of storage from the sztme test data is more or less incidental where the
main aim is simply to establish the optimum yield of a bore under condi-
tions of long term pumping).

Consequently, if a bore is pumped at a const ant rate, and the
plot of drawdown against log time gives a straight line, this line can
be extrapolated to determine the drawdown for any period of continuous
pumping at that rate. (This, ofcourse, is on the usual assumptions of an
infinite, homogeneous, and perfectly elastic aquifer. The effect of de-
viations from these assumptions are considered in Part 3). However,
difficulties arise if it is proposed to equip the bore to pump at a rate
other than that used for testing, especially if it is to be a much higher-
rate. This matter will be dealt with in section. 1.2.2.

1.2.1.2 Unconfined aquifers.

Where the bore or well being tested taps an unconfined aquifer,
i.e. "water-table" conditions, the non-equilibrium formula does not
adequately describe the draw-down behaviour because it does not allow for
gravity drainage. The assumptions of the formula include (a) that the
coefficient of storage is constant and (b) that water is released instan-
taneously with a decline in head. However, in the case of an unconfined
aquifer the water pumped is being essentially derived by dewatering the
saturated pore spaces of the aquifer, and, depending on the permeability
of the formation, this drainjng may take considerable time to effect.
Consequently, the coefficient of storage increases as pumping proceeds,
although at a diminishing rate.

In spite of this non-compliance with the assumptions of the
formula, with long periods of pumping the effect of gravity drainage
becomes so small that satisfactory time-drawdam graphs, similar to those
for confined conditions, can be obtained.

Where only the performance and yield are to be established,
pumping at the desired rate, or at a rate which preliminary tests indicate
to bo ti4c1 order of an optimum rate, is continued until the time-drawdown
graph is a straight line, thus allowing extrapolation to determine the
effect of long term pumping. (For very permeable aquifers the desired time-
drawdown relationship may commence in under an hour, but for thick aquifers
of low permeability it may take as long as a day or more). However, if it
is desired to establish values for the hydraulic properties of the aquifer,
various corrections and limitations apply, and these will be dealt with
in a later section. (1.3.1).

17,
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It may be noted that if at all possible, observations of
recovery of water-level should be made after all single-rate pumping
tests. As will be shown in Part 3, recovery data are often very signi-
ficant and considerably assist the analysis of pumping test data.

1.2.2 Multurcroing tests.

It does not follow that the drawdown-discharge relation-
ship established by a single-rate pumping test can be directly applied
to a different pumping rate. This is perhaps best appreciated by consid-
ering the various factors which, depending on the geohydrologic conditions
can affect drawdown. Walton (1962) has summarized these as followsle-

s . = sa+ sw + sp + sd+ sb -sr

where s^s = total drawdown in production bore

sa 
= drawdown due to laminar flow of waterthreugh the aquifer

towards the well (termed "aquifer loss").

s
w 

= drawdown due to turbulent flow through thescreGn or well
face and inside the casing to the pump intake. (termed
well loss").

s = drawdown due to partial penetration effects.

s
d 
= drawdown due to dewatering portion of the aquifer.

sb = drawdown due to barrier boundaries of the aquifer.

sr 
= build-up duo to recharge boundaries of the aquifer.

Of these components, Sa must occur and s r, is almost invariably
evident, while the others may or may not occur. If lacy do, s b and sr
are usually evident from the: nature of the time-drawdown graph (see Part
3), and allowances can be made for the effects of+ s l (see sections
1.3.1.3 and 1.3.2.4). Where it is desired to estaqish iperformance and
yield, the components 3a and s, are normally the more critical, and thesecan be separated by meas of themultiple-stage (or step-drawdown) pump-
ing test described by Jacob (1946).

A multiple-stage test consists of pumping at three or four
successively higher rates, the change in rate being implemented more or
less abruptly at the end of each pumping period. Observations are made
of drawdown against time throughout the test. (In off,ct, the test
simulates the same number of separate pumping tests as there are stages,
but avoids the necessity of awaiting for recovery of water-level to be
effected between each test. It may be noted that because of the problem
of drainage time, multiple-stage tests are normally not applied to uncon-
fined aquifer conditions).

As will be shown in Part 3, from the data obtained from the
test, the "aquifer loss" and "well-loss" components of the drawdown, i.e.
s and s in equation (4), can be determined. These are expressed in the
a^wequation

s = BQ + CQ
2

where^s = drawdown in feet at a specified period.

B = aquifer-loss constant in sec/ft
2

C = well-loss constant in sec
2
/ft

5

Q = discharge in cusecs.

As shown by Bruin and Hudson (1955), equation (5) is an
approximation, and, strictly speaking, B and C are variables, to.t the gf
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errors involved by assuming them to be constants tend to be comp leInsatory.
, Furthermore, Rorabaugh (1953) has shown the equation s = BQ + CQ to be
more correct, and has found n to be usually of the order of 2.5. (It has
been the experience of the author thatRorabaughls method of determining
n 9 involving trial and error plotting, requires very refined data and

• preferably more than four stages). However, for practical purposes it is
usually found that equation (5) gives satisfactory results.

When the values of B and C in equation (5) have been deter-
mined, the drawdown s for the selected time period (say 100 minutes) can
be calculated for any particular discharge. The rate of drawdown at that
;discharge can be calculated from the slope of the straight-line time-
drawdown graph, and the drawdown for any period of pumping can then be
;calculated by extrapolation at that rate. However, other allowances may
also have to be made, depending on the conditions revealed by the analysis

i of the test data (see Part 3) or from knowledge of such factors as seasonal
r water-level fluctuations.

It should be noted from equation (5) that the component of
drawdown due to "yell loss" varies with the square of the discharge. It
is for this reason that gross errors can be made if the results of a sin-
gle rate test are extrapolated too far, especially if the bore is not

, very efficient. It follows, too, that the efficiency of a bore can be
\gauged by the magnitude of the well-loss constant C. Walton (1962) states
that for a properly pv4oped and designed well, the vaiue Rf C is gener-
ally loss than 5 see /ft'. Value between 5 and 10 sec /ft' indicap r

'mild clogging, and clogging is severe when C is greater than 10 sec /ft) .

It will be evident from the foregoing discussions that sin-
gle-rate pumping tests are of limited value in assessing bore performance )

except for the particulat rate used, and they may give little indication
of the efficiency of the bore. Their main value is in revealing aquifer
conditions, as will be discussed later. On the other hand, multiple-
stage tests are of particular value in asstssing 'here performance and. in
calculating the effect of pumping at higher than those used in the test.

In order to gain as much relevant information on both the
aquifer conditions and the bore performance, the Water Conservation and
Irrigation Commission, New South Males, carries out a multiple-stage test,
and a twenty-four hour single-rate test, followed by recovery measure-
ments, as standard procedure in those cases where long-term pumping at
high rates is proposed, e.g. town, industrial, or irrigation supply. For
stock-water bores, only a single-rate pumping test is undertaken.

1.2.3 Pumping-in Tests

Pumping-in tests have more application where it is desired to
determine the hydraulic properties of an aquifer, (see section 1.3.2.5)
but in some instances they are applied with the object of determining only
bore or well performance. The only common example of such circumstances
in the author's experience is where it is proposed to use a bore or well
to dispose of effluent, usually from septic tanks, and it is desired to
determine the acceptance rate. Almost invariably it has boon found that .
contractor's tests are quite inadequate and insufficient data has been
obtained to allow analysis.

The principles involved are essentially the same as those
already discussed, the only difference being that the water-level is being
built-up by in-flow instead of draw-down by discharge.

1.3 TESTS TO  DETERMINE HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES

In quantitative groundwater hydrology studies, pumping tests
are of particular value because they afford a means of establishing the
hydraulic properties of an aquifer in situ. The properties usually det-
ermined are the coefficients of transmissibility, permeability, and
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storage. Where leakage occurs through confining beds, the coefficient of
vertical permeability of the confining beds can also be determined. If
barrier boundaries or recharge boundaries are present in the vicinity
they, too, are evidenced in pumping test data.

The most common method of determining the hydraulic properties
of an aquifer depends on the analysis of time-drawdown data. For this
purpose, a bore or well is pumped at a constant discharge, and drawdown
in the pumped bore or well, and in any observation bores, is measured at
appropriate time intervals. (If at least one observation bore is not
available an aquifer test is limited in scope, and normally only trans-
missibility can be determined).

It is apparent, of course, that this type of pumping test is
analogous to the single-rate pumping test previously described to deter-
mine the performance and yield of a bore. However, in carrying out a
test to establish hydraulic properties, the efficiency of the bore is of
little consequence (provided a reasonable pumping rate is available) since
the information sought from the pumped bore is the rate of drawdown, not
the actual drawdown, for a given discharge. However, the significance
of equation (4), which shows the various possible components of drawdown,
should be kept in mind because it is often necessary to adjust drawdown
data before they can be employed in analysing test results.

1.3.1 Factors affecting time-drawdown relationships.

Of the various possible components of diswdown given in
equation (4), the measurementsof component s l (drawdown due to laminar
flow through the aquifer) is the main object'of the test. If the aquifer
reasonably conforms with the assumptions of the theory, the rate of draw-
down in the pumped bore and in observation bores will be the same and a
straight-line graph of drawdown against log time, as described for the
modified mon-equilibrium method, will show the same gradient in each
case. On the other hand, the component s_ (drawdown due to "well-loss")
occurs only in the pumped bore and would hot be evident in an observation
bore unless it were immediately adjacent to the pumped bore.

However, a number of other factors may affect the time-draw-
down relationship and it is necessary to be aware of these to properly
interpret test data. They will be briefly considered in the following
paragraphs.

1.3.1.1 Water level trends prior to pur9kL.

A factor not included in equation (4) is that of water level
trends in evidence before pumping starts. These may be due to such causes
as the 'Offects of previous pumping, pumping of other facilities in the
vicinity, rising or falling water table conditions (in shallow water
table situations, evapotranspiration can have an effect here), or the
effect of atmospheric pressure changes in the case of confined aquifer.
Consequently, observations of water level should, if possible, be main-
tained for some time (preferably a few days) prior to pumping so that any
discerftible trends can be allowed for in the subsequont 'test. (A useful
review of causes of water level fluctuations is given by Todd (1959)

1.3.1.2 Variations in atmospheric pressure.

In the case of the effect of atmospheric pressure, the
barometric efficiency of a bore tapping a confined aquifer can be deter-
mined from observations prior to pumping by applying the equation:-

AWB.E. = -Ery x 100^ ...(6)

where B.E. = barometric efficiency in %

= change in water level due to a change in atmospheric
pressure, in feet

AB = change in atmospheric pressure, in feet head of water.
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Adjustments in drawdown data can then be made for the effects of any
changes in atmospheric pressure during the test. (It is evident that
water level trends as described above will also affect tests to establish
tho performance of a bore. However, because of the economic aspects of
contract boring, it is rarely practicable to maintain observations of
water level variations for any appreciable time after completion of the
bore and prior to testing. There is the danger, then, that if a bore
has a reasonable barometric efficiency, and a significant increase in
atmospheric pressure occurs fairly rapidly during the test, the increase
in drawdown, which could amount to a foot or more, could be interpreted
as a boundary condition).

1.3.1.3 Partial_p2p2tration of_t_hem_uifer

A further possible cause of error is the factor designated in
equation (4) as s p , i.e. the drawdown due to the effect of partial pene-
tration. If the pumping bore or nearby observation bore(s), or both, only
partially penetrate the aquifer, varying effects can be produced depending
on the relative positions of the sections of the aquifer exposed to the
bores. For example, if pumped and observation bores are both open to
either the top or the bottom of an aquifer, the drawdown in the observat-
ion bore will be greater than for fully penetrating conditions; if the
pumped bore is open to the top and the observation bore to the bottom, or
vice versa, the drawdown in the observation bore will be less than for
fully penetrating conditions. These effects are due to the distortion
of the cone of depression because of the vertical flow component induced.
However, the effect diminishes with distance, and Walton (1962) quotes
the following equation from Butler to give the distance rpp beyond which
the effect of partial penetration is negligible:-

rpp = 2m JIII /Pv

where m^= saturated thickness of aquifer, in feet

Ph = horizontal permeability of aquifer, in g.p.d./ft 2

Pv . vertical permeability of aquifer, in g.p.d./ft 2

He also gives formulae and factors for adjusting observed drawdowns in
observation bores within this distance, but points out that "at best,
adjustments for partial penetration by any method can be considered only
approximate because the ratio PvAii is never precisely known."

1.3.1.4 Boundary conditions

In developing equations to compute hydraulic properties of
aquifers it is assumed that the aquifer is infinite in extent, and it is
obvious that this cannot be. Indeed, it is common for pumping tests to
show evidence that a boundary condition is present within the area of
influence of the bore or well.

If the boundary is a barrier (e.g. the edge of a valley, or
a sudden lensing out of the aquifer), when the cone of depression reaches
it it will cause an increase in the rate of drawdown. If it is a recharge
boundary (e.g. a river or other surface body of water), the rate of draw-
down will decrease until eventually equilibrium conditions occur, i.e.
recharge balances discharge.

In the general run of aquifer tests, barrier boundaries are by
far the more common. They are usually readily discernible if the modified

• non-equilibrium method is used, especially if the boundary is a fairly
abrupt one, when it will cause a sudden doubling of the slope of the
straight-line time-drawdown graph. The reason for this is best understood
by considering the "image-well" theory described by Ferris (1959). In
essence, this states that the effect of a barrier boundary on drawdown in
a bore is the same as would occur if the aquifer were infinite and a bore
having the same discharge were located on the opposite side of the

37
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boundary and at the same distance as the real bore. The same principle
applies for a recharge boundary except that the image bore is assumed to
be recharging instead of pumping.

Pumping test data can be used to locate the position of a
barrier, but to do this it must be evident in the data from at least
three observation bores.

The only other factor that will be considered as affecting
time-drawdown relationships is drawdown due to dewatering portion of the
aquifer, and this will be discussed in the section dealing with determin-
ing hydraulic properties of unconfined aquifers. (1.3.2.4).

1.3.2 Methods based on time-drawdown relationships

1.3.2.1 Modified non-equilibrium

Because of its simplicity of application and interpretation,
the modified non-equilibrium method is the most popular method of analys-
ing aquifer test data, especially for combined aquifers. The principles
involved have been given in section 1.2.1.

Drawdown data from the pumped bore and any observation bores
are first adjusted, if necessary, (see section 1.3.1) and then plotted
against the logarithm of time. The adjusted drawdown data from the
pumped bore or well will then consist of the drawdown components due to
IIwell-loss" and "aquifer-loss" (i.e. s and s of equation 4). Of these,
the "well-loss" is constant for a given discarge, whereas the "aquifer-
loss" increases in direct proportion to the logarithm of time and thus
causes the slope in the straight-line portion of the graph. In observa-
tion bores, of course, only drawdown due to "aquifer-loss" is represented.
If the aquifer conforms with theory, the sloes of the straight-line
graphs for the pumped bore and observation bores will be the same (see
fig. 7, section 3).

The coefficient of transmissibility is calculated by using
the slope of the straightline portion of the graph in the following
equation:-

T = 264Q/Qs

where T = coefficient of transmissibility, in g.p.d./ft

Q = discharge, in g.p.m.

= difference in drawdown per log cycle in ft
(i.e. the slope of the straight line graph).

...(8)

To derive the coefficient of storage, the straight-line
portion of the graph of data from an observation bore is extrapolated
backwards until it intersects the zero-drawdown axis. The time given by
this intersection is then used in the following equation:-

S = Tto/4790 r
2

where S = coefficient of storage, as a fraction

T = coefficient of transmissibility, in g.p.d./ft

to = intersection of the straight-line slope with the
zero-drawdown axis, in minutes

r = distance from the pumped bore to the observation
bore, in feet.

1.3.2.2 Type curve

In developing the modified non-equilibrium method considered
in the previous section, Cooper and Jacob (1946) were careful to point out
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that "the method is not applicable in some cases and it supplements,
rather than supersedes, the type curve method". Consequently, if there
is any doubt as to whether or not the data lends itself to interpretation
by the time-drawdown graph, the type curve method should be employed.
Certainly one difficulty that often presents itself when it is desired
to determine coefficient of storage by the former method is that when the
slope of the straight-line is small the intersection with the zero-
drawdown axis may be poorly defined.

The type curve method is based on Theis' non-equilibrium
formula given in section 1.2.1. This may be written in the form

s = (114.6 Q/T) W(u)^ ...(10)

where W(u) = jo -u du,

and is termed by Wenzel (1942) as the "well function for non-leaky
artesian aquifers".

Wenzel (1942) provides a type-curve giving values of W(u)
against u on log graph paper. However, the method described by him to
obtain a matching curve is rather tedious, since it involves plotting
values of s (drawdown in an observation well) against r 2/t (where r is
the distance of the observation bore from the pumped bore 7 and t is the
time in days from when pumping began until .s was measured). Walton (1962)
has since provided a more convenient type curve, giving values of W(u)
against 1/u on log graph paper, and to obtain a time-drawdown field data
curve to superpose on the type curve it is necessary only to plot draw-
down s (in feet) against time t (in minutes) on log paper of the same
scale as that used for the typo curve. When the time-drawdown curve is
matched to the type curve, match point co-ordinates W(u) 9 1/u, s and t
are substituted in equation (10) and in the equation

• u = 2693 r2 S/Tt^ ...(11)

to determine T and S. (u, r, Sy S y T and t are as defined in section
1 .2.1).

1.3.2.3 ape curves for leaVir confined,acugers

In some pumping tests of confined aquifers, the confining
formation is sufficiently permeable to allow leakage from an overlying
or underlying formation into the aquifer being tested and thus affect the
time-drawdown relationship. Walton (1960,a) developed a type curve method
for dealing with the analysis of the pumping test data for these conditions.

The leaky confined aquifer formula is given as

• = (114.6 Ø/T) W (u, i)^ ...(12)

where u = 2693r2S/Tt as in equation (11)

a, S p Qy T and r are as defined in section 1.2.1; W (u, i) is termed "well
function for leaky artesian aquifers"; and

• = r/ IT/(1-"/M 1 )^ ...(13)

Pe = coefficient of vertical permeability of confining
bed, in g.p.d./ft 2

me = thickness of confining bed through which leakage
occurs, in ft.

Walton (1962) presents a family of leaky artesian type curves,
based on values of W (u, r/B) in terms of the practical range of u and r/B,
and by plotting values of W (u, r/B) against values of 1/u on log graph
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paper. By plotting drawdowTI against time on log graph paper of the same 
scale and watching thEl time-drmroown curve thus obtained to the type curve 
of best fit, co-ordinates W (u, r/B), 1/u, s and t of a match point can 
be read off. The values of these co-ordinates are then substituted in 
'equations 11, 12 and 13 to ctetermine the hydraulic properties of the 
aquifer and the confining fonnation • 

1.3.2.4 Non-oquilibrium methods applied to unconfined aquifers 

AI thOUgh \ the non-equilibrium formula (equation 1) was dcrivEld 
for confinEld aquifElrs, both the modified non-oquilibrium and type cvxve 
methods of analysing pumping test data, (sections 1.3.2.1 and 1.3.2.2) 
have application to unconfined aquifers under certain conditions. As 
outlined in section 1.2.1.2, after pumping has been in progress for a 
poriod sufficiont to r,19.ke the effect of gravity drainago small, tho time
drawClown relationship for a bore or ,Toll in an unconfined aquif.or (i.e. 
"water-table" conditions) conforms reasone.bly vIi th the non-equilibrium 
formula. 

In dealing Hi th this problor,l, Boulton (1954) considers that 
vlhether or not the non-oquilibrium formula can be applied depends on the 
distance r of tho observa:tion vlOll from the pumped well, the hydraulic 
proper-I;ios of the aquifer, the saturatecl thickness, m, of the aquifer, 
and a dimensionless "time-factor". He implies that if the time factor 
is Greater than 5, and I' is between O.2m .'.'nd 6m tho non-equilibrium 
fonnula can be 1'l..i.:.pliec. wi. th sufficient accuracy for practical purposes. 
From this, and applying the proviso that I' be betvleen O .. 2111 and 6m, 
Walton (1962) derives the equation 

where 

Sy 

P 

m 

= approximate "'tilIIle after pumping starts 1'Then 
application of non-lenky artesian formula to 
vrater table conditions is justified, in days 

specific yield, fraction 

coefficient of permeability, in goP.d/ft.
2 

c: saturated thickness of aqtufer, in feet. 

It should be noted that in using dravrdovm data to determine hydraulic 
properties. pf unconfined aquifers it is necess:~ry to adjust the data to 
allow for the fact that the saturated thicknoss of the aquifer has beon 
decreased by the pumping. The adjusted value of drawd01ffi is given by 
the fellol-ling fonnula, '-;'ue to Jacob (1944)g-

where 

Sl s - (i /2m) 

Sl = drav.do,m that vTould occur in an equivalent non
leaky confined_ aquifar, in ft. 

s = observed dravldovTn under tiater table conditions. 

m = ini tia;I. saturatecl thickness of aquifer, in ft. 

In thoory, the coefficient of s-Gora[;'e of an unconfined 
aquifer is analogous to the spocifie yield. HOi'lover, because pumping 
tests are [;);)stly relatively short? ccnerally not exceedjng 24 hours, and 
because gravity drainage in this p~riod is norrilally incomplGte, the co
efficient of storC1.€:;e derived from the test dda is clsually less than the 
specific yield. This can be a snurce of error in quantitative applica
tions. Furtherrnoro, the coefficient of storage so derived applies essen
tially to tha.t portion of the aquifer dcwatered eluring the test, and it 
does not follow that it can be applied to the remainder of the aquifer. 
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1.3.3 Methods based on distance-drawdown relationshi

1.3.3.1 Non-equilibrium methods.

Walton (1960,b) points out that distahce-drawdown data
complement time-drawdown data and can be used to great advantage in the
interpretation of early drawdown measurements. He considers that inter-
pretations of pumping test data based solely on time-drawdown graphs
are weak, and that logarithmic and semi-logarithmic graph paper magnify
the importance of early time-drawdown data, sometimes out of all pro-
portion to their value.

Distance-drawdown relationships are inherent in the non-
equilibrium formula, and can be analysed by either the modified non-
equilibrium method or the type curve method in similar fashion to time-
drawdDwn data.

In the modified non-equilibrium method, drawdowns observed
at the end of a specified pumping period in two or more observation bores
are plotted against thelogarithm of the respective distances on semi-
log graph paper. A straight-line graph should be obtained, qnd this lino
is extrapolated to intersect the zero-drawdown axis. The slope of the
straight line is then used to determine the coefficient of transmiss-
ibility and the zero-drawdown intercept is used to calculate the coeffic-
ient of storage. The equation for coefficient of transmissibility is

T = 528 Q/As^ ...(16)

where T = coefficient of transmissibilit35 in g.p.d./ft

Q = discharge, in g.p.m.

drawdown difference per log cycle, in ft.

.^2
The coefficient of storage is given by equation (7i a 4 -4 NO

Walton (1962) supplies type curves for matching with distance-
drawdown curves for both leaky and non-leaky confined aquifers. In the
typo curve method, values of drawdown measured at the same time in two
or more observation bores are plotted against the square of the respect-
ive distances on logarithmic paper of the same scale as that used for the
type curve. The distance-drawdown curve so obtained is matched to the
type curve, and match-point co-ordinates are substituted in the same
equations as given for the appropriate time-drawdown type curve methods
to calculate the hydraulic properties of the aquifer.

1.3.3.2 Equilibrium methods

The so-called equilibrium methods to determine permeability
are, in effect, based on distance-drawdown relationships. Wenzel (194 2 )
shows the development of the general equilibrium formula, based on Darcy's
Law and the hydraulic gradient at points of the cone of depression caused
by pumping. The formula for water-table conditions, after Thiem, is as
follows:-

P
^2.303 Q log o

Tr(h2+hi)(s i -s2 )

where P^coefficient of permeability,

Q = discharge of the pumped bore,

hl = saturated thickness of aquifer at the near observation
bore at distance r 1 feet from the pumped bore, in feet,.

9/
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saturated thickness of aquifer at the far observation 
bore at distance r2 feet from the pumped bore, in feet, 

drai-ldown in the near and far observation bore, respec
tively, in feet • 

For confined aquifer conditions, (h2+h1) is replaced by 2m, 
where m is the average thickness of saturated water-bearing material at 
the two observation points. The formula for confined aquifer conditions 
then becomes 

p ••• (18) 

In applying the oquilibriwn method it is assumed that the 
aquifer is infinite and homogeneous, and that the water table (or piezo
metric surface, in the caso of a confined aquifer) qnd the impervious base 
of the aquifer are both horizontal. In an elaborate pumping test in 
which 81 observation bores viera used, Wenzel (1936) founcl that consistent 
results could be obtained by using the following proccduro~- (i) using 
for the drawdown, sol' tho average of the c.ravTdmms at distance r1 on 
opposi te sicles of the pumpecl bore, pref8rably uJ?-{~Tadient anel dO'l>m
grad.ient, and similarly for tho drCl.wrloVffi s2 at distance r2; (ii) using 
only those dre.1vdowns that Cl.re obtained from obsorvo.tion bores situated on 
a straight line through tho pumped bore; (iii) using only the drawdowns 
in observation bores situated within that part of the cone of depression 
which, by the end of the ~eriorl of pumping, has reacherL approximate 
equilibrium in form; (iv) using only dre,'I>rdOims in observation bores 
situated sufficiently far from the pumped bore that the effects of vert
ical groundwe.ter movoment, changes in pon11ee,bili ty due to bore develop
ment, ond, if applicable, the failure of the bore to pcmetrate the entire 
thickness of water-bearing material, are inappreciable; and (v) using 
drawd01ms obtained at more than two distances from the pumped bore. (For 
water-table conditions it is also usually recommencled that the drmldown 
in observation bores should not exceed 1/10 of the saturated thickness 
of the aquifer). 

To provide for these factors he modified tho Thiem formula 
and termed it the "Limiting formula". HG also (levelopEJd the "Gradient 
formula", based on Darcy's Law and flow through concEJntric cylindrical 
sections. 'I'hese formulae viera applied by the present author in field 
permeabili ty tests of the alluvium in the Hunter valley, New South Wales 
(Williall1son, 1958). 

It vdll be noted that time does not enter into equilibrium 
formulae. However, it is nevertheless involved, since thG method 
requires pumping to be continued until the cone of depression reaches 
approximate equilibrium in fOl'lIl, Le. although the wnter level ma.y still 
be falling (as is allo'l>Tod for in the non-equilibrium method.), the rate of 
fall is required to be sensibly the samo at oach observation point. In 
point of fact, Wenzel (1942) sholom that for a large time of discharge tho 
equilibrium and non-equilibrium fOl~1tUae are essentially equal. 

1.3.4 Methods based on time-discharge relationships 

In some instances, mostly 1-Then testing a bore for yield rather 
than to determine aquifer properties, pumping tests are carried out by 
maintaining a constant drawdm-m. In this case, discharge decreases with 
time • 

The usual circumstance dictating the use of' this method is 
that it is not practicable to measure dravTdOim, e. g." because there is in
sufficient annular spaCG between the pump column and'tho casing. Thore 
are more difficulties involvod in conducting this type of pumping test 
and it is usually employed only because thero is no altornativo. 
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Jacob and Lohman (1952) developed the theory for the discharge
of a bore of constant drawdown, and although they were dealing with
artesian (flowing) bores which were not being pumped, the principle is
the same for constant drawdown conditions created by pumping.

If it is desired to establish values for the coefficients
of both transmissibility and storage, the mathematical treatment is
relatively involved. However, if only the coefficient of transmissibility
is required it can be obtained by a modified method which involves
plotting values of 1/Q against log i ot. This gives a similar graph to
that obtained for time-drawdown data in the modified non-equilibrium
method previously described (1.3.2.1). The coefficient of transmissibil-
ity is then given by the formula:-

T = 264/306(i)^ •..(19)

where T = coefficient of transmissibility in g.p.d./ft,

sc = constant drawdown, in feet,

= difference in ( 1) per log cycle (i.e. the slope of the
straight line , aph),

Q = discharge in g.p.m.

Jacob and Lohman also found that sufficiently accurate values
of T could be obtained by the recovery method. Using semi-log paper,
values of residual drawdown, s, wore plotted on the linear scale against
corresponding values of t/t' on the log scale (t = time since discharge
began; tl = time since discharge stopped), and a straight line graph
obtained. The change in residual drawdown, s, per log cycle of t/t 1
gives the slope of the line. The normal modified non-equilibrium
formula (Equation 8) is then used to determine T.

1.3.5 PumpinpAn tests

It is sometimes found more eractiblo to determine hydraulic
properties of a formation by means of pumping-in tests. The usual
reasons for this are that it is required to establish these properties for
material which is not yet saturated (but which subsequently will be),
or not saturated to a sufficient thidkness to allow pumping out, or there
is insufficient available drawdown (in the case of a confined aquifer).

In any event, the principles involved in analysing pumping-
in test data are essentially the same as for discharge tests, the main
difference being that there is a cone of build-up due to the recharge,
rather than a cone of depression due to pumping. However, a factor
which often loads to difficulties in such tests is that any suspended
material in the water being pumped in will cause clogging of void spaces
and can give rise to considerable error.

Ahrens and Barlow (1951) give details of procedures of various
pumping-in tests, some of which employ only one drill hole. They point
out that the one-hole method is not as reliable as when three or more
observition holes are used. In the latter type of test they use the
equilibrium method to analyse the test data.

q3
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PUMPING TESTS 

PART 2 

2.1 Introduction 

In essence, a pumping tost consists siml)ly of pumping a boro 
or well, measuring the rate of discharge and measuring the effect of tho 
pumping on the water 10vel in the pumped -oore or w·ell and at a:n:y observ
ation points. Nevertheless, if satisfactory results are to be obtained, 
considerable care is nGcessii.ry, end there nrc many pit-falls to be avoided. 

The following notes outline the equipment required, precautions 
to be taken, and. procedure recommended. 

2.2 !9.,ui;pment 

2.2.1 Pumps 

For low-yielding bores, e.g. stock-Imter bores, a draw·-plunger 
or flush-cap type pump Hill usually suffice. The larger sizes of those 
pumps may yield, say, 5000-6000 {S"Ph. but they are not particul.;:·.rly satis
factory for accurate pumping tests at such rates because of tho water 
level fluctuations caused by their reciprocating action. 

For high-yieldi.ng bores, a deep-well turbine or axial flovl 
pump is usually required, but centrifugal Purfll")S can have application vIhere 
the drawdcwn level is less than about 20 feet, or, for example, if the 
pump can be installed dovffi a ,vell. In any event, it is necessary that 
there be sufficient annulus between tho pt.1.mp column and tho bore casing 
to allow measuroment of' the water level • 

The motor must be of adequate horsepower, and direct (for 
electric motors) or universal shaft drive is desirable. Belt drives can 
cause considerable probloms in maintaining const,mt discharge. 

The pumping equipment used by the W. C. & 1. C. for tasting 
high-yielding bores consists of t1'l·O 7 inch diameter Pomona pumps capable 
of 35,000-45,000 gph. against heads of up to 150 ft and two 5 inch Ornel 
pumps capable of delivering 40,000 gph. against hoads of up to 130 ft. 
Diesel motors are as follows: 1 x 52 hp. International; 1 x 54 hp. Dorman 
(3 cylinders); 1 x 96 hp. Dorman (6 cylinders)~ and 1 x 76 hp. Lister (6 
cylinders). For lower-yielding bores them are t,w flush-cap pumps, 5 and 
4t inches diameter respectively~ capable of 5000-6000 gph., while each 
boring plant carries either a 2~f or Y4 inch dral1-plunger pump fpr testing 
stock bores.. 

202.2 Measuring dischargp 

The first requirement is that there be a valve on the pump 
clischarge pipe to allo1'l control of clischarge, but there must also be 
prov~s~on for accurately measuring such dischcrge. The most convenient, . 
and probably the raost accurate method is to use a water-ineter, in "lvhich 
case the control valvo is placed on the outlot side to on sure that the 
meter is always full. If an orifice plate is usecl, the valve is placed 
on the pump-side and should be at least 10 pipe~lironeters from the outlet. 
(It is advisable that the nipple leading to the manometer tube be of small-
er di3llleter than the tube to make for more stable "('fater levels in the tube~ 

Othor methodf3 may bo used to measure clischarge, o. g. V-notch 
or rocta..Ylgular l'feirs, tho clistance to a free fall of 12 inches from a 
horizontal pipe, and so on, and each h£l.s criteria to ensure mnx.imum 
accuracy. However, in e,"Oneral, the methods cited are in clescending order 
of reliability and accuracy. For low yielcls, timing i-n. th a drum of 
known volume can be satisfactory. 
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2.2.3 Measuring wRter-10vel 

Various devices can P,e employed for measuring water-level. 
In a pumped bore the device must be small enough to fit freely into 
the annular space between the discharge column <md the cnsing" but 
observation bores usually allow more latitude in this regard. 

Electrical probes are probably the most commonly used ctevice 
and can be either single or dual wire. The latter is the more satis
factory because it does not require establishing n circuit through the 
bore casing. (Television-aeroial dual-flex vrire is useful for improvising 
electrical probes because it is vride and fIn. t, and can be easily marked). 
A milliammeter or a torch globe is incorporated in the circuit to register 
when the probe contacts the water. Provision shoulcl be made for sufficient 
shielding and separation of the probe tenninals to prevent them remaining 
wetted. 

Air-lines are often used in a pumped bore but suffer from the 
disadvantae;e of not allowing very accurate results. The air-line consists 
of a tube of known length down the bore, and at the surface a pressure 
gauge and a tyre-valve stem are fitted to a T-piece. Air is pumped 
through the tube, usine a tyre-pump, and 'flhen pumping is stopped the pres
sure gauge records the pressure raquired to balance the column of water 
above the outlet of the tube. It is essential that the level of the base 
of the tube be known, so the tube should be fixed to the pump column as 
tho latter is inserted. Inserting the tube later is usually not satis
factory. 

Various othor methods of using a weighted tape (steel), e.g. 
chalking the tape, using an air-bell to cause a whistle, etc. are usually 
not practicable when measuring in a pumped bore, but can have application 
in observation bores. Float typo devices can also be very useful in 
observation bores. 

2.3 Precautions 

It should be ensured that the aquifer in the pumped bore is 
stabilized so that sand or silt do not enter during pumping. The motor 
shoLud also be checked to ensure that it is operating satisfactorily. 
Make sure sufficient fuel is on hand. 

A log of the bore shoulcl be availablEl, as well as complete 
detail of casings, screens, etc. The same applies to observation bores, 
and it should also be ensured that these fully penetrate the aquifer, 
freely reflect water level fluctuations (check beforehand by adding 1vater) 
and e..re at a sufficient distance to avoid the effect of partial penetrat
ion if the pumped bore does not fully expose the aquifer. (See equation 
7, section 1.3.1.3). 

Provision must be made to prevent the pumped water re-entering 
the system. This is usually not a problem vIi th confined aquifer but can 
Cause considerable difficulty in unconfined or viater-table ccndi tions, 
especially if the overlying formation is very penuoable. In some cases 
it may be necessary to provide piping or impervious channelling for hund
reds of feet from tho bore or well. Each case must be assessed on its 
circumst~ces and conditions. 

Make sure that everyone involved in the tests knows what they 
should do, hO'lv they should do it, and that they have adequate fonns on 
which to record de.ta. 

2.4 Procedure s 

2.4.1 Water level prior to pumping 

To obtain the most reliable data, observations of water level 
should be maintained for a day or so prior to pumping. The factors that 
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may effect 'Ivater level are mentioned in section 1.).1.1, and if they are 
evident, provision will have to be made for their effect. HOl,rever, morE: 
often than not, it is not practicable to maintain prior observations for 
any appreciable period, especially if the bore is being constructed under 
contract for production rather than investigation purposes. 

If other bores or wells are being operated in the viCinity, 
and it is not practicable to have them stopped for a day or so prior to 
the test, they should, if possible, be kept operating at a constrult rate 
prior to and during the test. Water-level observati,)ns prior to the test 
are then virtually essential so that provision can be made for the effect 
of this pumping. 

2.4.2 Single-rate tests 

On the day prior to the test, short pumping runs of i, to t 
hour should be made at various rates to assoss the general perfonnance of 
the borG. ~1ater level mGasurements during these runs will give SGme indi
cation cd' the likely time-draw-down relationship. ]lrom the information 
so gained, and taking into account any other factors involved, the appro
priate rate f~r the main test is decided. The requisite motor spGed and 
discharge valve settings are also determined from these test~. 

On the clay of the test, vm.ter level is takon prior to com
mencing pumping and should show complete or nlr,-,ost complete recovery from 
the effect of the previous pumping. The times of all measurements and 
of commencement or cessation of pUfi;ping must, of course, be recorded. 

Once pumping commonces, it is a good general principle to 
measure water level as frequently as is pr<lctice.ble while the level is 
changing re.pidly. As the rate of fall diminishes, the time interval 
between readings can be lengthened. Bear in rr.ind, too, that in nnalysing 
the data the scale of time will bG logarithmic. Particular attention 
should be given to obtaining early -time-drawdovm dD.ta, especially if it 
is proposed to use 2. t~lpe-curve method of ,anaJ-9~li:;;. Sui table time inter
vals l'1ould be as follovlSg- 1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 
40, 50, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 270, 300, and ,th(moe 
hourly, assuming a 24 hour test. 

No doubt the biggest "bug-boar" in conducting pumping tests 
is maintaining c:mstant discharge, particularly in cas~')s l'1here the 
transmissibili ty is relatively Im'l', va th consequent high r~~tes of dralv
down. Tho problem is that as tho drC'.wdown increas0s, tho pumping lift 
increases and the clischargo cleerouses. Ana" of course, as the discharf.,"0 
decreases the dravld01Vl1 decreases! An example of this is shovm at ]?igure 
4 (Section 3.3) and it c,'n lead to considerable orror in interpretation 
and analysis of data. (This example also illustrates the impol'tn.nce and 
value of recovery data.) 

During pumping, frequent mea::mren18nJcs should be made (~f the 
discharge rate. If practicable, adjustments shDuld bEl nw,de to maintain 
the rD.te sensibly constant, preferably by moans of the discharge valve 
rather than attempting to alter the spoed of the motor. All motor' read
ings or other measurements of purnping rate should be recorded, as 1-Tell as 
any variations or acljustments in pumping r:_"te. 

Thore is Deed for an adjustable dovice to mainta.in tho de
sired constant discharge for this 1-Jerk. The only 0110 knmffi to tho author 
is the "Flo-stat" unit, but tho L;"rgest currently available is rated 
to deal only Hi th discharG'es of up to 15,000 gph. Any suggestions or 
information in this rGgard i'i, ,uld be apprecia"ti(x1 • 

If at all possible, reCOVGl'y mea::.mreE"!0nts should be teJeen 
after a single rate pumping test. A similan time interval botwe8n read
ings as suggested above for drmvdcvm raeasurements is desirable, al thou{sh 
after say 8 hours the interval could be increased, to 2 hours. 
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It is important to note that the recovery data used in analy
sis is not simply the difference beti'16en 'Ghe drawdown-level at the cef':lsa
tion of ptUnpings anct the w?ter-levol recorded at a certain time. The the
ory of recovery is that the wat~r level behaves as if the bore continued 
to discharge at the constant rate, but that at the time pumping actually 
ceasecl D. flovl equivt1.1en·~ to the pumping rate W2,S introcluced into the 
bore. Consoquehtly, an adjustment, equivalent to the additional clr8:w
down that ,·muld have been caused for the particular time hEd pumping 
been continued, must be added to the recorcled recovery in .. mter level at 
that time. The adjustment is readily cloterminecl graphically by extrapo
lating the straight line time-drmvdOl.'/n graph boyond. the time at 'l'lhich 
pumping ceased Emd ree-;ding off the a(ldi tion2.1 dr1lwclmoffi that 'l-Tould have 
occurred for the respective times of the recover-J measurements. In ],i~ 
ure 5 (Section 3.3.) both recorded and acljustod recovery have been shown 
to illustr:::\te the necoGsi ty of the ac~justment. 

Dur'ing pumping, when a "breathing-space" becomes available 
betvTE)(;)n measurement times, it is a good practice to plot the time-drai-rdown 
data on semi-log .STaph paper e..nd then plot each nOvJ r.loasurement. This 
'rill allo'l-T the vmter level behaviour during the test to be assassod fax' .. 
more satisfactorily than is possible by scrutinizing l'ecorc1ed clnta. 

2.4.2. lI5.ul tiple-·staPj0 tests 

If a multiple-stage test is proposed it shoul(l precede a 
single rate test, since it will give a more reliable indica.tion of the 
appropriate pumping rate for a single-rate test than CM be Gained from 
short preliminary test ruYls. Also, since a multiple-stage tE:st mny consist 
of 3 or 4 stag-es of only two hours each, recover';,! shoulcl be effected 
in time to run a single rate test the follolving clay, if required. 

Short test runs should be carried. out on the day preceding a 
mul tiple stage test to itldicate the likely maximum yield. '1.'he ficur0 
decided on for the latter should then be divided intc the same number 
of approxirna'cely equal 8.iJlOuntS as the number c,f staces proposecl for tilE) 
test. It is not eSk.ential that these be strictly ad.hered to in the test, 
they "re merely a desirable distribution of )Ulnping rates. Motor speed 
and dischare,-e valve settings al)proJ:.!riate to these I'ates should be ascer
tained, if practicable. 

In conducting the test, the procedure is essentially the 
same as for a single ra.te test durinG the first stage, [mel tho same time 
interval of m88.suroment is desira.ble. At the end of the period selected. 
as being appropriate per stage, Si:~y 2 hOLITs, the (lischar[,"0 is I:!.bruptly 
increasecl to the next rate. J..ny acljust!l1ont in tho discharge rate should. 
be done 'Vvithin the first fe1'T minutes, since this data is not n,'I'fiially 
usable anywo.y. The S.:'\ll10 intervr'.l of measurements is rep88.ted as for the 
first stal~ oxcept that readings taken at IGs:I.lth<ln S:'1.'j· 5 minutes need 
not be as frequent, in fr::ct in most cases they are not necessary. 

In carrying out muJ.tiple stage tests it is important to keel> 
track of the '\'later l0vel beh::wiour by maii'ltaining a s.coi-log tiuo-draw
dOvffi gTaph. If the aquifer is c·::nfinecl (multiple stage tests have but 
limited application in UYlc()!lfined c.quifers) and the c(mdi tions allo'll 
application of tho moc~ifi8cl non-equilnriurn mothod., time-tl:r-m-rdovm dnta 
from the first stage should. give a straight lino graj)h. The slopo of 
this line is dilt'ectly P.t'ol)Ortional to the dischargo, so that tho slope 
of tho linG for subseCJ.uent discharGes CFl •• !l bo calcul'1tecl. By thus knmv
ing tho slope of the line that tir.lo-drawdovm d:.'.ta shculd c::mfonn t\) for 
the clischarge of subsequent sta/?;es, it can readil~l be cloterminGd 'lThether 
pumping has been m<!.intai118d for a sufficient l)oriod (luring e.. particular 
stage. This is im:;,)ortant beCaUSE) as tho length of' the log-time scale 
becomes compressed with increasing time, it is often difficult to be sure 
whether the via tex'-level bG!l8viour has settled dOvffi afkr tho 1lbrupt 
increase in discharge. 

This procor.ture is rellc;:cted for subsequent stages until the 
end of the test. Recover;y measurements o.i'ter 1Il1.ll tiple stage tests do not 
lend themselves to analysis, so need not be t1l~!~en. 
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PlJl.1PING TESTS 

~."",3 ____ ---,f,=lli=AL=Y=S=I __ S __ AND= __ I=N __ l,-IER_PRE _____ TA=TI ____ O_N 

3.1 !.ntroduction 

In the following sections, examples of analyses of pumping test 
data carried out by the author in recent years are presented. They have 
been selected for their instructive value in interpreting data. 

3.2 Determining Performance and Yield 

The following account is of the analysis of elata from Bore No. 
14976, a 10 ~lch diameter screened and developed bore in the alluvium of 
the Lachlan River Valley, near Engowra, N.S.lv. The bore vTaS constructed 
by the W.C. & I.C. to a depth of 350 ft and the main aqtUfer consisted of 
sands and fine to medium gravels from 197-344 ft. The bore was backfilled 
to 343 ft and a total of 32 ft 6 ins of 8 inch di~1eter screen inserted 
in three selected zones. 8 inch diameter casing ble.nks were used between 
the screens, and the tOIl of the top screen is 253 ft from the surface. 
The static 1-Tater level was 20 ft at the time of testing, thus allowing 
233 ft available dravTdown. 

The pumping tests consisted of the followingg- (a) a four 
stage test at rates of 11,400 gph., 19,900 GPh., 29,000 gph. and 36,600 
gph. respectively, (each stage was of two hours cturation); and (b) on the 
following day, a 16 hour single rate test at 36,600 gph. followed by 
observation of recovery levels. (Recovery levels are not taken after 
multiple stage tests because they clo not lend themselves to analysis). 

The modified non-oquilibrium method of analysis was used to 
analyse the data obtained. Figure 1 shovTS the gTaph of drawdown against 
log time for the multiple stage test, an(l Figure 2, the gTaph for the 
single-rate test OJ.ld the recover<J data. 

From the mul tiple-stago test elata, the drawdown at 100 minutes 
(a period selected for convenience) for each pumping rate is calculated.. 
The 100 minute drawdown for 11,400 61.)h. is given directly from Figure 1 as 
3.83 ft but to obtain the 100 minute drawdo~m for 19,900 gph. it is nec
essary to allow for the effect of the previous pumpinG. The strai~lt line 
graph through the drawdown time points for the first stage is extrapolated, 
and the difference in drawcl.own between the extrapolated line and the data 
for 19,900 gph. is detennined for a time 100 minutes from the time of com
mencement of pumping at this rate. This difference A s (2.96 ft) is the 
100 minute incremental a.rawclo1rm, and rrrhen added to the drawdown of 100 
minutes for the first stage (3.83 ft) gives the 100 minute drawdown for 
the pUD1:i.Jing rate of the second stage (6.79 ft). 

Since the slope of the straight line graph is governed by the 
tran~lissibility of the formation, once it is determined for the first 
pumping rate the slope for other rates is given by direct proportion 
between this and the nell pumping rate. (This also permits a check on the 
validity of the trend of the timo-dravTdovm curves given by the data in 
subsequent stages, and L~ some cases may indicate the desirability of 
longer pumping period.s per stage.) The calculated slope is dravm in to 
fi t the data towp.rds the end of the j)tJmping period and then extrapolated 
beyond the pumping period in order to allow the incremental drm'Tdown 
for the next stage to be determine(i ... 

The above procedure is carried out for oach stage, and the 
data so obtained are tabulated as follOi'ls~ 
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Drawdown 
Discharge Discharge 100 min. s, in ft. : (cusecs) 
in gph • in CUSGCS tl s in ft. at 100 mins. 

11,400 0.510 3.83 3.83 1.55 

19,900 0.888 2.96 6.79 1.63 

29,000 1.295 3.43 10.22 7.88 

36,600 1.632 3.10 13.32 8.15 

36,600 1.625 12.46 12046 7.67 

(The data in the last line are from the single rate test. It 
will be noted too, that in each case the discharge, Q, has been converted 
from gallons per hour to cusecs. This is done in order to obtain more con
venient factors in the equation which will be derived from this data.) 

Al though not eeeential , it is vrell wortlnoJ'hile to plot the 100 
minute drawd.,wn against discharge, on linear scales, r.lS ShOvffi in Figure 
3 a. This gives a gooe!. check 011 the confunni ty of the chta and will 
sometimes indicate the possible source of error in any anomalies. In the 
case of confined aquif0rs, the more efficient the bore, the closer inll 
the drawdown clischarge curve approach a straight line. ];I'or bores of 101., 
efficienc;)" the slo:';-'8 of the t~gent to the curve vli11 increase rapidly 
with increasing discharge. 

Values of ~ from the tabulated data are then plotted against 
the respective values §:e Q, as shown in :B'igullEl 3b, to derive the equation 
relating dra"rdolm at 100 minutes to "aquifer loss" and 111oJ'ell loss", i.e. 
in the fonn s =:BQ + CQ2 (Equation 5, Section 1.2.2). The straight line 
of best fit is drawn to this plotted (lata. The intercept of this line 
with the s axis then gives the factor :B, (7.27) and the slope of the line 
gives the factor C, (0.52). The drm'Tdovm s, at 100 minutes for ~ dis
charge Q, in cusecs, can then be calculated from tho eqwltion. 

S 0= 

The single rate pumping test is carried out to give information 
on aquifer conditions. The semi-log plot of the data from this test is 
shown at Figure 2, and the drawdown data indicates that a boundary condit
ion to have come into effect at about 110 minutes. This is evident by 
the change in slope of the straight line of best fit from 1.96 ft per log 
cycle to 3.59 ft per log cycle at this time. On tho other hand, the 
recovery data do not conform vTi th this, and sholl only the slope of 1.96 ft 
per log cycle. Unfortunately there is only one recovery measurem'ent beyond 
105 minutes so the evidence is not conclusive. However, on the prinCiples 
that a boundary condition is not unexpected, and that, in any event, if 
an error is to be made it should be on the side of safety, the rate of 
drawdmffi of 3.6 ft per log cycle w'as adopted as a basis for calculatinG 
the rate for higher discharges ,'1hen extrapolating beyond 100 minutes. 

For irrigation bores, the practice adopted by the author in 
making recommendations of sRfe pumping rates is to a11ol'T fer the effect 
of 10) minutes (approxir!1ately 70 days) continuous pumping. (li'or tOvffi 
vlater supply boros, 106 minutes or approximately 100 days, is more approp- . 
riate). The drawdown, s, at 100 minutes for a given discharge is calculated 
from the equation derived above, and the drawdown at 105 minutes is given 
by Rdding to s the drawcloi'Tn for three acldi tional log cycles. The amount 
por log cycle is given from the selected base figure by direct proportion 
of the respective discharges,.o.g. for 50,000 gph., the drawdown per log 
cycle will be (3.6 x .2£k9.QQ) ft 0= 4.92 ft • 

36,600 
:By w~ of example the calculation for the drawdovm at 70 days 

at a discharge of 50,000 gph. (2.23 CUSGcs) is as follOi"S~-

= 

= 

7.21 (2.23) + 0.52 (2.23)2 

16.2 + 2.6 

18.8 ft. 

'0 I 
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then s10'5mins 0:: 18.8 + 3 x 4.92 

... 18.8 + 14.8 

= 33.6 ft. 

In making recommendations of pump-intake settings for various 
pumping rates, and in estimating the pumping lift (e.g. for irrigation 
design purposes), a fair degree of judgement is still normally required. 
For example, the drawdown level at 70 days in the case cited is given by 
adding the static water level to the drawdown, i.e. (20 + 33.6) ft or 53.6 
ft. However, the static water level may va~l considerably with se.asonal 
condi tions and allowance will have to be made acc::.rdingly. For the most 
part, there is insui'ficient information to be specific in this regard, 
and an estimate must be made on the basis of local knoi'fledge. 

Another factor is the possibility that boundary conditions 
additional to any evident during the pumping test may occur. This sug
gests the desirability of allowing an additional margin for sugh unknovm 
factors, and the extent of this margin must be assessed from consideration 
of the circumstances. As a general guide it is desirable to have the 
pump intake set at loast 10 fed belmv the IOvTest anticipated drawdo'(om
level, but this "safetly margin" should obviously be varied to suit the 
particular conditions. 

As a further general guide, it is considered that the esti
mated drat-Tdolm-Ievel at 104 minutes continuous P\1l1lping (i.e~ about 7 days) 
is a. reasonable figure for the pumping lift for de~ign purposeG, for the 
average irrigation b,)re. Hm'fever, this, too, may be varied, depending on 
the proposed schedule of pumping. 

In the case considered above, it was known that the owner of' 
the bore wished to pump at a rate of the order of 80,000 - 100,000 gph., 
and since the maxium discharge achieved in the pum1)ing test .. laS only 
36,600 gph. extrapolation to the required pumping ~ato puts considerable 
strain on the analysis. Consequently, in arriving at recommendations, 
it wa.s allowed that the regional static vmter level could fall 10 ft., 
ioeo from 20 ft. to 30 ft., and that a further boundary condition could 
occur, thus causing the amount of drawdo'l'm per log cycle to double. 
The pumping. lift for design purposes wa.s baaed on the seven-day draw
down from the recorded static water level. Extracts from the estimated 
drawdown and drawdo .. m-levels for various discharges are as follows: 

Discharge 
~.p.h. 

60,000 

80,000 

100,000 

Drawdown level in 
Drawdown in Drawdown in feet at 70 days, 

feet at 1 de,YB feet at 10 da.ys ll.~p.g SWL of 30 ft. 

58.6 

80.0 

102.0 

88.6 

110.0 

132.0 

Extracts from thG final recomITlendations to the l~~dholder 
are as follows~ 

Discharge 
e:·p·h. 

60,000 

80,000 

100,000 

Design pumping 
Lift, ft. to surface 

17 

94 

112 

Pump intake settins'S, 
ft. below surface 

90 

110 

140 
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The importance of recovel~ data 

In Part I (Section 1.2.1) it lo1~S stressed that if, at all 
possible, recovery of viator level should be observed after a single-rate· 
pumping test. There does not seem to be sufficient emphasis (in the value 
of recovery measurements in the literature on pumping tests, and the 
following examples are r):i.~esented to shovT h01'l significant recovery d2.ta 
can be. 

(a) Figu:re 4 Sh0101S the semi-log gl'al1h of the drawdmm and recovery data 
from a 24 hour pumping test on an 8 inch diameter screened bore, 
Bore No. 21041. The average ptunping rate, be .. sed on the last 10 
hours of the test, was 24,320 gph. 

It will".l.be seen that although there is a fair degTee of scattor 
in the time-drawdown data, it does not appee.r to be on inordinate 
amount. If recover~! de .. ta wer0 not available , it w·ould seem reason
able to drmT a line of best fit through the plotted points and 
ascribe the scatter to minor "lvater level fluctuations 1-1hich a.re ri.')t 
uncommon where large drmldowns are being caused. Such C1. line 1-1Quld 
g'ive a slope of the order of 4.5 ft. per log cycle. 

On the other hand, the reCOVEJljl datn plot very vlEl1, and fall on a 
straight line of slope 7.1 ft/log cycle. vfnen this is drawn in, it 
becomes apparent that a number of sogncnts of the time-drmldown data 
also ccnform to this slope, as sho1-m in the fie.:;ure. It is e:ltident, 
then, that the dra"Tdc'1-m rlata are influenced by variations nnd ad
justments in the pumping rde, ancl that the recovery data give the 
more correct basis on "Thich to determine the increase') of clrmTdown 
with time. If the fOl~er slope were used to extrapolate to 105 min
utes from the 100 minute drawd01m, it ",ould tmderestimate the draw
d01-m by about 8 feet. If it were used ~s a b::.sis of calculation to 
determine the rate of increase in drawc.lo1-m for higher dischare,"es, it 
would lead to groater errors. 

(b) The semi-log gra.!?hs shown at Figure 5 arc based on drawdown and 
recovery data supplied by a landholcler. He h;:.d sought advice, by 
mail, on establishing the safe yield of Bore No. 17152 and had been 
informed of 1hedata required in order to a11011 analysis of the results 
of a pump test. Although the data supplied are not as complete as 
was requested, they are nevertheless instructive. 

The bore is 150 feet deep, and aquifers are rocorded in sRudstones 
at 95-108 and 111-126 feet. The static ~vater level I-mS 60 feet. 
Pumping for about 12 hours at 18000 {Who caused less than 10 feet 
of drawdown, and the limited data conform reasonably to a straight 
line of slope 2.6 feet per log cycle. From this, it could be infer
red that there would be little difficulty in maintaining a i.ischarge 
of 18,000 gph. or even more. 

However, in spite of this promising performance, the recoveI"J data 
showed a pronounced retardation in recovery of ''le.ter level suggest
ing that the al1.uifer had but limi ted stora~,0 which i-mS being markedly 
clepleted. (For purposes of illustration, the recovery from the draw
(101m-level is shoim, as vTell as the adjusted recovery (see Part 2). 

The Olrv-ner 1-laS advisecl that the (lata 1-10re insufficient for satisfac
tory analysis but indicate(_l thc.t, bElcause of the above fa.cto:cs, a 
discharge of 18,000 {:~h. could not be maintained. He w~s also ad
vised that he should pump at as 101'1 a r.:,te as 1-laS practicable, in 

~ order to conserve the supply • 

Some months later, he "rrote that he had continuod pumping but the 
water level kept failing to recover ':nd the bore would not then main
tain a discharge of 7,000 6Th. 

IO?J 
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(c) Figure 6 8ho"18 semi-loe graphs of clrawclo'im and recovery data from 
a Pt~ping test of Bore No. 21047. This is a 6 inch di~leter bore 
in the a.lluviuIl1 of Billabong Creek, near Holbrook, in N.S.W., and 
records an aquifer c::msisting of silty fine to medium sanc. from 206-
245 feet. About 32 feet of 0.020 aperture-soreen was installed 
from 243 feet up'\'lards and the static .. rater level was 18 feot at the 
time of testing. 

The clrawclown (lata plot on linss of v8r~; steep slope, initially 18.2 
ft. per log cycle ancl finally 32.0 ft. per log cycle, ancl ce,uld 
be interpreted as indicating an aquifer of low transmissibility with 
a boundal~ condition coming into effect at about 120 minutes. How
ever, the recovers data certainly do not conform to this interpre
tation. They show' an ini tb,l rapid' recovery, and fallon a line of 
slope only 2.0 ft. per log cycle, which indicates a high transmissi
bili~y. 

The above Eli tu£,tion, in cC'njunction "Ti th ovi~lence that unstable 
clayey silt from [,bove the aquifer h."1.(l beon incluced through the 
screen, and other evidence of aquifer instability, ,-JaS assessed as 
indicating th~t the drm'ldown behaviour and the poor perfonnance of 
the bore 't'lere due to mechanical problems in development, and that 
the recovery data indicated a much better bore performance should 
be obtainable. On these grounds it vms recommended that an 8 inch 
diameter production bere be constructed in the vicinity of the exist
ing bore, rather than movo to a new and unknmm area. (Difficul t~ 
had been experienced in locating suit2.ble aquifers in this valley). 

The 8 inch diameter b~,re is Ul1.der c .. 'nstructic:n at time of this 
writing. 

Determining hydraulic properties of an aguifer 

Figure 7 s110v18 the semi-log graphs of dr"l\'ldO'lm anc1 recovery 
for a production bore, Bore No. 14725, and C:'!!l observation bore at a dis
tance of 50 ft. from it. The bores are in the alluvium of the Bel"",bula 
River valley, dO'imstream of Ellt3'ovrra, N.S.vT. Bore No. 14725 is of 8 inah 
diameter and .-Jas constructed to 1.:'1. dopth of 67 ft. It encountered the 
valley basement rock llt 63 ft. A sandy fine to meditIDl Gravel aquifer oc
curred from 46 to 63 ft. and vr::,s screened from 50 to 62 ft. with 7 inch 
diameter screen of 0.100 aporture. The pumpinG rate was 14,300 gph. and 
the observation bore was of six-inch di.3lTIeter, 'i'lith a five inch slotted 
liner in the aquifer. 

Drm'1down and rGcovery data confonn 'VIell with each other in 
each case, and the slopa of the straight line of best fit is 1.33 ft. 
per log cycle for both bores. 

is given by 
From equation 8 (Section 1.3.2.1.), the transmissibility, T, 

T '" (264Q /J. s) gild/ft, 'I'lhere is the discharge in gpm, 
and A s is the difference in drmldmm per loB' cycle, 
in feet. 

From the above data, 

T = (264 + 14,300 x -1--) G~d/ft. 
60 1.33 

~ 47,300 gpd/ft. 

The penneability, 

p = ! gpd/ft
2

, 
m 

where m is the thickness of the aquifer, 
in feet 

o 
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P I:S (41)30QtO-) gpd.ft. 2 

1'7 

2,780 gpd/ft.
2 

From equation 9 (Section 1.3.2.1), the coefficient of storage, 
S, is given by 

where 

then 

to = intercept of the straiGht-line time-dravldovm graph 
wi th the zero-drm'ldown axis in minutes 

r 0: distance of the observ,':!tion bore from the ptunpetl bore, 
in feet 

S 53300 x 0.005 
4790 x 50 x 50 

1.97 x 10-5 

The vory small value of S is typical of confined aquifers 

LeruSY Aquifer conditions 

Where leaky aquifer conditions are encountered, i.e. ~vhen 

the confining formation is sufficiently permeable to allow leakage fl'om 
an overlying or underl:iins formdion into the 2.quifer being tested, the 
effect on the time-draw'dovm relationship is fairly characteristic. lfuen 
a semi-log plot of time-drawdo'wn data i8 prepared, it is found that the 
data points form a curve for a much lone;er period thanis usually the case 
before conditions conform to the reqUirements of the modified non-equili
brium method. rr'he curve gracluall.v flattens out t,~., more or less a straight 
line, often of ve;ry gentle slope, and the df.:J.1cr:,r here is that if this 
line Here used to determin.e transmissibility it .... muld indicate values 
far too high. (By way of example, in some puraping tests ce.rriGd out in 
the Hunter Valley alluvium (Williamson, 1958) leaky condi ticns were en
countered. It was found that application of thG modified non-equilibrium 
or straight-line method g'3ve permeability values of up to 7,000,000 ft/yr. 
and it 'tms shown that these c0l~ld not be valid, and equilibrium methods 
gave values of the order of 280,000 ft/yr. Unfortunately, type curves 
for allowing analysis of leaky condi ti.::ms WE;:CO not then e.vnilable.) 

It will be evident, too, that if early time-drmvdoWl1 dCtta is 
./ lacking, or if there is much scatter of the points on a semi-log plot, 

end particularly if leakage is nc.t prono'..mced, misle,::!.ding interpretations 
can easily' be. made. 

1m example of the type of semi-log gTaph of time-drawclOim data 
from a lenky confined aquifer is given at Fib~o 8 for Bore No. 18474. 
This bore had been constructed by a private contractor for tOim water 
supply purposes at Guru10dah, N.S.vi. and only a generalized driller's log 
is available. It records soil and clay to 16 ft and sandy gravel tc 71 ft 
but it is unlikely that the latter is all water-bearing. Screens WGre in
stalled at 37-48 ft and 57-67 ft and the static vlater level was 22 it when 
tested. The pumping rate vlaS 15,100 gph • 

vThen the time-dravldo';m data at Figure 8 is replotted on log 
paper of the same scale as that used for the leaky artesian type curves 
provided by Walton (1962), a good match is given with the type curve having 
an riB value of 2.0, as shovm at Figure 9. By taking match points at the 
intersection of major ~i(u, riB) and 1/u axes, values for s and t are 
obtained, e.G. for 0.1 and 1.0, respectively, the corresponding values for 
s and tare 6.5 ft and 3.7 minutes, respectively. The coefficient of 
transmissibility is given by substitution in the equation 

j(}~ 
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s ... (11~.6Q) ~1 (u, riB) i.e. equation 12 (Section 1.3.2.3) 

so that T 11g.6 x 15,100 = .5 x 60 x 0.1 

.,. 444 gJ?d/ft • 

(By way of contrast, if the semi-log graph at Fif,rure 8 1'1ere accepted, and 
the modified non-equilibrium formula T = 264QjAS applied, taking 6 S as 
0.32 ft/lo~ cycle, (Fig. 8), then the value obtained for T is 208,000 
gpd/ft. I!) 

In the above type curve analysis, if data were available 
from an observation bore, the coefficient of storage could be determined 
from equation 13 (Section 1.3.2.3). Furthermore, if the thickness of 
the confining foundation were knmm, the coefficient of permeability of 
the confining bed would be given from equation 14 (Section 1.3.2.3) 

It is apparent from the above test data that the system was 
approaching a steady state because of the effect of recharge from leakage. 
In fact, in view of the relatively 1m'/' transmissibility of the aquifer, 
lealtage is no doubt providing the major proportion of the discha.I'e,"O. 
From the town water supply viewpoint, the critical aspect is just hoW" 
much water is stored in the formation supplying the leakage, and there 
is insufficient data to assess this. 
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